
 

 

Legislative Council 

Tuesday, 22 June 2010 

                 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House) took the chair at 3.00 pm, and read prayers.  

COCKBURN CEMENT, MUNSTER 

Petition 

HON SALLY TALBOT (South West) [3.00 pm]: I present a petition containing 100 signatures couched in the 
following terms — 

To the President and Members of the Legislative Council of the Parliament of Western Australia in 
Parliament assembled. 

We the undersigned residents of Western Australia respectfully request the plight of residents and home 
owners whose lives and health are being ruined by the massive emissions of dust and odours from the 
operations of Cockburn Cement Ltd (CCL) in Munster, WA is acknowledged and that the physical 
destruction of property and health problems caused by the levels of lime dust emitted from CCL is 
brought to an end.  

Your petitioners therefore respectfully request that immediate action is taken to stop Cockburn Cement 
Limited (CCL) from emitting dust and odours from its operations in Russell Road, Munster.  

And your petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[See paper 2159.] 

INFILL SEWERAGE PROGRAM — QUINNS ROCKS 

Petition 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [3.02 pm]: I present a petition containing 409 signatures 
couched in the following terms — 

To the President and Members of the Legislative Council of the Parliament of Western Australia in 
Parliament assembled. 

We the undersigned residents of Western Australia are in favour of extending the infill sewerage 
programme to homes in the older residential areas of Quinns Rocks which currently operate on the 
septic tank system. 

Although residents were promised in the 1990s that their properties would be connected to the main 
sewer, this process has been delayed and homes in the area still utilise old septic tanks that leach 
untreated sewerage into the groundwater and the environment. 

Your petitioners therefore respectfully request that the Legislative Council give urgent consideration to 
supporting the implementation of the infill sewerage programme in the old Quinns Rocks area as part of 
the $25 million allocation for the purpose in the State Budget for the forthcoming financial year. 

And your petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[See paper 2160.] 

NORTHERN SUBURBS — BUS SERVICE 

Petition 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [3.03 pm]: I present a petition containing 49 signatures couched 
in the following terms — 

To the Honourable the President and Members of the Legislative Council of the Parliament of Western 
Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We the undersigned residents of Western Australia are extremely disappointed that the Barnett/Grylls 
Government has failed to adequately fund public transport in our fast growing suburbs, leaving some 
residents without access to a regular and reliable bus service. We believe that in a rich State like WA 
we should be able to afford a world class public transport system servicing all of our suburbs. 

In particular, we note that the suburbs of Ashby, Tapping, Sinagra, Carramar and Banksia Grove do not 
receive an adequate bus service. 
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Your petitioners therefore respectfully request a Legislative Council inquiry into whether there are 
sufficient buses to service all our suburbs and determine how many additional buses will be needed to 
meet the growing demand. 

And your petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[See paper 2161.] 

BUSSELTON WATER SUPPLY — CHLORINATION 

Petition 

HON ADELE FARINA (South West) [3.04 pm]: I present a petition containing 5 352 signatures couched in 
the following terms — 

To the President and Members of the Legislative Council of the Parliament of Western Australia in 
Parliament assembled. 

We the undersigned residents of Western Australia reject the decision by the Busselton Water Board 
(BWB) to implement full-time chlorination of our domestic water supply. This decision has been 
made without consultation with the community and the real threats and risks to Public Health 
and implications for the community have not been evaluated. BWB has not demonstrated valid 
reasons as to why Busselton’s unique, natural, chemical free water supply should now require 
chlorination. 

Your petitioners therefore respectfully request the Legislative Council institute a parliamentary 
inquiry into the decision to introduce the known carcinogen, chlorine into Busselton’s domestic 
water supply. We ask in line with progressive countries overseas that alternatives other than full 
chlorination be considered. Our current UV treatment is such a method. If an expansion of this 
system alone is considered inadequate, we ask that it be augmented by a health supportive 
alternative. We ask that the integrity of Busselton’s unique water be preserved. We ask that the 
widespread concerns and opinions of the local community be fully considered prior to the 
introduction of any changes to present treatment methods. And your petitioners as in duty bound, will 
ever pray. 

[See paper 2162.] 

SUNDANCE RESOURCES — DEATHS OF PERSONNEL 

Statement by Minister for Mines and Petroleum 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Mines and Petroleum) [3.06 pm]: On 
behalf of the government we wish to express our deepest sympathy to the families, friends and workmates of the 
five Western Australian mining executives tragically killed in a plane cash in Cameroon. We also extend our 
condolences to the families of Ken Talbot and Natasha Flason from Brisbane, who were also on the aircraft. It 
was shocking news to wake up yesterday to hear that their plane had gone missing, but even more distressing 
this morning to hear confirmation that they had all perished in the crash. The deaths of these people, some whom 
I knew personally, is a great loss to Western Australia’s mining community-as we all know, the mining 
community is a very close-knit community.  

Based in Perth, Sundance Resources senior executives and directors were very well respected. Geoff Wedlock 
not only held his position with Sundance Resources but also was chair of the Gindalbie Metals Group. 
Considered a veteran in the WA mining sector, with 35 years’ experience to his credit, Geoff held a range of 
senior roles with companies that have each played its part in building the state’s resources sector. BHP Billiton, 
Portman Mining and Grange Resources are just a few companies Geoff was associated with.  

John Jones, who had a 30-year mining industry career, had taken up his position as director with Sundance 
Resources less than two months ago. Mr Jones was well known for his diligent efforts to increase benefits to the 
Indigenous community from the state’s resources industry. Managing director Don Lewis was known to be a 
tough operator, but that strong approach is why Sundance Resources recruited him for its $4 billion Cameroon 
project. John Carr-Gregg joined Sundance Resources in 2008. He was a lawyer with 25 years’ experience, 13 of 
which he spent in the resources sector. Craig Oliver was also a well-known figure in the resources sector. 
Tragically, Craig is the son of Hon Neil and Mrs Joy Oliver. Neil was a former member of this house and I 
extend our deepest sympathy to Neil and Joy. 

As I said earlier, WA’s mining and resources sector is close knit and these tragic losses will have significant and 
lasting effects on Western Australia’s pool of talented, resourceful and productive miners. Mining, as we all 
know, is a risky business and this has been brought home by this tragedy. Again, on behalf of the Western 
Australian government, I extend our sincere condolences to the families, colleagues and friends of the deceased 
during this difficult time. 
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HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the Opposition) [3.08 pm] — by leave: I rise on 
behalf of the Australian Labor Party to add our condolences to the families and loved ones and colleagues of 
those who died in the plane crash that the minister has referred to. As the Minister for Mines and Petroleum 
noted, the mining industry is a tight community, and despite our growth, Western Australia is still pretty much a 
small town. It is so small, of course, that my father, who is a previous chief executive officer of the Chamber of 
Minerals and Energy of Western Australia, knows a number of these people.  

The loss of the Sundance Resources team will obviously be felt deeply by their family and loved ones, but also 
by the sector. The nature of the business, as the minister noted, is one whereby flights in small aeroplanes across 
inhospitable territory are part of the business. Many people in Western Australia will look at these circumstances 
and say, “There but for the grace of God go I.” This is something that will, I am sure, have repercussions 
throughout the Western Australian community. 

I note in passing that it is also a sad day because of the loss of three young lives in Afghanistan, which is a 
reason for us to be doubly concerned today. I just wanted to put on the record the condolences of the Australian 
Labor Party. 

HON WENDY DUNCAN (Mining and Pastoral — Parliamentary Secretary) [3.10 pm] — by leave: I also 
take the opportunity to express the condolences of the National Party on the loss of these six people who made 
an incredible contribution to the Western Australian economy. As the Leader of the Opposition noted, these were 
people who were well known and well loved in our community. We are a small community, but in the mining 
community in particular everyone knows each other and understands the challenges of the environment that they 
work in when following their chosen profession. At this time I add the condolences of the Nationals to the 
families, friends and work colleagues of the people who were lost in Africa. They will be sorely missed and our 
thoughts are with them. 

Consideration of the statement made an order of the day for the next sitting, on motion by Hon Ed Dermer. 

METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME AMENDMENT 1082/33 — BUSH FOREVER AREAS 

Statement by Minister for Child Protection 

HON ROBYN McSWEENEY (South West — Minister for Child Protection) [3.12 pm]: I present today for 
tabling metropolitan region scheme amendment 1082/33, which will facilitate the establishment of Bush Forever 
areas in the metropolitan region scheme on zoned and reserved land; the reservation of a number of Bush 
Forever areas for parks and recreation within the MRS; and text changes to clause 16(1a)(a) of the MRS text to 
deal with development approval procedures on reserved land within Bush Forever areas. 

The year 2010 is the International Year of Biodiversity, a United Nations initiative designed to bring 
international attention to the need to preserve biodiversity internationally. Western Australia is renowned for its 
very high biodiversity, and it is therefore critical that we preserve our assets that are under threat from 
development. 

The implementation of Bush Forever areas started 10 years ago when the then Liberal–National government 
endorsed the Bush Forever policy in 2000. This policy, as originally developed, committed to the preparation of 
special control areas in the MRS to cover Bush Forever sites and a complementary state planning policy to 
provide for the protection of Bush Forever sites. The Labor government continued with this initiative—albeit at a 
somewhat leisurely pace—and the MRS amendment was initiated by the WA Planning Commission in 2004. 
Also in 2004, the Environmental Protection Act was amended to legislate for clearing controls. This provided 
statutory protection for native vegetation, but allowed for clearing exemptions related to development for which 
planning approval from the WAPC or local authorities had been obtained. The MRS amendment and the draft 
SPP were advertised for a period of three months from August to November 2004. A total of 193 submissions 
were received; 76 submissions were in support of the proposal, 16 submissions were in general support and 
101 submissions were opposed to the concept of Bush Forever. As a result of the matters raised in the 
submissions, a subcommittee of the WAPC held a total of 65 hearings. In March 2006 the WAPC resolved to 
adopt the MRS amendment “Report on Submissions” subject to modifications, including removing the special 
control area provisions from the MRS text and renaming the Bush Forever protection areas to Bush Forever 
areas. The WA Planning Commission also resolved to adopt state planning policy 2.8 in 2006. The Metropolitan 
Region Planning Committee, on behalf on of the WAPC, considered the modifications and adopted the “Report 
on Submissions” and the SPP. 

Since coming into government, I have been concerned to finalise this amendment and provide the regulatory 
certainty that was previously missing. I consider that the MRS amendment will play an important role in the 
better protection and management of regionally significant bushland in the metropolitan area. I have also 
recently approved state planning policy 2.8, entitled “Bushland Policy for the Perth Metropolitan Region: 
Statement of Planning Policy 2.8”. 
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For the landowners of the 29 private properties where land zoning is being changed to parks and recreation 
reserve, the WA Planning Commission will continue to stand in the market to purchase Bush Forever areas as a 
priority in its forward acquisition program. In this regard I have asked the Department of Planning to write to 
affected private landowners to remind them of their statutory rights. 

I am pleased to now table the documentation in the house. In tabling this document, I thank the efforts of the 
officers of the Department of Planning who have worked to finalise this amendment. 

[See papers 2163 and 2164.] 

Point of Order 

Hon SUE ELLERY: I rise on a point of order. I wonder if I might perhaps seek clarification, Mr President. The 
ministerial statement just read contained a statement that is clearly subjective. I am making reference to the term 
“leisurely pace”, which I think the minister applied to the Labor government’s application of the policy she was 
referring to. I was led to believe, on instruction from previous Presidents, that brief ministerial statements were 
meant to be statements of fact and statements of announcements around policy changes. I remember a former 
President literally putting a red line through comments in ministerial statements of mine that he thought were 
political or offered some form of editorialising. I wonder if I might seek your guidance on that, Mr President.  

Hon NORMAN MOORE: It is the normal process of this government that any ministerial statements to be 
made in this house are sent to me first and I read them—I do that diligently. Regrettably, today, I thought this 
one was just a technical description of an amendment to a regional plan so I did not read it. Had I read it, it 
would have had red lines through it in line with the point made by the Leader of the Opposition. 

Hon Ken Travers: You should change “I” to “the minister” in future as well. 

Ruling by President 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): On that point of order, the Leader of the Opposition raised a valid 
point. The previous President made a ruling that all ministerial statements should be vetted by the President 
before being introduced to the house. That process, when I became President, proved to be a bit cumbersome in 
some respects, and after discussions with the Leader of the House it was agreed—as the Leader of the House just 
mentioned—that he would supervise all ministerial statements coming into the house. He has explained the 
circumstances today, but it is incumbent on every minister who reads a statement in the house that it should not 
contain political comment, because there is no immediate debate after it that would give any other members in 
this chamber an opportunity to respond. That is the reason for it. I think the point has been made and I am quietly 
confident that it will not happen again. 

Statement Resumed 

Consideration of the statement made an order of the day for the next sitting, on motion by Hon Ed Dermer. 

PAPERS TABLED 

Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house. 

STANDING COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM LEGISLATION AND STATUTES REVIEW 

Fifty-second Report — “Report on the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (WA) Bill 2010” — Tabling 

Hon Adele Farina presented a report from the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes 
Review, the “Report on the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (WA) Bill 2010”, and on her motion it 
was resolved — 

That the report do lie upon the table and be printed. 

[See paper 2165.] 

Forty-ninth, Fiftieth and Fifty-first Reports — Recommendations 1 and 2 — Notice of Motion 

Hon Adele Farina gave notice that at the next sitting of the house she would move — 

That recommendations 1 and 2 contained in the forty-ninth, fiftieth and fifty-first reports of the 
Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review be adopted and agreed to. 

STATE TRADING CONCERNS (AUTHORISATION) AMENDMENT REGULATIONS (NO. 2) 2009 — 
DISALLOWANCE 

Discharge of Order 

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [3.23 pm] — without notice: I move — 
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That, pursuant to the recommendation of the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation, order 
of the day 4, State Trading Concerns (Authorisation) Amendment Regulations (No. 2) 2009 — 
Disallowance, be discharged from the notice paper. 

By way of explanation, the committee has looked at these issues and they have been resolved to its satisfaction. 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [3.24 pm]: I just want to make sure that we are dealing only with 
the motion moved by Hon Robin Chapple. 

The PRESIDENT: That is order of the day 4. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes. 

The PRESIDENT: I presume Hon Ken Travers is asking whether order of the day 3 still stands. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes, and order of the day 2. 

The PRESIDENT: Orders of the day 2 and 3? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It is 2, actually. 

The PRESIDENT: The question is that order of the day 4 be discharged from the notice paper. 

Question put and passed. 

ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 

Consideration of Tabled Papers 

Resumed from 17 June on the following motion moved by Hon Helen Morton (Parliamentary Secretary) — 

That pursuant to standing order 49(1)(c), the Legislative Council take note of tabled papers 2044A–H 
(budget papers 2010–11) laid upon the table of the house on 20 May 2010. 

HON LJILJANNA RAVLICH (East Metropolitan) [3.25 pm]: I rise to support the motion and I welcome the 
opportunity to make some comments on the 2010–11 budget. It is indeed a very interesting budget. It is 
interesting from two perspectives. As I glance through the budget papers I get a bit of a feel for what this budget 
is about; but, as a member of the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, there is no doubt 
that I get a different perspective on the way in which this budget is framed. 

No doubt this budget has been framed during a fairly difficult economic time. There is no doubt that the three per 
cent efficiency dividend that was applied last year has cut many operations of government agencies and had an 
impact on them. The ongoing work of the Economic Audit Committee is also adding to some of the financial 
challenges faced by government agencies. I do not doubt that the work of the Economic Audit Committee, which 
I understand is ongoing, is continuing to put additional pressure on government agencies to find the required 
savings to make sure that the budget is kept out of the red and remains in the black. 

Everywhere I go, the one common complaint about the government is that it is failing to provide community 
support for a range of initiatives right across the board. That to me indicates that discretionary revenue is simply 
not there to fund many organisations which have been funded in the past and which no doubt rely to some extent 
on government funding to perform their operations. Nevertheless, as we move closer to the election, people 
invariably will be looking at how this government has fared in the way it has reacted to many community groups 
and organisations within the community, and will vote accordingly. 

I want to spend a bit of time on budget paper No 3, the 2010–11 Economic and Fiscal Outlook. I have to say that 
although there has been a general cut in spending pretty much across the board, the most concerning feature of 
this budget is the net debt position that the government finds itself in; not very much immediately, but when we 
look at that net debt over the forward estimates, there is no doubt that it is quite concerning. Just servicing that 
level of debt must, in itself, be a major challenge to government. The government has also made efforts in the 
past 18 months to rein in the rate of expense growth, which has fluctuated anywhere from 13 per cent last year to 
some 11.8 per cent, at which it is currently running. I am sure the government is keen to put some control on this 
level of expense growth, because there is no way that it is in the public interest for expense growth to be running 
at that double-digit figure. There is no doubt that that level of growth is very concerning. I guess it reflects fairly 
poorly on the Premier—who is also now the Treasurer—that he has not been able to contain that level of growth. 

Hon Simon O’Brien: If you had read the document, you would see that it has been severely curtailed. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: So, what is it now, Hon Simon O’Brien? 

Hon Simon O’Brien: You are making the speech, but I suggest you read the document and you’ll see that in fact 
that happened. You are playing last year’s record. 
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Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: This is the budget of Hon Simon O’Brien’s government. It is the 2010–11 
budget. The minister may have an opportunity to get on his feet, but there is no doubt that the expense rate 
figures are in this budget, and this is exactly what I am referring to. In fact, I will go directly to page 5 of the 
Economic and Fiscal Outlook, which looks at public sector debt. Public sector debt in 2008–09 was $6.7 billion. 
In 2009–10 public sector debt was $11.36 billion and in 2010–11 it is estimated to be $15.4 billion. Public sector 
debt is projected to be $17.5 billion in 2011–12, and $18.9 billion in 2012–13, and by the time we get to 2013–
14, public sector debt is projected to be $20.1 billion. I understand that yesterday or today the commonwealth 
government has made some gesture about contributing $1 billion, so we could probably wipe $1 billion worth of 
debt off somewhere.  

Hon Helen Morton: It’s probably just our GST coming back. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: It is probably our GST coming back, but the member would have to agree that 
these are not good levels of debt. There is no doubt that considerable pressure is being placed on families 
because, at the end of the day, if the government spends more than it earns, clearly some adjustments need to be 
made or some cuts in spending are needed. There is no doubt that that is exactly what happened. Although we 
have this uncontrollable level of debt, Western Australian families are in fact the ones who have to foot the bills 
to ensure that the Barnett government’s budget remains in surplus. Western Australian families will be slugged 
with huge increases in household bills this year to pay for the $290 million surplus that is recorded in the budget. 
In the midyear review papers, the projected surplus was $51 million. That was the projected surplus for the 
2010–11 budget; only $51 million out of a budget that I think runs to $20 billion or thereabouts. I think 
$20 billion is where we are at in terms of the total budget. However, the Premier, since taking on the portfolio of 
Treasurer, has done a bit better than that because he has actually taken the surplus up from $51 million to 
$290 million. I have to say that a lot of pain has been incurred by Western Australian families to get that surplus. 
We understand that the reason it has gone from a $51 million surplus to a $290 million surplus is the increases in 
GST payments and royalties alone; it is not by any great action or policy decision by the now Treasurer, who is 
also the Premier. Therefore, this is more a case of good luck rather than good management. Nevertheless, at least 
the budget is in the black and not in the red. I think we should commend the government for that because I am 
sure that many people really did think that we would have a budget deficit.  

From 1 July, we know that Western Australians will pay 18 per cent more for electricity, seven per cent more for 
gas, a record 17.7 per cent more for water — 

Hon Michael Mischin interjected. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: This is interesting because we have this concept of cost reflectivity. We hear 
that from the Minister for Energy all the time. We talk about truth in pricing or price reflectivity. I have to say to 
Hon Michael Mischin that the government subsidises a lot of things. It is a policy decision for governments and 
it is the government that makes those policy decisions. If the government wants truth in pricing or cost 
reflectivity in electricity and water charges, will the government then apply that model to transport? I can tell 
members that the government — 

Hon Michael Mischin: Just concentrating on electricity, how much would the deficit be if it was — 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: That is for the member to work out with his people on his side; it is not for me 
to do the member’s figures for him. The point that I am making is that governments have historically made and 
do make policy decisions about what they will and will not subsidise. If the government wants to apply a full 
cost-recovery model to electricity and water, will the government also apply that model to transport? I ask that 
question because I am sure that members of the Western Australian public will want to know whether they will 
be paying $10 the next time that they get onto a train, because that is the true cost of a train trip. Anyway, the 
honourable member can get on his feet, as he has done once before in this house on a matter of policy debate. 
Maybe today the member can have his second shot at it and we will see how he goes. We will be more than 
interested to hear what he has to say. 

However, I want to go back to the point that I was making; that is, invariably, this is a budget that will no doubt 
put pressure on families. It is an interesting debate about price reflectivity, community service obligations and 
truth in pricing, if we like, of those services that have historically been delivered by government to the people of 
Western Australia. That includes utilities and, for example, public transport. I know from my own personal 
experience that the cost of providing public transport is not what people pay when they buy their tickets. In fact, 
when they buy their tickets, they are paying only a fraction of the true cost of catching the train or the bus. 

Hon Helen Morton interjected. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: Clearly, we did not move to do what the government is doing with power and 
water charges, and the government will have to deal with that when the election presents. If the government 
thinks that it is doing a good job in those areas, so be it.  
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I will go to the point about the public sector being one of the cost drivers. One of the claims that the government 
has been making is that it has been able to achieve a cap of 99 000 public servants, which is one of the reasons 
why the fiscal outlook is better than may well have been anticipated. This goes some way to the heart of the 
integrity of this budget because the government has claimed that over the past 18 months it has reined in the rate 
of expense growth through the implementation of the three per cent efficiency dividend, a new public sector 
wages policy—which we would all like to see—a ceiling on public servant staff numbers and two rounds of 
voluntary severances. All of those are expected to see expense growth ease to 3.9 per cent in 2010–11. However, 
I have to say to members that the government’s claim that it is making any progress in the area of a ceiling on 
public servant staff numbers just simply does not ring true. There was a ceiling on public servant staff numbers 
of 99 155 full-time equivalent staff, which was the target set by the Premier within six months of taking office. 
Of course, 18 months later, we now find that that benchmark has changed to 102 911. The new ceiling has been 
put in place, but, to make matters worse, we now have a public sector cap that has blown out to nearly 115 000 
people. No wonder it is difficult to contain expenses when the government has a lack of discipline and a lack of 
financial controls in place. The government is a real embarrassment in that sense. 

The real issue is that it is no different from personal levels of debt. The more debt a person has, the more 
disposable income that person has to find, because borrowing money does not come cheaply. It certainly does 
not come cheaply at a time when we are seeing increases in interest rates. There is no doubt that if people can 
reduce their debt, they will be better off for it. The same principle that applies to households applies to 
government. There are a number of major drivers for expense growth in the 2010–11 budget, including higher 
employee costs and salaries, which account for most of the increases in the key service delivery areas of health, 
education, and law and order. In fact, when the government lifts the number of FTEs, as it has done, rather than 
maintaining a cap, there is no doubt that there will be flow-on costs. In addition, there is a range of other drivers. 
But I do not want to go through all of them because I want to take the opportunity to turn my attention to 
something that I am passionate about—that is, our requirement to invest in skills for the benefit of all Western 
Australians and to ensure that we have a well-trained, capable workforce to take up those challenges that will 
present themselves as the boom becomes stronger. There is no doubt that skills investment is important to take 
advantage of the impending economic boom. Skills training will mean that more Western Australians will be 
able to take up the employment opportunities that arise. Unfortunately, the picture that we see in the area of 
training and workforce development is a fairly grim picture indeed. 

Before I move on to what the government has done, I want to tell members that I sit in this place and I am told 
day in and day out by the now Minister for Training and Workforce Development how hopeless I was and that I 
did not do anything. I am sure that he does not mean it personally, but a bit of it rubs off. I know that he does not 
mean it. I know that he says it when he is having one of his hissy fits, but the fact is that he does say it. 

Hon Peter Collier: Ditto. 

Hon Helen Bullock: You have to take it seriously. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I do have to take it seriously. I really am quite sensitive, because underneath 
this very tough exterior lies a very sensitive — 

A government member interjected. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: — and artistic person; that is true. 

Hon Peter Collier: Your face is actually straight at the moment. I can’t believe it. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: Yes, that is right. I am very sensitive. 

I want to put on the public record some of the systems training achievements. They were all recorded. I am going 
to quote from the “Western Australian State Training Profile 2009 – 2011”. This profile has been put together by 
the State Training Board. Members would be amazed; this is only one part of a 300-page document. Keith 
Spence, the chair of the State Training Board, together with his board, put an enormous amount of work into this 
document. They looked at the whole training system, all the occupational areas and all the regions. They put 
together a state training profile that everybody should be really proud of. They consulted with everybody. I think 
that this state training profile is a magnificent piece of work. The one thing I cannot understand is why, given the 
state training profile covers 2009 to 2011, some two years since the minister took over the portfolio, the minister 
has not managed to produce his own workforce development plan. I cannot understand why he has gone to the 
effort of producing—when he produces it—some little five-page glossy thing. I cannot understand why, given 
the volume of work that has been done on this state training profile, the minister had to do a workforce 
development plan. The only reason I can put it down to is that this plan may well have been done in part by 
people who were appointed by Labor—certainly some of them were —  

Hon Peter Collier: No. 
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Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: The minister might be able to explain why he has just trashed this profile and 
why, two years later, we are still waiting for his workforce development plan and for him to explain what his 
workforce development plan is going to deliver that has not been covered in the state training profile. I am very 
curious about this. 

I will now explain some of the achievements that the minister has never acknowledged in this place. First of all, I 
will quote from page 17 of the state training profile. It states — 

The training system has had a number of significant achievements guided by several key reviews, 
including the Skills Formation Taskforce; the WA VET Delivery and Infrastructure Review; the State 
Training Board’s Beyond the Resources Boom study; — 

This was all done in our time — 

and the Review of Industry Training Advisory Arrangements. 

In summary, the major achievements include: 

• Major changes to the apprenticeship and traineeship system in response to recommendations of the 
Skills Formation Taskforce. These changes include a reduction in the nominal duration for more 
than 30 existing trades; the creation of 11 two year trades for the residential building sector; and the 
establishment of part-time and school based apprenticeships in a range of industries. 

• Expanded User Choice arrangements — 

To the best of my knowledge we are the only state in the nation that has a totally competency-based training 
system. That system relies on the acquisition of competencies, rather than the serving of time. 

Hon Peter Collier: It is called Fast Track. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: The minister knows it is not called Fast Track. 

Hon Peter Collier: You asked a question about it last week. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I will get on to Fast Track; I have some interesting figures for the minister on 
Fast Track. The profile continues — 

• Expanded User Choice arrangements for apprenticeship and traineeship delivery. Private training 
providers are now eligible to deliver publicly funded apprenticeship and traineeship training 
throughout the State, thereby increasing student choice. The following graph shows a 79% increase 
in the number of SCH funded under User Choice during the period 2003 to 2007.  

• Establishment of the ApprentiCentre as a ‘one-stop-shop’ to provide assistance and information on 
apprentices and traineeships. 

• A 56% increase in the number of apprentices and trainees in training, from 24 366 in 2003 to 
37 929 at September 2008. The following graph shows growth in the number of apprentices and 
trainees in training during the period 2003 and September 2008. 

By comparison, we know that this minister has in fact seen the number of apprentices and trainees in training go 
backwards. The number of apprentices in training has been reduced from 23 000 in September 2008, when we 
left government, to 20 000 currently. So, the minister has actually seen the number go backwards. This is a 
minister who gets up time and again and wants to have a free kick at my expense. This is a minister who wants 
to have this house believe that in some way we were deficient in training—when, by comparison, the minister’s 
performance has been absolutely dismal.  

When we were in government, we refocused the vocational education and training program in schools to 
encourage more young people into training. We increased the participation of Indigenous people in employment-
related training. We made significant investments in new and upgraded TAFE WA infrastructure and equipment 
to improve the capacity of the system to provide modern and industry relevant trade facilities. I could go through 
all the capital infrastructure projects that we were involved in when we were in government. However, I will not 
do that, because I want to go straight to the Budget Statements. I want to go in particular to page 601 of the 
Budget Statements, division 47, training and workforce development, and the heading, “Net amount appropriated 
to deliver services”. That paints an interesting picture. In 2010–11, $426 million has been allocated to deliver 
services. In 2011–12, $429 million will be allocated to deliver services—a bit of an increase; in 2012–13, 
$408 million will be allocated to deliver services—it is starting to trend backwards; and in 2013–14, 
$422 million will be allocated to deliver services—again, a slight adjustment upwards. This is not a picture of a 
training minister who is developing a workforce for a boom. There is simply not enough money here for a 
training minister to be developing a workforce for a boom. It amazes me that in 2009–10, the budget allocation 
was $401 million, and in 2010-11 the estimated budget allocation will be only a little extra at $426 million. We 
know that people are being turned away from TAFE colleges. We know that apprentices cannot find employers. 
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We know that something shonky is going on with the productivity placement program. Look at the minister 
now!   

Hon Peter Collier: What? I tune off when you start, because most of what you say is absolute rubbish. You 
should see your media releases! They are just absolute rubbish! What about the 38 000 who are disengaged. 
What about what the Deputy Prime Minister has said? Would you like to tell us about that? 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: There is no growth. There is nothing here. Can anyone believe that this flat line 
represents growth? It is not even a flat line at a higher level! It is just a flat line! That would indicate to me that if 
we have only $420 million, or thereabouts, in the forward estimates for training, next year we will be able to buy 
only a similar number of training places to what we could buy this year. There will not be a lot more in it. The 
year after that, we will be able to buy only a similar number of training places to what we could buy in 2011–12. 
We have a really interesting phenomenon here. There is no doubt that it warrants some investigation. It also 
warrants, even more so, some explanation.  

If that was not bad enough, we also need to look at the capital appropriation. In 2010–11, the capital 
appropriation is $32.4 million. In 2011–12, the capital component will go down to $9.2 million. That is a big 
drop—it is a drop by almost two thirds. That is very concerning. If we then go to 2012–13, guess what! The 
capital appropriation goes down even further to $6.7 million. By the time we get to 2013–14, the capital 
appropriation for training and workforce development is only $3.4 million. An amount of $3.4 million will not 
buy much in training. We would be lucky if we could buy new lathes with that money for the whole of the state 
training system.  

If we then reflect on total appropriations, which comprise both capital and recurrent, in 2010–11, it is 
$458.4 million. It then drops to $438.2 million, and then drops further to $414.9 million. That demonstrates that 
we have a training and workforce development system that is in decline. We know that the demand for training 
places already exceeds the supply. 

Hon Peter Collier: So it is working! That shows that what we are doing is working! We have put in another 
$19 million. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: The minister is all smoke and mirrors!  

Hon Peter Collier: We gave you another $19 million, and you’re still not happy! You need to loosen up! 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: The minister has been given two junior portfolios. They gave the minister that 
department so that basically he can keep his hands — 

Hon Peter Collier: Where did they put you after you had education and training?  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: They gave the minister two junior portfolios. That shows a real lack of 
confidence.  

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Jon Ford): Order! It is not interjections at the moment. It is just noise. The 
great thing about this particular reply is that everybody gets to speak to it, and everybody will get a turn if they 
wish. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich has the floor.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: What we have from members opposite is a show of extreme embarrassment 
because the government has been exposed as being utterly incompetent and useless! Absolutely useless! I bring 
this to the attention of members because at the same time as we have this reduction in capital and recurrent 
expenditure—capital expenditure is an absolute joke—we have a growing number of resource projects in this 
state. Western Australia continues to lead the way as Australia’s premier resource state and as the premier state 
for investment, particularly in mining activity —  

Hon Simon O’Brien: Rudd will fix that! At least the Premier is standing up for Western Australia achieving 
something.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: The comparison I want to make is that Western Australia has more than 
$100 billion worth of resource projects in the pipeline or approved. We know that conservatively we are going to 
need at least 40 000 jobs—although these estimations do vary. I notice that the government has one lot of figures 
for those labour requirements and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Western Australia has a different set 
of figures, but the fact is that we know that over the next few years we are likely to need at least 40 000 
construction workers. There will be 40 000 construction jobs and 12 500 permanent jobs in the mining sector 
alone. What is really concerning is the reduction in the amount of funding in the Department of Training and 
Workforce Development and that the number of apprentices and trainees has not advanced since September 
2008; in fact, the number of apprentices has actually gone backwards. Quite frankly I do not know how this 
minister is going to meet this challenge without additional resources. So far, we have not heard anything from 
the minister. In fact, it has taken me months and months to get the minister to admit in this house that he has a 
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problem in the apprenticeship and traineeship system. It has taken the minister months and months to admit this. 
Just as the minister admitted that his apprenticeship numbers have gone backwards, I am going to ask him to 
admit that he has mucked up the productivity places program, because that is where the debate is going shortly.  

The opposition has said time and again that in the apprenticeship and traineeship system there were 2 500 
cancellations in 2008, 2 500 cancellations in 2009, and 3 077 cancellations around the beginning of the year, 
which has accumulated for 2009–10. We know that there has been a 7.7 per cent fall in apprenticeships and 
traineeships from March 2009 to March 2010. We know that they are down from 21 870 in March 2009 to 
20 195. The minister has gone very quiet.  

Hon Peter Collier: I have not! Every time I open my mouth, you will not take my interjection.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: We know these things because they are on the public record. Whilst in 
government this minister has had these negative figures, but under the Labor government there was a 56 per cent 
rise in apprentices and trainees from 2003 to 2008. In 2003 there were 24 366 and in 2008 there were 37 929. 
When the Labor Party left office, there were 23 000 apprentices, and in total there were 37 929 apprentices and 
trainees. This minister could stay in office for the next decade and, frankly, he would not be able to achieve the 
same results because clearly he is simply not up to the job.  

Hon Peter Collier: I am offended by that.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I do not care whether the minister is or he is not!  

Hon Peter Collier: I am a sensitive soul!  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: The minister does not have a soul; he has nothing!  

I want to move onto another area that is causing some concern amongst the people in the training industry with 
whom I have contact, and that is institutional-based training. There was a flurry of activity in institutional-based 
training that started in October 2009, although it has probably been around for a little longer than that. Basically, 
some comments were made by the Master Builders Association about the government considering a proposal for 
a new school-based apprenticeship system in which students would pay to learn a trade in a classroom rather 
than getting paid to learn on the job. When this issue arose, the media came to me and to a number of other 
people for our comments. I put my concerns about this on the public record, and I then came into this place and 
asked the minister whether he was considering a proposal for a new school-based apprenticeship system in 
which students would pay to learn a trade in the classroom rather than getting paid on the job and whether the 
department was hiring a consultant by the name of Mr Robert Stowell, who was the director of Training 
Australia, to investigate institutional-based apprenticeships, amongst other programs. I asked him a number of 
questions like “How much is Mr Stowell being paid?”, “What are the terms of reference for his consultancy and 
will the minister table them?”—I think the minister was good enough to do that—“Does Training Australia, of 
which Mr Stowell is a director, represent private training providers?”, “If yes … can the minister list which 
ones?” and so on and so forth. As a result, we got to the bottom of this and we now understand that Mr Stowell 
has produced a report. I have not sought the outcome of that report, so I ask whether the minister will be good 
enough to make that report public — 

Hon Peter Collier: Put that to me in question time. When I try to interject, you will not let me, so ask me at 
question time!  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I am asking the minister now. I do not need to ask twice, surely. In view of the 
fact that taxpayers’ money to the tune of $20 000 was spent on this report, and this is causing some concern 
amongst training providers and professional associations — 

Hon Peter Collier: Who?  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I am not going to tell the minister because they know what the minister is like. 
They know that the minister cannot —  

Hon Peter Collier: When was the last time you went to state training providers?  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: They come to me.  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Jon Ford): Order! This is not question time. The member on her feet is not 
helping the situation by inviting people to comment. I ask that the member address her comments to me.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: The only point I want to make is that a lot of water has gone under the bridge 
since this report was commissioned. This is an issue that is of concern to people in the training sector. The 
minister has gone fairly quiet on this matter, however, it is of concern. I will refer to an article in the 
Construction & Plumbing Journal of March 2010 on institutional training. It contains the caption “They’re 
joking aren’t they?” I have heard from a number of training organisations and providers that are having some 
very serious concerns about this. They fear that the minister might attempt to move to institutional-based training 
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given the budgetary position he finds himself in and the problems he faces, such as not finding employers to take 
on apprentices, employers not holding apprentices, and the TAFE system turning away apprentices and trainees 
from its door. That would mean that he would not have to find employers to take on apprentices, that employers 
would not have to pay apprentices for the on-the-job component and that he could find a series of quick fixes to 
deal with this challenge. This challenge, of course, is a training system that is going backwards at a rapid rate of 
knots, when it should be going forward, and one that is under-resourced by any measure, particularly given the 
demands it will face as a result of the mining activity that is predominantly to the north of here, but not 
exclusively because we know there are mines et cetera in places such as Boddington and Collie.  

Hon Peter Collier interjected.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I have access to the minister’s data; I know what the latest training figures are 
and I am very concerned at the lack of growth. This is where his big problem is. The Auditor General has already 
advised him that he should not be measuring inputs; he should be measuring outputs—dare I say it, not incomes, 
outcomes.  

Hon Peter Collier: Commencements will ultimately lead to more apprentices.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: No, no, no.  

Hon Peter Collier: Of course it is; you don’t understand that.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: Clearly that is not borne out by the data because the number of completions is 
only a fraction of the number of commencements.   

Hon Peter Collier: We are talking about commencements.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: That is the problem. The Auditor General provided a report to this Parliament 
about 18 months ago and made this a broad —  

Hon Peter Collier: Eighteen months ago is six months of our government.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: It was during the minister’s period of government.  

If the minister does not remember this, there is something wrong. He should get a copy of the report. The tenor 
of the Auditor General’s recommendations was that the whole system should be realigned, if we like, so that the 
emphasis is on the number of completions rather than the number of commencements. Clearly, students are 
going into apprenticeships and for whatever reason they are not completing their trade. They therefore represent 
an opportunity cost because the state has already invested in them.  

I will go back to the institutional-based training issue and refer to the article by the Construction & Plumbing 
Journal in which it says — 

Consider this!!   

One year of training, sitting in a training institution and simulating the “on-site” building environment 
without setting foot on a “real” building site, then issuing a Certificate 3 qualification, or as you know 
it, a tradesperson’s level qualification!! I am not kidding you!!   

This is exactly what this minister is considering introducing as a way of dealing with his growing number of 
problems in the training portfolio. Do members know why he has a growing number of problems? He has taken 
a very laissez-faire attitude to this portfolio. People tell me that they —  

Hon Peter Collier: Ask industry.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: The minister does not want me to go to industry; I know what industry thinks. 
He does not want me to go there. He just does not—I am telling him.  

Hon Peter Collier: They’d be embarrassed at what you said.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: They know what the minister is like. His visit to the Great Southern was a 
classic case when he said, “Sorry, I can’t hang around. I’ve opened this rebadged college and had my photograph 
taken; I now have to go to Kalgoorlie because I have to go and play tennis.” Not only did he go and play tennis 
but he insulted the people there.  

Hon Peter Collier interjected.  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Jon Ford): Order, members! I will say this slowly so that you can 
understand. The member on her feet needs to address her comments to me, and that might avoid the members on 
the other side from being tempted to address their comments directly to you. They should address them to me as 
a point of order if they have a problem. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich has the call. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I am sorry to have deviated, although it was still on the training area. The 
minister told me to go and speak to people. When I spoke to those people, they could not believe what he did. 
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When I asked a question of the minister in this place, in his response he went on and on about how it was great to 
catch up with all those people and how they all looked so much older than he does. I could not believe it; I 
thought it was probably because no-one else has the big 1970s part in their hair! Everyone else has a part on one 
side or the other of their head.  

Hon Peter Collier interjected.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: He does not have a 70s in-the-middle part!   

Hon Peter Collier interjected.  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Members, you are slipping into farce!   

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: They are all still shocked in Kalgoorlie at being insulted so much about how 
none of them, apart from the minister, were looking good. He works only two hours a day; of course he looks 
good!   

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Members!   

Hon Peter Collier: You don’t go for the man, do you?   

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: No way. We have to laugh!   

Hon Peter Collier: That was quite good; I quite enjoyed that.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: It was good, was it not? I had one of those parts in the 70s too—we all did, so 
the minister should not feel bad. 

Hon Peter Collier: Who do you blame for your looks?   

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: Good genes. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Members; we are slipping into irrelevancy here. I am losing track.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I am going to go back to talking about the institutionalisation of training. The 
minister should not tell me to go and speak to people. When I do that, I have to report honestly to this house 
what has been said. 

Hon Peter Collier: It’s always wrong.  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: In relation to institutional-based training the Construction & Plumbing Journal 
reports further — 

This proposal has been put forward and is being promoted by the Master Builders Association and has 
support from the Housing Industry Association. Does their membership support this? Now that you are 
back in your chair, let’s have a look and reflect what this really means.   

I know I am getting close to the mark because the minister has gone very quiet and gone into his shell.  

Hon Peter Collier interjected. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: He is thinking to himself, “This member is on the ball.” I am that member. It 
continues — 

I, like the majority of our readers, have completed a traditional 4 year Apprenticeship and I am very 
proud to say I am a tradesperson and suitably qualified in all aspects of the professional Plumbing and 
Gasfitting industry.  

For all of us, that qualification did not come easy. A certain amount of pain and what appeared to be a 
long stint in my youth certainly prepared me and what’s more, instilled the confidence in me to embark 
on my career at the completion of my Apprenticeship. 

That underlying pride in achieving that trade qualification for any tradesperson is something that runs in 
your veins. Those that don’t hold that tag of a “truly qualified” tradesperson don’t and possibly will 
never understand.  

Looking back, how could I have learnt the tricks of the trade and what was required from me to be a 
true craftsman, without the mentoring and the imparting of the knowledge, experience and expertise on 
the job, from the tradespeople I worked under and with throughout the 4 years of my Apprenticeship?  

To them I am forever grateful  

Without that, I would not have made the grade. That’s not taking anything away from Wes Warren, 
John Stephens, Les Willers, Visco, Bert, Leggy and all the other plumbing trainers of that era and those 
before and after them. They all played a part in moulding us, however; it was the “blend” of learning on 
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the job and in the training institution that made us somewhat complete with a broad range of skills to 
venture out into the BIG WIDE WORLD as a tradesperson, where the true learning, to me, began.  

You too I am sure will have a strong opinion on this proposed “Institutional Pathway” for the 
Construction Industry. At the MPGA we’d like to hear from you. Drop us a line … 

I guess it is good to have reforms in training, but I think we will be running a major risk if the Minister for 
Training and Workforce Development moves down the institutional-based training line, particularly when it 
comes to trades. If we look at the way the training budget, or the service summary on page 602 of the Budget 
Statements, is organised, we see a line item for “Institutional Based Training (IBT)”, which is a significant 
amount of expenditure, but when we look at “Employment Based Training (EBT)”, which predominantly covers 
the trades areas, we see a significant decline in funding over the forward estimates. 

The Barnett government proposal to move apprentices into classrooms may place the future of the apprenticeship 
system at risk. The radical proposal by the Master Builders Association, which has no doubt been given some 
consideration by the minister, is more about the financial interests of some employers than the benefit of the 
apprentices. Apprentices, their parents, employers and the industry will suffer under this proposal. A debate has 
been raging for months and months about the future of training in this state. Under an institutional-based training 
model, the costs of training will be transferred from the Barnett government to parents, who will be left to pick 
up the training bill and cover the living expenses of apprentices who would usually be earning a wage under a 
conventional apprenticeship system. Asking apprentices to pay for the privilege of learning in a classroom, when 
they would actually be paid to work and learn under a traditional apprenticeship model, is simply not on. It is not 
the way forward for training in Western Australia. Any new proposal would see apprentices paying up-front to 
be trained in the classroom and completing their theory and practical training with limited time spent in an actual 
workplace. If all the people who work in construction had done all their training in an environment such as a 
classroom without the on-the-job skills component and without an understanding of the culture of the building 
and construction industry, I do not think that the end product would be anywhere near as good as it generally is 
in the building of houses or big buildings in this state. We do not want a reduction in the standards, and I think 
any move to an institutional-based training model will result in exactly that. It will be a retrograde step for 
training in the state.  

Finally, will the minister give me an undertaking that he will table Mr Stowell’s report? I think I heard a “yes”. 

Hon Norman Moore: I didn’t! 

Hon Simon O’Brien: No, you didn’t!  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I think that is all I have to say. 

HON PHILIP GARDINER (Agricultural) [4.25 pm]: I rise to say a few words about this budget, which I 
think is a very strong budget, albeit it was brought down in much easier and different times than those prevailing 
this time last year. It is always much easier to budget in these times, but I wish to raise some points and maybe 
some cautions that we should consider as we go along. In the good times we can easily forget what must be 
done, and that things can change so quickly that we need to prepare ourselves for potential changes that may go 
against us.  

A budget surplus of $286 million is really a political statement, as I see it. But it is a political statement that has 
some beneficial behavioural disciplines. It means that if a government is going to go into surplus when planning 
a budget, it has to at least pay particular regard to the expenses to which it is committing. A surplus or deficit of 
$286 million is really neither here nor there as far as the economy is concerned, but it is important politically, 
and as a discipline to be placed on government it is also important. 

The state’s gross product has a long-term 4.25 per cent growth rate. I will remind members of what the expected 
growth rate for this year was this time last year: it was minus 1.25 per cent for 2009–10. That was the 
assumption when the budget was framed this time last year. For 2010–11 it was going to be minus 0.5 per cent; 
and for 2011–12 and 2012–13 we were expected to return to growth again. The reality is actually quite different. 
In 2009–10 we are estimating the growth for the year to be plus 3.75 per cent, and in 2010–11—the budget year 
we are discussing—it will be 4.5 per cent, increasing to 4.75 per cent in the next year.  

I refer to those figures to demonstrate how quickly things can change. Complacency is the worst possible thing 
into which we could fall. Not that I believe this budget goes anywhere near complacency—I think this is a well-
structured budget in many respects. But we have to be aware of how quickly changes occur and what we need to 
do. 

From reading the 2010–11 Budget Statements, we all know that about 84 per cent of Western Australia’s 
government revenue comes from only three sources. The biggest segment of that is commonwealth funds, 
including the goods and services tax component, which is a general-purpose grant, and then other specific-
purpose grants of different kinds. That comprises 42 per cent of our total revenue cake. Our own transfer fees, 
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taxes and those kinds of charges on property and so on comprise 29 per cent. Our royalty income until last night 
was about 14 per cent; it is now higher. Those three components represent 84 per cent of the budgeted revenue of 
$22.6 billion. 

It is also interesting to reflect on some of the sensitivities of that revenue. In most cases our costs can be 
controlled; not in all cases—as in any business—but in most cases. However, when it comes to revenue, a 
number of outside influences can have a serious impact. In fact, this time last year the exchange rate was about 
$US0.68 to the Australian dollar. 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to temporary orders. 

[Continued on page 4173.] 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

DEPARTMENT FOR COMMUNITIES — SALES AND ADVERTISING 

368. Hon SUE ELLERY to the Minister for Community Services: 

(1) What goods, information or intellectual property does the Department for Communities currently sell? 

(2) What goods, information or intellectual property is the department planning to sell? 

(3) What advertising opportunities does the department currently provide? 

(4) What advertising opportunities is the department planning to provide? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

I thank the honourable member for the question. 

(1) The department sells tickets to awards events and sells copies of its “Living Histories” publications. All 
sales are to recoup costs associated with these portfolio-related items. 

(2) Nothing further to the current situation outlined in (1). 

(3) Businesses that support the WA Seniors Card program are offered the opportunity to advertise in the 
WA Seniors Card Discount Directory. Sponsors who support departmental awards and event programs 
are acknowledged in departmental advertising. 

(4) The department will continue as outlined in the answer to (3). 

CHILDREN’S COURT — PRE-HEARING CONFERENCES 

369. Hon SUE ELLERY to the Minister for Child Protection: 

I refer to pre-hearing conferences in the Children’s Court aimed at achieving early resolution of child protection 
applications. What was the proportion of applications that could be dealt with by pre-hearing conferences in the 
financial year to date? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

I thank the honourable member for the question. 

A pilot project involving Perth Children’s Court, Legal Aid and the department commenced in November 2009. 
It is proposed that over the following 12 months, 100 protection and care matters in the Perth Children’s Court 
will be diverted to a Signs of Safety pre-hearing conference. There have been 30 pre-hearing conferences to date, 
and there will be 32 by 1 July 2010. This data is from the March 2010 snapshot of the client database taken on 
8 March 2010. Due to a transition to a new client database, only data to 28 February 2010 is currently available. 

SYNERGY — AVERAGE RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY BILLS 

370. Hon KATE DOUST to the Minister for Energy: 

What was the average residential electricity bill issued by Synergy months of April–May 2008, April–May 2009 
and April–May 2010 for the suburbs of Westfield, Armadale, Kelmscott and Seville Grove? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

I table the attached document—it is not that lengthy—and seek leave to have it incorporated into Hansard. 

Leave granted. [See paper 2166.] 

The following material was incorporated — 
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Average residential electricity bill issued by Synergy for the months of April-May 2008, April-May 2009 and April-May 2010 for the 
Westfield, Armadale, Kelmscott and Seville Grove 
 

 2008 2009 2010 

Westfield $115.85 $115.55 $128.03 

Armadale $116.68 $122.14 $150.51 

Kelmscott $131.59 $135.34 $158.94 

Seville Grove $146.27 $141.46 $183.12 

 

 “SUBMISSIONS ON THE INTEGRATION OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL  
APPROVALS PROCESSES” — DISCUSSION PAPER 

371. Hon SALLY TALBOT to the minister representing the Minister for Planning: 

I refer to the document titled “Planning Makes It Happen: a blueprint for planning reform”, which was released 
in September 2009. 

(1) Has the discussion paper on “Submissions on the Integration of Planning and Environmental Approvals 
Processes” been prepared? 

(2) If yes, when will it be released? 

(3) If no to (1), when will it be released and will the minister table a copy? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

(1) Yes, a draft discussion paper has been prepared. 

(2)–(3) The draft discussion paper is subject to an internal review process within the Department of Planning 
and will require consultation with environmental agencies prior to its completion. A release date is yet 
to be determined, after which the minister will table a copy. 

MARRI LOGS — TONNES SOLD 

372. Hon GIZ WATSON to the minister representing the Minister for Forestry: 

Given that under the forest management plan 2004-13 the allowable cut of marri logs is 243 000 tonnes per 
annum — 

(1) Why, according to the 2008–09 annual report of the Forest Products Commission, in the financial year 
2008–09 were only 11 444 tonnes of marri logs in total sold by the Forest Products Commission? 

(2) In 2008–09, how many tonnes of marri residue logs were sold to Australian Craftwood and Timbers Pty 
Ltd, which has a contract with the Forest Products Commission for 111 600 tonnes per annum of marri 
residue logs? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of this question. 

(1) The reduced actual harvest levels for marri are due to the current market for low-grade logs. The Forest 
Products Commission is actively seeking alternative markets for this resource. 

(2) Nil. 

DEPARTMENT OF INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS — ARTWORK 

373. Hon KEN TRAVERS to the minister representing the Minister for Indigenous Affairs: 

(1) Is any artwork owned by the Department of Indigenous Affairs currently located in any ministerial or 
electorate office? 

(2) If yes, where is it located; what is the value of the artwork; and when was it purchased? 

(3) Did the minister request the department to purchase any of the artwork? 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN replied: 

I thank the honourable member for notice of the question. The Minister for Indigenous Affairs has provided the 
following response — 
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(1) Yes. 

(2) There are 29 pieces of artwork located in the ministerial office of the Minister for Indigenous Affairs. 
The total value of these pieces is $28 110. These works were acquired by the Department of Indigenous 
Affairs at various dates from 1994 to 2010. 

(3) Yes. 

CAPE PRESTON MINING OPERATION — ASBESTOS CONTAMINATION 

374. Hon JON FORD to the Minister for Mines and Petroleum: 

I refer the minister to question without notice 181 asked some time ago—not yesterday—relating to the Citic 
Pacific Cape Preston mining operation. 

(1) How many workers have been exposed to blue asbestos since the project started? 

(2) How many workers have been at risk of being exposed to blue asbestos since the project started? 

(3) What current medical monitoring is being done in regard to the workers? 

(4) Who will be responsible for compensating workers who fall sick from exposure to asbestos in this 
operation? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. I might add that this answer is relevant to 4 May when the 
question was first asked. 

(1)–(2) Fibrous minerals occur naturally in many parts of Western Australia. They form only under particular 
geological circumstances, and the regions with potential for fibrous minerals can be defined on 
geological maps. For this reason, mining companies are required to prepare an asbestos management 
plan when working in areas with the potential for the occurrence of fibrous minerals to ensure that all 
workers at their sites are not exposed to higher than acceptable levels. 

The mining occupational health regulator has produced guidelines to assist mining operations in 
identifying and managing the potential for fibrous minerals exposure. I am advised that in the specific 
Citic Pacific Cape Preston mining operation, Citic Pacific has put in place strategies to minimise 
employee exposure, as previously stated in the response to parliamentary question without notice 
181 answered on 4 May 2010. 

(3) I am advised that Citic Pacific has put in place procedures whereby all people working for the mining 
operator are given pre-employment medical checks and are subject to the mining health surveillance 
system, called MineHealth, under the Mines Safety and Inspection Regulations 1995. 

(4) There is no reason to believe that this situation will arise due to the controls in place. 

BUSH FOREVER SITES — DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS 

375. Hon ALISON XAMON to the minister representing the Minister for Planning: 

I refer to the answer to question on notice 2328, which stated that there are currently six development 
applications affecting Bush Forever sites that have been referred to the Western Australian Planning 
Commission for advice. 

(1) Can the minister please specify which six Bush Forever sites these are? 

(2) Will the WAPC provide any advice to the proponents about these sites prior to the finalisation of the 
Bush Forever major metropolitan region scheme amendment finally announced yesterday? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

(1) The six development applications affecting Bush Forever areas at 15 June 2010 were in Bush Forever 
areas 201, Koondoola regional bushland; 302, Swan River and Jane Brook, Ashfield to upper Swan; 
341, Woodman Point, Coogee–Munster; 371, Serpentine River, Peel Estate to Serpentine; and, 457, 444 
and 428—two applications—state forest 65 Pinjar Plantation. 

(2) None of the sites listed in (1) were proposed to be rezoned to parks and recreation in metropolitan 
region scheme amendment 1082/33. 
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PRODUCTIVITY PLACES PROGRAM 

376. Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development: 

(1) Why have there been no variations permitted to the productivity places program—PPP—since March 
this year? 

(2) Why was the Western Australian–managed PPP open to all registered training organisations Australia-
wide given that other states restricted their programs to their own state–registered training 
organisations, even in those cases in which Western Australian RTOs may have been nominated for 
delivery? 

(3) Why is the funding for a certificate IV in training and assessment, which was previously funded under 
the Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations at $5 000, now being funded 
under the Western Australian PPP at only $1 973 000, that being 61 per cent less than was previously 
payable? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. I presume in part (3) the member meant $1 973, 
not $1 973 000. 

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: No, $1 973. 

Hon PETER COLLIER: The member said “1 973 000”. 

(1) No further variations have been granted through the productivity places program since March 2010 as 
demand for training had exceeded available resources at that time. Subsequently, the Department of 
Training and Workforce Development has been provided with an additional $19.4 million in the May 
budget to support an additional 7 600 training places. The department will be allocating $15 million of 
funding for the PPP for the period ending 31 December 2010 through a call for applications in a few 
weeks. 

(2) One of the conditions of the national partnership agreement with the commonwealth was that the 
allocation of training places through the productivity places program be open to all registered training 
providers through a competitive tender process as part of the development of a national training market. 
All Western Australian – registered training organisations that submitted an application through the 
2009 PPP tender process were allocated training places. I am not aware of any states or territories that 
have restricted their purchasing arrangements for the PPP to their own state–registered training 
organisations. 

(3) Western Australia funds training based on the curriculum hours associated with each qualification, 
which more accurately reflects the true cost of delivery. In addition, the price paid to RTOs includes 
regional loadings to reflect the extra costs of delivering training in regional and remote areas. These 
loadings can be up to 215 per cent of the price paid in the metropolitan area. By comparison, the 
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations has a one-size-fits-all approach that 
does not recognise the length and content of each qualification or the costs of delivery in non-
metropolitan areas. There are many examples of the price paid for an equivalent qualification in 
Western Australia exceeding the price paid by the Department of Education, Employment and 
Workplace Relations, especially for regional and remote delivery. In Western Australia the price paid 
for the equivalent successful completion of the qualification of a certificate IV in training and 
assessment ranges from $1 973 to $4 242. 

INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON GM FOOD LABELLING 

377. Hon MATT BENSON-LIDHOLM to the minister representing the Minister for Agriculture and 
Food: 

I refer to the interdepartmental committee on GM food labelling. 

(1) Who are the members of the committee and what agencies are they from? 

(2) Who was responsible for choosing the committee members? 

(3) What is the core function of the committee? 

(4) Given the time frame and the urgency of this matter, why has the committee held only three meetings 
since 2009? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

(1) The chair is Peter Watt, Department of Agriculture and Food Western Australia; Jim Dodds, 
Department of Health Western Australia; Claire Nutter, Department of Commerce Western Australia; 
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and Frank Hough—that is a name from the past—representing the Western Australian Local 
Government Association. 

(2) The committee members were chosen by directors of their respective organisations. 

(3) The core function is to prepare a report as follows: the investigation of strengthening labelling laws to 
identify GM and non–GM food products and improve compliance to assist consumer choice through the 
relevant local, state and federal agencies. 

(4) Background work on this study has been in progress in addition to the three meetings, the last of which 
was on 25 February 2010. This work has included correspondence with key state and national food 
industry stakeholders, canvassing stakeholder viewpoints on GM food labelling issues, and a telephone 
survey of consumers. An interim report on the progress of the committee is currently being prepared 
and will be delivered to the Minister for Agriculture and Food by 30 June 2010. The study will be 
delivered to the Minister for Agriculture and Food by 29 October 2010. 

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING — NOT-FOR-DIVIDEND HOUSING COMPANY 

378. Hon LYNN MacLAREN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Housing: 

(1) Does the Department of Housing intend to transfer the title of some of its properties to community 
housing organisations; and, if so, what is the time frame for doing so? 

(2) Does the department intend to create a not-for-profit housing company? 

(3) Has the department budgeted for the creation of a not-for-profit housing company; and, if so, how much 
has it budgeted? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) Yes, by the end of December 2010 to early 2011. 

(2) The merits of establishing a not-for-dividend housing company are currently under consideration by the 
government, in line with the recommendation of the Social Housing Taskforce. 

(3) Refer to (2). 

TRAINING — NUMBER OF PEOPLE DISENGAGED 

379. Hon PHIL EDMAN to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development: 

In order to remove any confusion, have 38 000 people become disengaged from training in Western Australia 
since 2008, as claimed by Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich on 15 June 2010? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

I thank Hon Philip Gardiner for the very pertinent question. It is a question that I do feel needs some 
clarification, because quite frankly it is abject nonsense yet again! I am getting used to this rubbish that — 

Hon Sue Ellery: What is abject nonsense is that you don’t know the member’s name who asked you the 
question! 

Hon PETER COLLIER: Do you mind, Leader of the Opposition? 

The PRESIDENT: Order! The question was from Hon Phil Edman, but the Minister for Training and 
Workforce Development has the call. 

Hon PETER COLLIER: Lemons for lunch over there! I am concerned because a lot of these media releases 
that are coming out from the shadow spokesperson for training and workforce development are blatantly wrong, 
and this is another example of that.  

I can understand why there is confusion. I was told last week that Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich had come out and said 
that 38 000 people were now disengaged from training, which is absolute nonsense! I asked: how could people 
come to that conclusion? I was directed to a media statement by Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich on Tuesday, 15 June 
2010, which states in part — 

“Deputy Prime Minister Julia Gillard told a CCI event last week that since September 2008, 
38,000 people had become disengaged with training in Western Australia, including 15,000 teenagers 
and 23,000 young adults.” 

It is quite clear, unambiguous—the facts were there. I say “since September 2008” seems very convenient 
because that of course is when we took over government. I was at that lunch, I have to say, and I did not hear the 
Deputy Prime Minister make any such assertion. She did not. It says so in the media release so we have to 
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assume it is right. We would assume that if Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich is doing her job, she would check things out 
before she put out this rubbish! I went to the lunch. Hon Eric Ripper and Roger Cook were there, as were several 
other members of the opposition. I did not actually see Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich, so I do not think she was there. I 
assume that she was not there. I would have been checking it out. I know she was not there. I thought, “How 
could she reach that assumption?” She could be playing politics or she may have perhaps been misinformed by 
the Leader of the Opposition. I got a copy of the speech that the Deputy Prime Minister made at the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry lunch. It was a very good speech. I thought she presented it very well under pretty 
difficult circumstances, because of course she had to defend the indefensible with this super profits tax. I will go 
to the appropriate section, which in part states —  

Here in Australia—and notably here in the West—we still have communities in which too many young 
people have low aspirations and limited scope to complete Year-12. 

Around 360,000 young Australians have not obtained at least a Year 12 or Certificate II qualification 
and are not studying for a qualification. 

That is right. That is something that we have to deal with nationally, not just in Western Australia. That is what 
this government is doing to make sure that we open the doors for people to come into training. The pertinent 
point was the next point. I want members to listen to this. It says — 

In the 12 months to April 2010, there were around 38,000 disengaged young people in Western 
Australia (around 15,000 teenagers, and 23,000 young adults). 

That is a seismic difference from what we got in the media release issued by Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich. Not only did 
the member alter the date to September 2008, as opposed to the 12 months to April 2010, but also she added the 
word “training” just for effect. I listened to all the rubbish that I had to listen to for an hour before question time. 
If Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich wants to get credibility in the training sector and wants to assist in the process of 
bringing people into training, she has to check her facts. I can only assume that she got this advice from one of 
her colleagues who attended that lunch, because surely she would not have lied or misconstrued facts in a media 
release. I honestly do not think that she would have done that, or I would like to think that she would not have 
done that. Suffice to say, there are not 38 000 people in Western Australia disengaged from training. The figures 
that the Deputy Prime Minister referred to were not from September 2008. It makes a complete mockery of this 
media release from Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich. 

PRINCESS MARGARET HOSPITAL — PAEDIATRIC GASTROENTEROLOGISTS 

380. Hon ED DERMER to the minister representing the Minister for Health: 

Some notice of this question has been given. 

(1) What are the average waiting times for children listed as priority 1, 2 and 3 patients to see a paediatric 
gastroenterologist at Princess Margaret Hospital for Children? 

(2) Following that appointment, what is the average waiting time for surgery in each category? 

(3) How many paediatric gastroenterologists are employed in Western Australia, and at which hospitals are 
they employed? 

(4) How many vacancies currently exist for paediatric gastroenterologists in Western Australia, and at what 
hospitals are the vacancies located? 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN replied: 

I thank the honourable member for notice of this question. 

(1) Priority 1 patients are seen within 30 days. Priority 2 patients are seen within 290 days. Once seen, there 
is a follow-up appointment time of 160 days. There is no priority 3. 

(2) The time to endoscopic procedure following consultation is two to three months. These patients then 
require follow-up appointments. 

(3) Four consultant paediatric gastroenterologists are employed at Princess Margaret Hospital for Children. 
This represents 2.5 full-time equivalents. There are no paediatric gastroenterologists practising in 
Western Australia outside PMH either in other public hospitals or in the private sector. 

(4) There is a 0.5 FTE vacancy at PMH. 

HARDSHIP UTILITY GRANT SCHEME — APPLICATIONS FOR ASSISTANCE 

381. Hon LINDA SAVAGE to the Minister for Community Services: 

I refer to the hardship utility grant scheme. How many applications were received for HUGS assistance in May 
2008, May 2009 and May 2010 from residents of Westfield, Seville Grove, Armadale and Kelmscott? 
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Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of the question. 

There were no applications for HUGS assistance in May 2008 because the program did not begin until August 
2008. Six applications were received from Westfield residents in May 2009 and 23 applications were received in 
May 2010. One application was received from a Seville Grove resident in May 2009 and six applications were 
received in May 2010. Three applications were received from Armadale residents in May 2009 and six 
applications were received in May 2010. No applications were received from Kelmscott residents in May 2009 
or in May 2010. 

KIARA TAFE BUSHLAND 

382. Hon ALISON XAMON to the Minister for Environment: 

I refer to the proposed clearing at Jandakot airport. 

(1) Will the minister consider the possibility of protecting the Kiara TAFE bushland as part of an offset for 
the clearing at the Jandakot airport site? 

(2) If yes to (1), when will the minister be likely to make a decision about Kiara TAFE as an offset for the 
clearing at Jandakot airport? 

(3) If no to (1), why not? 

Hon HELEN MORTON replied: 

On behalf of the Minister for Environment, I do not have the answer to that question. 

REGIONAL MEN’S HEALTH AND WELLBEING PROGRAM 

383. Hon HELEN BULLOCK to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Regional 
Development: 

I refer to the recent announcement regarding the expansion of the regional men’s health and wellbeing program. 

(1) What consultation was done with existing men’s resource groups in regional Western Australia prior to 
that announcement? 

(2) Was a business plan developed for the program; and, if so, whom was it done by? 

(3) Which towns in regional WA will the expanded program deliver support and counselling services to? 

(4) How is funding for the program to be allocated for the delivery of these services? 

Hon WENDY DUNCAN replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) As part of the process of developing this project, the services provided by other men’s resource groups 
were researched and considered by the Department of Regional Development and Lands, in close 
consultation with Wheatbelt Men’s Health, the Department of Agriculture and Food of Western 
Australia, the Western Australian Country Health Service and a number of existing men’s resource 
groups. 

(2) A business case was developed by Wheatbelt Men’s Health in consultation with RDL, the WA Country 
Health Service and the nine regional development commissions, as well as DAFWA. 

(3) The expanded program will be available in all towns in regional Western Australia. 

(4) DAFWA will distribute the funds to Wheatbelt Men’s Health in accordance with a memorandum of 
understanding with the Department of Regional Development and Lands. DAFWA will have a specific 
financial assistance agreement with Wheatbelt Men’s Health to govern the allocation of these funds. 

ACTIV BUSSELTON BUSINESS SERVICE CENTRE — CLOSURE 

384. Hon ADELE FARINA to the Minister for Disability Services: 

I refer to the recent announcement by the Activ Foundation to close the Busselton business service centre, 
requiring its 26 employees with disabilities to travel to Activ Bunbury for employment, and to the minister’s 
meeting with the Activ Foundation last week. 

(1) What action is the minister taking to ensure that the Activ Busselton business service centre does not 
close? 

(2) Will the government direct government departments and agencies located in the capes area, including 
the Busselton Water Board — 
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(a) to engage the services of Activ Busselton for collating and paper-shredding tasks, rather than 
sending these jobs to businesses in Perth as is currently the case; and 

(b) to identify other tasks and/or jobs that can be performed by Activ Busselton’s employees and 
to engage Activ Busselton to perform these tasks and/or jobs? 

(3) Is the minister aware that Activ Busselton employees will be required to pay their mobility allowance to 
fund a bus service for travel to and from Bunbury for work, leaving them with no mobility allowance to 
meet travel costs for medical appointments and social and other activities? 

(4) What action is the minister taking to protect the mobility allowance of Activ Busselton employees from 
this grab by Activ, which will severely restrict their mobility—for other than work purposes—due to 
their limited financial means? 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) On Friday, 18 June 2010, I travelled to Busselton to meet people with disabilities and their family 
members affected by the proposed closure of the Activ Busselton business service centre. I also toured 
the Activ workshop to get an understanding of the type of work being done there by employees with a 
disability, and spoke with Activ’s chief executive officer, Tony Vis. As employment services for people 
with disabilities is a commonwealth responsibility, I have already alerted Bill Shorten, the federal 
Parliamentary Secretary for Disabilities and Children’s Services, to the situation in Busselton. 

(2) Later that afternoon, the member for Vasse and I met with members of the local shire and the local 
business community in Busselton. We talked about identifying work opportunities and links to the 
Activ workforce. I understand it is likely that Activ will put the closure of its Busselton business service 
centre on hold for the time being to examine any new business opportunities in Busselton. 

Hon Adele Farina: They announced this afternoon that they would hold it off for six months. 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN: I am glad that we got through to them on that.   

The Barnett government’s amendment to state tendering requirements means that government agencies in 
Busselton may direct work to Activ Busselton, as it is an Australian disability enterprise; and they will be 
encouraged to do so.   

(3)–(4) Although the payment of mobility allowances is a commonwealth responsibility, I have asked the 
Director General of the Disability Services Commission to explore a range of solutions to difficulties 
that may arise from employees of Activ Busselton and their families—including use of mobility 
allowances—as a result of the Activ proposal. 

CAMDEN SOUND MARINE PARK 

385. Hon SALLY TALBOT to the Minister for Fisheries: 

If the Camden Sound marine park is to be established in the 2010–11 financial year, why is there no funding for 
compliance costs from the Department of Fisheries in that year? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE replied: 

My recollection of the budget is that there is $1.5 million in the budget for Camden Sound compliance and the 
other roles that will be undertaken by the Department of Fisheries. I think the member should just take a deep 
breath and wait for the whole package to be finalised, and the member will see that this government has a very 
serious interest in maintaining, firstly, marine parks; and, secondly, proper fisheries management in respect of 
those marine parks.  

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 2374, 2412 AND 2464 

Papers Tabled 

Papers relating to answers to questions on notice were tabled by Hon Peter Collier (Minister for Energy) and 
Hon Simon O’Brien (Minister for Transport). 

ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 

Consideration of Tabled Papers 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.  

HON PHILIP GARDINER (Agricultural) [5.05 pm]: Before the debate was interrupted for question time, I 
was saying that at this time last year—in fact, it was a bit earlier last year, because the budget cut-off date was 
about 20 April 2009—the exchange rate for the United States dollar for the Australian dollar was about US68c to 
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$A1. It is very interesting to calculate the impact of a movement in the exchange rate from US68c to the 
Australian dollar to US92c to the Australian dollar on the royalties that this state is receiving. I will give 
members an idea of what that impact was. That impact was an erosion of $1.2 billion in the revenue of this state. 
That is a six per cent reduction. That meant that when the budget for the following year was framed in mid-April 
2010, when the exchange rate was US92c to the Australian dollar, we had to pick up from somewhere additional 
revenue of about $1.2 billion. A major part of the budget was the stimulus package that we as a country joined in 
with the rest of the world, and the contribution that came to this state in the form of commonwealth grants and 
the associated stimulus capital spending, and also the additional goods and services tax that was generated by the 
surprising growth that we had during that period, rather than the declining growth that was experienced by many 
other countries. That just shows us how difficult it is to frame a budget.  

It needs to be mentioned also that the impact of exchange rates on our state’s budget can be managed. When a 
budget is framed as tightly as the budget was framed last year, with a very slim surplus, we are very exposed to a 
change in exchange rates, or a change in the amount of iron ore exported. Iron ore comprises about 82 per cent of 
this state’s total royalties income. It will now be a bit more. The point is that as a state, we have to grow up and 
manage our finances and our budgets in the same way that private companies have to manage their finances and 
their budgets. Private companies also have to cover for fluctuations in their foreign currency revenues. This state 
would have had to cover the exchange rate exposure of around $3 billion in royalties. In the deregulated, deep 
financial markets that we have, it is possible to do that. When we are exposed to fluctuations in foreign currency, 
as we were last year, a wise decision is to cover for any risks that we have identified.  

I believe that the revenue projections in this budget are well founded. The exchange rate was set at about US92c 
to the Australian dollar. We are not exposed this year in the same way that we were exposed last year. As I have 
said, about 82 per cent of the state’s royalties come from iron ore exports. We are exposed to that. We have no 
control over that. Also, we have reduced expense growth, and we have revenue coming in from the dividends 
that arise from reflective pricing, which will result from surpluses in the state’s power and water companies. 

I turn now to expenses growth. This budget has demonstrated a control over expenses growth that did not exist in 
previous years. The growth of expenses in 2009–10 was 12.3 per cent. In the previous year, it was a similar 
amount. Now, the growth in expenses is only 3.9 per cent. That is a huge reduction. As I have said, rarely can a 
government control its revenues. But it can control its expenses. Expenses are now at a level at which the 
government can keep them tight and it is not exposed to sudden increases that could erode the balances in the 
budget.  

I turn to the total liabilities. Total liabilities for the general government sector will increase from $1.8 billion in 
June 2009 to $8.2 billion by 2014. That is a significant growth. In the total public sector, the growth is even 
bigger. It will go from $6.7 billion in June 2009 to $20.1 billion by 2014—or roughly $14 billion more. That is a 
very big growth in total liabilities. Government is just like any other household or business that has to borrow to 
run its operations. My concern is that when we borrow like this, we have to ensure that we invest the proceeds 
into activities that will enable us to pay back the money. We had high borrowings in this state in the late 1990s 
and early 2000s, but we were able to get out of that by selling assets to repay those borrowings. We now have 
very few assets of that kind left to sell. Now, when we come to repay these borrowings, we must be very mindful 
that what we borrow is invested to ensure that we get the revenue back to amortise those borrowings. 
Nonetheless, even with these net financial liabilities to revenue that we now have, which is a very important ratio 
to look at, in 2010–11 the borrowings will be about 65.1 per cent of our revenue. That is partly because our 
revenues are rising due to the purchase of the gold-refining business from Johnson Matthey, which has reduced 
that ratio. We must be below 90 per cent of our revenue. When borrowings to total liabilities are less than 90 per 
cent of our revenue, the ratings agencies consider we are okay; but let us not get above 90 per cent. In my view, 
we need to be very wary about gearing over 80 per cent of our revenue to ensure that we are not getting too close 
to that financial danger level defined by the ratings agencies.  

I will come back to other key macro aspects of the budget. Interest cover is one of the other very important ratios 
that is examined by ratings agencies. Our non-financial public sector net interest cost as a percentage of revenue 
must not exceed the upper limit of 4.5 per cent. This is the normal interest rate cover that businesses always look 
at. It is interest as a percentage of revenue. The ratio for 2010–11, however, is 2.4 per cent. The budgeted ratio 
next year is three per cent, and it maintains itself at that level after 2013–14. In terms of interest rate cover, 
again, this state is in very good shape. Our real net worth, although difficult to measure, is steadily rising. On 
these major macro measures this year, the state is in very good order.  

I will move on to one of the items of revenue to which I referred earlier—the GST component. The budget 
papers talk a little about this. Western Australia is getting less back than it contributes to the commonwealth. In 
fact, we are a net donor to other states. We are not the only net donor: New South Wales and Victoria are also 
net donors. New South Wales is the largest net donor, giving back $2.8 billion to other states, whereas we give 
back about $300 million. Although when we go beyond the GST to the total tax revenue generated here, which 
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goes into the commonwealth pool, we are by far and away the biggest donor—bigger than New South Wales. 
Western Australia and New South Wales are the only two states that are net donors back to other states. The 
interesting thing about this is that this part of the financial system is determined by the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission, which has some formulas and algorithms that it uses to work it out. However, the commission also 
exercises its judgement on what this state is getting from other sources and what it thinks we should be left with 
after giving some back to the rest of the country. What is a bit annoying when I look at the figures is to find that 
Queensland is a net receiver. We are contributing to Queensland’s state economy. Queensland received 
$362 million last year. This brings me to conclude that perhaps our model needs to be changed. I will come back 
to that a little later on.  

One of the big changes that has taken place as a result of the global financial crisis—prior to that crisis private 
investment was high—is that we had to replace private investment with public investment, which we did with 
the various stimulus schemes that were put in place not only around the world but also in Australia. I believe 
they have been very successful, apart from the odd ventures. We have to be careful that we ensure that the 
confidence is there to get business investment rising. I know this comes back to the tax on mining super profits 
that has been talked about, but it is more than that; it is a broad-based confidence level that needs to prevail in 
our business community.  

Employment growth is strong, and, seasonally adjusted, 1 191 000 people are employed as of April 2010, just a 
few months ago. The interesting thing is that, added to the 1.7 per cent of employment growth that has taken 
place over the past 12 months, we are expecting 21 000 new jobs next year. It does not sound like a lot of new 
jobs, does it? However, that is roughly how many people we employ in permanent positions each year. I will not 
go into the necessity for training to ensure that we have the people and the skills available for these jobs, but I 
think that the training can take place very easily. The difficulty is getting the companies that have the jobs to take 
these trainees into their organisations. Small businesses in particular have difficulty taking young trainees 
without experience into their organisations. The reason is that they have to put so much time into nurturing those 
trainees to bring their skills up to the level that they believe is necessary. Farmers are a classic case, because 
farming is a very unstructured business. When there is a structured business or a business with structured tasks, 
taking young trainees in is much easier to control. As the minister knows, training is an essential part of keeping 
this economy moving forward in the way that we can see with the opportunities available to us.  

Let me talk about one of the most interesting parts in the budget. In the health budget there is reference to 
activity-based budgeting. I find this a very good forward move for our state’s financial status. That is because the 
past budgeting can be on either of two bases. The first is the standard-cost basis; for example, there are so many 
dollars for each patient, and if patient numbers will increase next year by X number, many costs are multiplied 
appropriately. That is a very old-fashioned way of budgeting and leads to wrong conclusions. Activity-based 
funding and zero-based budgeting is one and the same thing. That method makes us start at the beginning of 
each year. We identify what we want to get out of the year’s activity and then we analyse what resources we 
need to get that outcome. It sounds very simple, and it is simple, but we have not done it in the past in the way 
that is needed. I know this came up at a hearing of the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial 
Operations when we raised it with the Department of Health. We heard from Dr Peter Flett, who was then 
director general, that he was trying to institute it into the health department and was finding great difficulty. I 
suspect that he was the first to try. Now it is a significant factor that is identified in the budget papers, and 
$7 million or $8 million has been allocated to make sure that this can be done in the health department. Only this 
week witnesses appeared from the Department of Commerce. They too are using activity-based budgeting, 
section by section, in their department. I find that a very positive, forward move. It leads to accurate costing and 
to the examination each year of the resources needed and, often, significant reductions in costs for the same or 
improved outcomes.  

I refer now to the GST issue about which I said we were net donors to other parts of the country. I thought 
legislation had been enacted for raising our own finance as a state. Just before coming into the house, I found 
that legislation had been passed during the 1939–45 period. I knew the commonwealth had taken control of 
income tax at that stage, but I had not realised that it had been enacted. In my view, it is much better to live in an 
environment in which we are the net donor rather than fighting about our share seemingly being removed or 
taken by a bigger commonwealth. Maybe, along with the other states, it is time to see whether the raising of 
income tax can go back to being delegated to the states rather than control of it being centralised to the 
commonwealth. Administratively, there would not be much difference because with electronic data processing 
these days, the whole thing can be moved very easily to the states. We would then have much greater ownership 
of the funds we are generating.  

I do not believe we should keep everything for ourselves. I do not think we can afford to be selfish like that, but 
it is much healthier for six states to contribute to a central pool the funds needed to operate a federation—which 
we have and which I want to keep—rather than the other way around. It is not an unusual model. The European 
Economic Community uses this model. It has 20 or so different states and each state runs its own financial 
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system, but they contribute to the European Union governing body. That is its model, and it is something we 
should give some consideration to.   

In the budget context I will now move to an area in which I have a very keen interest—that is, early childhood 
development and childhood education. From my reading of the budget papers, in 2010–11, this budgeted year, 
child protection has had a substantial increase. It has increased from $373 million in 2009–10 to about 
$418 million in 2010–11, along with the appropriations for communities, a difference of about 18 per cent—
$421 million plays $494 million—in the forthcoming year. That is a very big increase. It shows that the 
government has a keen awareness of what we have to do to enable our children to be citizens of a strong 
community and not be disruptive. We have to keep this emphasis on early childhood education alive and 
strengthen it year by year. Although this is going in the right direction, we have to do much more.  

I will go through some of the things that have been done in this budget. Apart from other parental funding, which 
I will come to shortly, we are extending kindergarten hours from 11 to 15 hours a week under the COAG 
universal access initiative for 2010. That is in the Department of Education’s budget. I mentioned the child 
protection and communities gross budget. Other initiatives are being funded, such as, on entry to kindergarten, 
support for diagnostic testing of literacy and numeracy and specific resources to support Indigenous children. 
There is also funding to upgrade rural residential colleges. There are a number of areas in which we are making 
progress. Funding for some initiatives that I think are really interesting will come out of royalties for regions 
funding. The Kimberley–Pilbara youth justice services will be expanded. That sounds as though it is about law 
and order. The amount of $43.9 million over four years has been allocated for this program. It is designed to 
divert or prevent young people from entering detention centres. Its aim is to help, mentor and nurture children 
before they get into detention centres. It is about intervening in the lives of young people and their families to 
help them get back on track when they get a criminal record. That is a very tough task. Once a young person is in 
a detention centre, it is very hard for him to get back on course. I have employed on my own property a number 
of people who have been in jail for one reason or another. They are not born criminals; it is a matter of how we 
try to deal with them. I do not want members to think I have been successful in dealing with them, but we have 
to have a go and, over time, it can work.  

There is $1.64 million for the first year of a three-year program for eight Clontarf colleges, including colleges in 
Northam and Katanning, Carnarvon, Newman, Derby, Roebourne and Fitzroy Crossing. The Clontarf colleges 
are essentially academies for Australian Rules football. Research suggests that an estimated 60 per cent of young 
Aboriginal people are not retained at school through to year 12. Only around 50 per cent of young Aboriginal 
people participate in training or meaningful employment. Members can see the difficulty for the minister trying 
to do his best with training programs. The challenge is to provide training programs different from those run in 
the past. Allocating the money is the easy part; getting the outcomes is the tough part and that is what we must 
continuously work on. The aim is to engage Aboriginal male students to maximise their attendance and promote 
positive participation and achievement in school training and prospective employment. They are all good aims. 
The success is all about how we do it.  

To me the most interesting of the royalties for regions programs is the responsible parenting support services in 
regional WA. 

Point of Order 

Hon KATE DOUST: I note that the member is reading extensively from a document and I ask that he provide 
the title of that document for the rest of us in the chamber.  

Hon PHILIP GARDINER: It is “Royalties for Regions Projects Funded in the 2010–11 Budget”.  

Hon KATE DOUST: I ask that perhaps the member table that document when he has finished his speech.  

Hon PHILIP GARDINER: I do not have any difficulty tabling it.  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Helen Morton): At the end of the speech the member can table the 
document.  

Debate Resumed 

Hon PHILIP GARDINER: The responsible parenting support service was established in 2004 to address 
concern about children involved in truanting, antisocial and criminal behaviour. The Parental Support and 
Responsibility Act 2008 was proclaimed recently, enabling a system of responsible parenting agreements and 
orders to direct parents to take up the support provided by the service. In this budget $27.9 million has been 
allocated to be rolled out into the Murchison and Great Southern regions in 2010–11 and to other areas of the 
state in the following two years. That program will enable the authorities to work with parents who have young 
children and to nurture them in the early stage, through to the early school years. I think that those are very 
positive measures that will help to achieve what we need to for early childhood development. Early childhood 
development is highly related to socioeconomic circumstances. A Canadian researcher, Clyde Hertzman, has 
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done a lot of work on this, and he has identified that Australia and Canada have many similar circumstances, 
being that they are both highly urbanised, have a high proportion of immigrants in their societies, and have 
significant Aboriginal minorities whose children comprise a disproportionate share of those who are vulnerable. 
Canada has long been doing work in the early childhood area. But then, of course, Australia has its own research. 
The Australian Early Development Index—AEDI—was drawn up after a survey was conducted in 2009 on 
97.5 per cent of five-year-olds across Australia for the first time. It is interesting to see some of the 
characteristics. Of the five-year-olds involved in the survey, 92.7 per cent had been under non-parental care up to 
the age of five. About five per cent had chronic physical, intellectual and medical needs. This is the key figure: 
23.4 per cent were developmentally vulnerable as assessed in this survey. That nearly a quarter of our five-year-
olds are vulnerable means we are in, I think, almost a state of emergency, because we know where these people 
will end up. They are not secure, they are not stable, they are aggressive, they do not mix with the rest of the 
community, and they do not want to go out and help their immediate communities or families. They are the 
ones who end up causing or suffering from a lot of the dysfunction that we have and are responsible for a lot of 
the emerging criminal activity. 

Many, many dollars have been put into trying to deal with criminality, but we have to try to channel those dollars 
into early childhood development, which is already happening through the Minister for Child Protection and the 
Minister for Education. Unless we really change the structure of how we do this, we are fighting a losing battle. I 
believe we should consider a structure whereby the money does not necessarily come from a central pot 
administered by the state or commonwealth, but the ownership of a problem has to be delegated to local 
government authorities and to the communities at the ground level. If we delegate authority down to that level, 
those communities will recognise their problems and they will need to meet to discuss the solutions for dealing 
with their problems. No two problems are the same, so it will be no good having one program to fix a problem; 
we must have a set of integrated programs. If one of those programs is left out of the set of integrated programs, 
the whole thing will often fall over. That is why I think that the revolution needs to start with the delegation of 
early childhood development back to local government authorities—funded by the state and commonwealth—
and the management needs to be at the community level. The state will have a role because these areas will need 
to be audited and guidelines will need to be set about how those plans will work, and some of their principles, 
but the essential work will be done at the ground level. 

The final part of my contribution to the budget debate is on the issue of grain freight and the railroad issue that 
the Minister for Transport referred to last week. This is a very complex area because it deals with the 
combination of capital costs, recurrent costing and freight rates, how much the pricing and costs are reflective, 
how much should be paid by the users, and how this state calculates the social costs of subsidising one mode of 
transport to try to bring the two modes into equivalence. A number of reports have been written on this and each 
has different assumptions. If the calculations are done on marginal costings, one result is obtained, but that result 
misses out all the costs associated with capital development and amortisation; calculations can also be done on a 
full-cost basis. A number of submissions which have been made to the Productivity Commission, as well as the 
Henry tax review, point out that we have to take into account the social costs of our transport modes. I have a 
copy of the Henry report, which lists the social costs of congestion for Australian metropolitan areas—I guess 
this is about how easy it is to travel along roads to get from A to B. This graph, prepared by the Bureau of 
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, shows that the social cost for congestion in Perth in 2010 is 
around $1 billion. By 2020, it will increase to $3 billion. That graph must assume the growth in the use of trucks 
and cars and everything else. 

Unless we start removing indiscriminate taxes and move to efficient prices for transport, Australia will fail to 
leverage the value of its existing transport infrastructure. They are very interesting words that were used by Ken 
Henry, because the rail infrastructure in the Wheatbelt has decayed considerably over the past 15 to 20 years. 
Why has it decayed? Why has money not been invested into it? It is for obvious reasons: our road system keeps 
getting money invested into it, and we, as taxpayers, subsidise that investment because roads are all subsidised. 
They are subsidised by the people paying taxes to the state and also to the commonwealth, because we get 
special-purpose grants and so on. The question then is: how reflective should capital costs be in freight prices? 
The Strategic Grain Network Committee report was concluded and handed to the minister in December 2009. It 
states that if we go for 15 years and do nothing to the rail system, and then suddenly the line is drawn after 
money has kept being put into the road system and people say, “Look, this rail is no good because it needs to 
have $100 million invested”, the fact is that by not investing that money in rail when it was required—even 
though it was operational and needed maintenance, but as a state we chose not to do it—that money will have 
gone elsewhere in the state. Rail has helped finance other areas of the state. To get a true figure for what we 
should be investing today, we have to discount back the cost of today by what we might have earned on that 
money invested in other parts of the state. If we use a discount rate of seven per cent, the $93.6 million that is 
now required to be invested in a certain sector of our rail infrastructure comes back to about $33 million. On this 
basis it is much cheaper than road. We can therefore see that the way in which this is analysed can lead to quite 
different conclusions. The recommendation in the Strategic Grain Network Committee report is to divide the 
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railway network into tier 1, tier 2 and tier 3. Tier 1 and tier 2 are said to be rail lines with sufficient volume and 
sufficient traffic to make them viable. Tier 3 has insufficient volume to be viable; what is more, it requires 
$93 million to fix. The $93 million comes into the tier 3 line only because we have drawn the line at 2009. If we 
had drawn the line back 15 years ago, it would have been a much easier decision for investment in rail to be 
made. 

The first thing, therefore, is to work out how to calculate the capital cost required to equate rail with motor 
transport. The other thing is to include the social cost to which I referred earlier. If we include the social cost and 
the externalities of social costs—which are two different things—that adds a much bigger cost onto road yet 
again. I am talking especially about dealing with road trains: trucks that carry two trailers weighing 50 tonnes 
and travelling 90 to 100 kilometres an hour along roads, many of which are not currently wide enough. However, 
even if the roads are wide enough—I do not know whether members drive on country roads when there are a lot 
of trucks on them—I know that coming south from Moora people will change their route to get to Perth to avoid 
those road trains during the time of wheat harvest. It is not just women who change because they are much more 
careful; it is also men who change their route. The social cost, therefore, is one of those things that is hard to 
measure. Henry has had a go at measuring it. It is much harder to measure, but it does have to be taken into 
account. If all the grain trucks went through Perth to Kwinana, do members know how many thousands of trucks 
would go through? It would be 155 000; and that would be mostly over a two-month period. However, on small 
roads, such as the road from Shackleton to Kellerberrin, which is 46 kilometres, there would be 1 000 more 
trucks. I think over all lines in tiers 1 to 3 there will be another 20 000 trucks. So when we start putting that into 
a social context, it not only adds to the fear of drivers and all those kinds of things that we can talk about for a 
long time, but also affects those who may want to travel to the country as tourists, visitors or what have you, 
because the impact upon the city of that congestion would be similar to congestion that occurs in the country. It 
is not as though the social cost would be only in the city because of congestion; there would be a social cost in 
the country of a different kind. When we do the calculation of road versus rail, we must take those things into 
account. 

We have therefore dealt with the capital costs; let us deal with the freight rates themselves. On these railway 
lines about which I am talking, the only customer is Cooperative Bulk Handling. That is because it is the major 
entity responsible for storing and carting grain. It is the organisation that we choose to take our grain to, which is 
then taken to the port ready for shipping. CBH is the sole user of these lines. If we consider how CBH operates, 
like any other commercial entity, it will choose the cheapest mode of transport. CBH will not try to subsidise—
as it did in the past—one rail network over another network because of its relative efficiencies. That time has 
gone. That was called “network freight management”. However, because of the deregulation of the wheat 
market—this is one of the good parts of deregulation—site-specific freight now has to be taken into account. 
There is no way that CBH can raise the freight cost on one site and lower it artificially on another. That is why 
we are addressing this issue on an economic–rationalist basis. 

If we calculate what the real road costs ought to be, the question is: how much higher would they be? Based on 
the work of the freight rail economic symposium by Curtin University of Technology in March 2008—these 
factors take into account the full road cost—it is about $15.66 a tonne. That excludes the local government road 
system, which again would add on a significant amount to that—I do not have that figure with me. If we take in 
the full cost of rail, the symposium said that it is only $6.42 a tonne. So the difference that needs to be added 
back to the road cost to equate it with the rail cost is between $9 and $12 a tonne. That is just that symposium’s 
analysis. I have heard of numbers going from $30 to $50 a tonne, which has to be the difference to add on to 
freight going on road where there is a rail option. 

The minister has a complex problem here. Does he make all the freight in the state cost reflective, or keep on 
with it the way it is, with one mode of transport being unused and put aside because it has deteriorated to a point 
until it is not worthwhile doing anything to; or does he subsidise rail? Subsidies are not particularly attractive to 
any of us. But what do we do in Perth? Every one of us who uses public transport pays about 20 per cent of its 
real cost. That is quite independent of the cost of roads, for which we should probably be paying more. I say that 
to reflect our own behaviour. If we fully reflected the cost of people using the passenger freight network in Perth, 
there would be an enormous amount of increased congestion on the roads, to the point that it would become so 
bad that we might go back to it. But I doubt that we would ever get the public transport utilisation that exists 
under these subsidised numbers. That is another dilemma we have. 

The road system is mostly damaged by heavy freight trucks. Those heavy freight trucks can only go on roads 
that keep them going along because of the foundations of the roads. The building cost of the foundations of a 
road for a heavy road train is much higher than the cost of the foundations for a car. A car on those roads creates 
negligible, if any, factors that contribute to the maintenance of those roads. Road trains are the vehicles that 
cause damage to road edges and ultimately to the foundations as they decay over time. It is that heavy freight, 
which is the area that is prone to having a much higher cost. There are costs that already apply to heavy freight, 
but they cover the marginal costs of maintenance of the roads, not the capital costs. Therefore, when the minister 
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looks at what to do with the rail network on these tier 3 lines—and, in fact, on the tier 1 and tier 2 lines because 
they also need maintenance, which has been deferred for years—he will have to work through and decide 
whether the state subsidises rail or charges the road trains going into these regional areas at full cost. The 
subsidisation of rail occurs under the current temporary assistance program, whereby CBH is subsidising the rail 
system so that grain stays on rail. Let me just look at what would happen if it was full cost. What do members 
think would happen to regional Western Australia? What do members think would happen to regional Australia? 
The Henry report poses the question: should we have full-cost charges? Recommendation 64 in the Henry report 
states — 

On routes where road freight is in direct competition with rail that is required to recover its capital 
costs, heavy vehicles should face an additional charge on a comparable basis, where this improves the 
efficient allocation of freight between transport modes. 

I accept that is talking about only areas where road and rail compete, but that is one of the options that the 
minister needs to consider, because if we have grain, a bulk commodity, being transported on a truck from a 
point A to point B where there is an actual rail option available to use, there is a case to say that that grain 
transport needs to be fully charged on a cost-reflective basis. That would allow the modes of transport to be 
economically rational in each method’s costings. It would also mean that a lot of other elements could come into 
play to allow them to develop each in their own individual ways.  

Hon Simon O’Brien: What would you do with the farmer who, not wanting to pay those costs, proceeds to drive 
100 or 150 kilometres further to get out of that zone to where he would not be required to take it to a railhead? 

Hon PHILIP GARDINER: We may have parts where there is a rail option, but if the farmer is carting wheat 
from A, where there is a rail option, to B, where there is not a direct rail option, I think we would have to allow 
that to occur. I think that, with GPSs and the other electronic systems, tracking where there is a clear rail option 
to get him from the same two points can be easily managed and controlled. Going back to the issue of the 
complexity, we would have to look at the implications if the farmer goes past the rail point and takes the grain to 
another point; maybe it should be taken from the midpoint where he leaves the rail option to where there is a 
non-rail destination, and he is partially charged.  

Hon Simon O’Brien: The comments you make are interesting—it’s your speech. As you know, the situation is 
still evolving of course and the ball is in play, but I appreciate your comment. 

Hon PHILIP GARDINER: That is the other point about this grain freight rail network report; it is a work in 
progress. As I understand it, very few decisions have been made as a result of that report. However, a couple 
have been made by CBH. CBH has declared that it is committed to using rail because 80 or 90 per cent of its 
grain-gathering network is on the rail network. 

Hon Jim Chown: But that is not right, Philip, because Esperance and Geraldton have over 50 per cent of their 
grain delivered by road, including Albany. That report is probably talking about the southern part of the Kwinana 
zone, which has a minimum amount of the grain that goes to port in Western Australia. 

Hon PHILIP GARDINER: Try changing the pricing, honourable member; try putting the full price on the 
trucks delivering to Albany. I do not know about Esperance because I do not know it well enough, and Geraldton 
will be quite different. The government is supporting a subsidised system that benefits one mode of transport. 
The government is not taking in the full costs. I suggest that the government has to take in the full costs; 
otherwise, it is in no-man’s-land on this matter. Therefore, we have vested interests pursuing a certain area. 

Hon Jim Chown: So how are you going to choose which — 

Hon PHILIP GARDINER: Let me finish my contribution, and we can talk about this afterwards.  

The minister is grappling with a number of the issues associated with this very important matter. Henry is right 
on the same issue that we are talking about in this place now. I think he is on the money. A finding in the report 
states — 

Heavy vehicle charges may currently cover the aggregate costs of road-wear, but these charging 
arrangements do not generate prices or revenues that are closely aligned with social costs. 

When Henry talks about the “aggregate costs of road-wear”, that is the marginal cost of a truck going on a road; 
it has nothing to do with the capital costs. The finding continues — 

Australia’s heavy vehicle task is diverse; as a result there are significant cross-subsidies between 
different trucks on different routes. This provides little incentive to choose combinations of route, 
vehicle configuration and loaded mass that take into account the impact on roads. Moreover, road 
owners, including local governments, do not receive compensation directly from heavy vehicles for the 
road-wear they cause. 
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They are just some extracts from the Henry report, which as members can see, has already touched almost 
revolutionarily on other areas. Therefore, in my view, we need to equate the capital investment that is going into 
both rail and road. I have gone through how I believe we should be doing that because rail, I believe, has 
financed the state in other areas for a long, long time. Where we draw the line, as it has been drawn in that 
report, is influencing the way that we look at it. I think that is incorrect. The second issue that we have to grapple 
with is the extent to which we fully cost road haulage freight so that it is cost-reflective. However, I also say that 
we could not have a total cost–reflective transport system that goes into regional Western Australia, or regional 
Australia for that matter, because everyone can see what the damage would be; the economy would simply 
collapse. However, where there is a rail option for a bulk commodity like grain going between destinations, there 
is a genuine case for finding a solution that will take into account both the social costs and the externalities 
involved in this matter. With that, Madam Deputy President, I thank you very much. 

Tabling of Papers 

Hon KATE DOUST: Thank you, Madam Deputy President, this is just a reminder that the member had agreed 
to table the document that he had named.  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The member sought that the document be tabled, so the document is tabled.  

[See paper 2170.] 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Ken Baston. 

PETROLEUM AND ENERGY LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2009 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Norman Moore (Minister for Mines and Petroleum), and transmitted 
to the Assembly. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm 

APPROVALS AND RELATED REFORMS (NO. 4) (PLANNING) BILL 2009 

Second Reading 

Resumed from 27 May. 

HON SALLY TALBOT (South West) [7.32 pm]: I should start by thanking my colleagues Hon Jon Ford and 
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich, who held the fort for me when the second reading debate for this bill began on a day a 
couple of weeks ago when I was unable to be in the house because I was absent on urgent parliamentary 
business. I thank my colleagues for making a start on this debate. I am the lead speaker for the opposition on the 
Approvals and Related (No. 4) (Planning) Bill 2009 and I indicate, as I believe my colleagues did during their 
contributions, that the Labor Party will support this bill but with some quite serious reservations. I will start by 
canvassing a couple of those reservations, but I do not intend to speak for a very long time on this bill because, 
as I say, we are not going to oppose it. However, we are not entirely happy with the way it stands at the moment, 
or the way in which the process has been carried out. It has been a very lengthy process, and I must say that in 
that regard, it is probably something of a model for the government to hold up as an appropriate way to work 
through complicated reforms and changes in processes such as those contained in this bill. 

We started in March 2009 with a paper called “Building a Better Planning System”; it was a consultation paper. 
It is a very comprehensive document and, personally, I must say that as a relative newcomer to the very 
complicated field of planning, I thoroughly appreciated the succinctness with which many of the complicated 
concepts were explained in this document and the relatively clear way in which some of the arguments are set 
out about the need for reform and the nature of the reform. That document was released in March 2009 and put 
out for public consultation. It was followed in September 2009 by a document called “Planning Makes It Happen 
— a blueprint for planning reform”. Some of the concepts of the initial paper were expanded upon in that 
document and explained in greater detail. Again, it was a very comprehensive document and one that is to be 
commended for the way in which it establishes time lines. Honourable members who have been paying enough 
attention or have sufficient interest in this kind of thing to have cottoned on to what I was doing will have noted 
that I have begun to ask the minister a series of questions about some of those time lines just to check how we 
are going with them. The September 2009 document is also something that I would recommend to anybody who 
has an interest in this area. 

There were then two statements about development assessment panels, one in September 2009, followed by a 
second one just a few months ago in April 2010. If one traces the evolution of the idea of development 
assessment panels from March 2009 to some 13 months later, one can see that we have travelled quite a long 
way. It is quite evident to this side of the house that there has been some degree of accommodation by the 
government of some of the concerns being expressed by the sector, particularly by the Western Australian Local 
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Government Association and various individual local councils. In the original document of March 2009, on page 
15, under the heading “1.18 Development Assessment Panels”, it states — 

In cases of major projects that are likely to face significant approval delays and may be highly 
contentious, and in cases where major projects are proposed but there is limited local government 
technical capacity to undertake an appropriate level of assessment, Development Assessment Panels are 
being considered, as have been established in other States. Development Assessment Panels would 
include elected representatives as well as independent experts. 

Some six months later, there is a considerable amount of detail hanging off that skeleton, and on page 3, under 
the heading “2.2 Development Assessment Panels”, there is some more detail about what exactly is proposed. 
Later in the same document, at 1.18 on page 32, there is some commentary about the number of submissions that 
were received on development assessment panels. 

This was, indeed, a very successful process in terms of attracting submissions. There were 110 submissions over 
six months; 33 were from local government authorities and 21 were from state government, so we can see that 
the government sector takes up about half the submissions. Of the 33 local government authorities that submitted 
submissions, 22 were from the metropolitan area and 11 were from the regions. I think that is a pretty impressive 
survey of opinion amongst local government authorities.  

There were 50 submissions relating to development assessment panels, 24 of which were in support; six were 
opposed; seven offered qualified support, but required more information; and a further seven had significant 
concerns and required clarification of the details of the role, membership and operation of DAPs. It was noted 
that the remaining submissions made specific comment. The document states — 

In supporting the proposal, the majority of submissions requested further clarification on the details of 
the role, membership and operation DAPs (as did the submissions with significant concerns) and, 
specifically, how applications would be chosen for a DAP path. It is important to note that the 
consultation paper proposed DAPs for specific circumstances—for major projects, where applications 
are contentious and where there is limited local government technical capacity. 

I read that in its entirety because I think it cuts straight to the problem that I find myself faced with as the lead 
speaker on this bill and the shadow minister. Before I move to my substantive comments, I want to say that I 
have been very impressed with the briefing process we have had. I think I had a total of 5.5 hours of briefings. 
That was not only because this is a complicated bill; part of the time the advisers were helping me to understand 
some of the complex components of the bill. More particularly, the briefings lasted for so long because the 
advisers showed that they were willing to get comments from the minister, the State Solicitor and the 
Parliamentary Counsel’s Office. In that regard, it was remarkably different working with this minister and the 
minister representing the minister in the other place than it has been working with some other ministers. I want 
to pay tribute there. However, as late as six o’clock tonight, the advisers were still on the phone to parliamentary 
counsel discussing the wording for the amendments. As I said, this is not an area of government with which I am 
overly familiar. It is amazing how quickly one can become conversant with complicated concepts when one has 
to. That is not the case for some of my colleagues on this side of the house, several of whom spent many years 
working with local government and can speak from practical experience about it, having honed their political 
understanding of local government in practice. 

By the time the bill got here, after having been through a quite rigorous process in the lower house, it still had 
room for substantial improvement. I am very gratified to note, and I express my appreciation to the advisers and 
the ministers, that we have been able to make some quite significant amendments to the bill. I can give members 
a flavour of some of those. The latest amendment that the minister has agreed to tonight—it is not quite in the 
form that I had hoped, but the minister can explain that herself—relates to a statutory review of the development 
assessment panel provisions. Many of the stakeholders have suggested that that is very important to them. The 
stakeholders share with us the reservation about legislation—we are seeing it increasingly with this 
government—that is brought into this house in what one can only call an abbreviated form. When we start asking 
the really hard questions, we are told that the detail will be nutted out in the regulations. That is fine. I absolutely 
understand the sense in which that is precisely what regulations are for. Regulations then come back into 
Parliament and can be disallowed. It is not an instrument that we have a problem with per se. However, when we 
get amendments of this complexity and with this kind of very significant import for both the industry sector and 
the local government sector, it is only fair to try to get the very best bill that we can as it goes through this house. 
For that reason, at the end of my second reading contribution, I will move that the bill be discharged and referred 
to the Standing Committee on Legislation. I have put a very short time line on this. I will respond to the 
parliamentary secretary’s look of horror later. As a member of that committee, I know how very busy the 
committee is, which accounts for the look of horror on Hon Helen Morton’s face! I have put a very short time 
line on this referral. I have suggested that it report to the house next Tuesday. I want to put on the record at this 
early stage in the debate that Labor is in no way trying to hold up the passage of this bill. We want it to go 
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through before we break for the winter recess. The advisers have told me that the operation of the first 
development assessment panels will take about 12 months from the proclamation of this legislation. We do not 
want to hold this up in any way. I am foreshadowing now that I will move a motion to refer this bill to the 
legislation committee at the end of my second reading contribution. 

The passage of this bill has come a long way through the other place and even in the five and a half hours that 
we have had it under active consideration in briefings with the department. It would be a very significant 
acknowledgement of the importance of the bill and the value that we place on the input of the stakeholders to 
refer the bill to the legislation committee so that it can undergo a very short, sharp inquiry. It would be possible 
for the committee to call witnesses and study a couple of submissions. I do not believe there is an enormous 
amount of work left to be done on this bill. That is largely because of the work that we have been able to do in 
the past couple of weeks during the five and a half hours of briefings. 

Hon Peter Collier: Did you say by next Tuesday? 

Hon SALLY TALBOT: I am suggesting that it be referred to the legislation committee tonight and that it report 
back next Tuesday so that we can run through the bill with the stakeholders and make it the very best bill that we 
can possibly put through Parliament. That would allay an enormous amount of residual concern in the 
community. I know that some of the major industry stakeholders — 

Hon Simon O’Brien: If you don’t mind a brief interjection, you have already indicated that you will move along 
those lines at the conclusion of your remarks presently. Before you sit down, will you be addressing how you 
think such a brief inquiry might be able to be done—just the practicalities of it? 

Hon SALLY TALBOT: Yes, I can do that. If the minister is talking about the practicality of producing a report, 
I am sure that shivers of fear are running through the committee officers at the thought of such a short time line. I 
will explain what I am talking about. I can give the minister a flavour of some of the changes that we have made 
already in the process of getting the bill before the chamber. 

Hon Simon O’Brien: I am thinking of the practicalities of referring the bill to a committee. If you are hoping 
that a committee might advertise, consult, confer and draft a report, I fail to see how it can be done by Tuesday. 

Hon SALLY TALBOT: I absolutely understand the minister’s concern, but it is a valid use of the committee 
system. Given that I do not think there would be any disagreement between the government and the opposition 
about who the major stakeholders are, doing this would not be beyond the wit of the committee, which has 
already shown that it is capable of doing hard work. I will give Hon Simon O’Brien a flavour of some of the 
things I am talking about so that he can give this some consideration. 

Hon Simon O’Brien: If it is a genuine suggestion; it just seems a bit unlikely to be able to do that with a bill of 
this nature. We do not want to be unrealistic. 

Hon SALLY TALBOT: I do not believe we have anything to lose. If the committee can report by next Tuesday, 
the chances are that we will have a bill that is improved on the bill that we will put through tonight, assuming 
that the government does not agree to the referral. As I say, Labor’s main objective is not to be seen to hold up 
the bill; it is simply to get a better bill out of this place. 

As I was starting to say, the major industry stakeholders have all consulted with and put their view to members 
on this side of the house. It is reasonable to say that they are very much in favour of seeing these amendments 
passed as quickly as possible. We certainly had no reservations right from the beginning of the debate about the 
merits of all the amendments in this bill. The same is not true of local government. It is a tiny bit rich to claim 
that the government now has the Western Australian Local Government Association’s support. While technically 
the government might be able to say that WALGA has dropped some of its reservations, that support is still 
heavily qualified. It is heavily qualified simply because so much of the substance of the amendments will be 
available to local government only when the regulations are made available. We have not seen a copy of the 
regulations. I understand that the reason we have not been able to see them is not that the government is keeping 
them secret; it is because they are simply not finished. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: For eight years you had regulations that were not finished. It is really unusual to have 
regulations done before the bill has gone through. 

Hon SALLY TALBOT: That is fine, but I have two responses to that. 

Hon Adele Farina interjected. 

Hon SALLY TALBOT: I have three responses to that; I thank Hon Adele Farina. My three responses are, 
firstly, that I do not remember the Labor government coming into this place with bills which were so skeletal in 
what they set out to achieve and which left so much to regulations as some of the bills that the government has 
brought into this place.  
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Hon Robyn McSweeney: I had 200 amendments to the EPA bill. I am just pointing that out as it was Labor’s 
bill.  

Hon SALLY TALBOT: The second point is that I think it is a very bad habit to get into justifying the practices 
that the member is engaged in by bringing up what has happened in the past. The member made the point—we 
will always make that point as we swap sides of the house—that things can be done better. This is a backward 
step. I do not think the government is doing as well as we did; I think it is doing slightly worse. In any case, that 
would not have been a practice that I would have condoned when we were in government. The third thing is that 
I know, and therefore Hon Robyn McSweeney must know, that one of the reasons the regulations are not ready 
for us to look at is that the government still has consultants looking at the regs and trying to work out how to 
address certain problems. That seems to me to be a very troubling situation. This bill has been brought on, 
though not brought on in the sense of having landed on us. I know it has been around a long time and I have 
already acknowledged that. There is clearly pressure on us to get it through this place before we get up for the 
winter recess, which is only nine days away as of today. Yet we are being told that certain key things like the 
cost of applications to the development assessment panels have yet to be sorted out. I make those three points.  

My colleagues who have spoken before me have already gone into some detail about what the bill involves. One 
of the reasons we will not get through this in half an hour—I made this point about a couple of the other 
approvals and related reform bills that we have already seen in the house—is that we cannot use phrases such as 
“cutting red tape” or words such as “efficiency”, “consistency” or “transparency” without proving to the house 
that we have given them some substance in the bill. That is what we want to talk about during this debate. We 
want to be able to make an assessment about the substance of the bill and its referral to the committee. We want 
to make it a better bill.  

The Department of Planning has already specified in some of the work it has done what it calls the nine key 
principles for better planning. That will give us a clear set of parameters against which we can measure 
individual pieces of legislation and particular amendments and changes to the system. The nine principles for 
better planning are: timeliness; simplicity; sustainability; fairness; suitability, which I gather means fitting the 
type of approval process to the type of project; transparency; efficiency; consistency; and accountability. I think 
the minister has added the notion of responsiveness, which is another important thing. An approvals process or, 
as my colleagues the Greens prefer to call it, an assessment process has to be responsive to the context in which 
it is being carried out. That is what we are trying to do in this debate. I will not say that it is necessarily a 
sentiment with which I agree 100 per cent. I found it interesting when one shire president said to me that he felt 
the government looked through its file of pet schemes, found the DAP model, turned it into an answer and then 
went looking for the question. That is what local governments feel they have been landed with. They have come 
a long way. Members of the government must be impressed by the way local governments have worked with it 
to get to a point at which they passed a motion a couple of weeks ago that broadly accepts the direction in which 
the government is going. Coming from a situation in which there was absolutely categorical opposition from 
local governments, I think they have done themselves proud in showing that they are prepared to embrace 
change and do what they can to make the system more consistent and effective. Nevertheless, they do have 
reservations, and I will turn to some of those in a moment.  

I will not address every clause in the bill because I do not think it is necessary to do that. There are parts of the 
bill that relate to tidying up and there are fairly straightforward suggestions about how the system can be 
simplified. I will not spend time on those. I do want to say something about improvement schemes and the 
development assessment panels. Then I will turn briefly to the state planning policy clauses of the bill and I will 
have a couple of things to say about section 76 of the Planning and Development Act, which is probably the 
government’s chief consistency measure in the bill.  

We on this side of the house do not have any particular problems to bring to the government’s attention about the 
improved reporting and data collection aspects of the bill. This is clearly timely. My understanding is that, to a 
large extent, local government already collects this data, but people have yet to invent a mechanism for feeding it 
into some sort of central data collection place in a way that can help us improve the system. I know that local 
governments have residual concerns about the cost of any provisions that they might be asked to sign up to. 
Perhaps the minister would be prepared to comment on that as we move through the debate.  

I turn to the first part of the bill, which essentially is to do with an extension of some of the existing instruments 
that are used to change planning schemes, process development applications and that sort of thing. Essentially, 
those are improvement plans, improvement schemes and planning control areas. Anybody who is familiar with 
the second reading speech will know that the minister referred to the fact that this is supposed to strengthen the 
planning processes for state and regional planning. The second element is these development assessment panels, 
which will essentially capture all major value projects in urban, industrial and infrastructure developments. Then 
we come to the state planning policy provisions, which essentially will allow the minister to direct local councils 
to amend local planning schemes in line with state planning policies. I notice that the second reading speech put 
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that a little more gently than some of the briefing notes did. In the second reading speech the minister said 
“provide a mechanism for local planning schemes to be updated to implement state planning policies”, which 
sounds much less intimidating. Then we have various other measures to do with improving the consistency in 
local planning schemes with overriding regulations. I think it is a little rich of the government to claim that it 
now has unanimous support amongst the stakeholders, because on 3 June the Western Australian Local 
Government Association passed a five-part motion expressing concerns about all five of those areas. I will come 
back to that in a moment.  

There will be a significant change to improvement plans. As members would know, at the moment we have only 
three region schemes in Western Australia. What is the northern boundary of the metropolitan planning scheme? 

Hon Ken Travers: Just north of Two Rocks. The boundary is the City of Wanneroo.  

Hon SALLY TALBOT: It is nothing north of the boundary of the City of Wanneroo and nothing east of the 
hills, basically. In those areas that are covered by region schemes—that is, the metropolitan area, the Peel and 
the greater Bunbury region—we now have the provision to put in place improvement plans and improvement 
schemes. This bill will essentially allow the greater use of improvement plans and schemes in areas where there 
is no region scheme. There is a big question relating to this. I notice that it is one that is captured by an 
amendment that has been tweaked several times but finally appears on the notice paper in a form that the 
Greens (WA) are fairly happy with. It is a question about why we would not allow improvement schemes to be 
subject to disallowance motions and why they would not be done by regulation. I can see exactly what the 
government is getting at in its attempt to strengthen the operation of improvement plans to increase their 
effectiveness. If an improvement plan takes the form of an improvement scheme, it then, in effect, overrides a 
region planning scheme. I know there are competing views about this. I know there are still people who want to 
support, for example, ministerial call-in provisions, and there are still people who would argue that if we had a 
more centralised planning system, we would get greater efficiencies. Given that region planning scheme 
amendments are all subject to disallowance, it is not clear to me why we would not make improvement schemes 
subject to the same provisions. Perhaps the minister’s response to that will shed some light on what sort of 
support Hon Lynn MacLaren’s amendment will likely receive. I understand amendments to a local planning 
scheme are not disallowable and I understand there might also be provision for state agreements when it comes 
to major projects covered by improvement schemes, but I presume that would not be subject to disallowance. My 
understanding, which the minister might like to elaborate on, is that the government’s thinking at the moment is 
that the use of improvement plans and improvement schemes is more effective than putting region schemes in 
place. If that is the case, why should they not be subject to the same disallowance provisions? That is not clear to 
me. If the minister can help, it would be appreciated.  

There is also a question in relation to improvement schemes about provisions for compulsory land acquisition. 
The advisers spent some time putting together responses to the specific questions we asked. This is a very 
complex area. I will leave most of the contribution on this subject to my colleague Hon Ken Travers. He put 
forward the main arguments about our misgivings on this front. My understanding is that the MRIF—the 
metropolitan region improvement fund—only covers the metropolitan region scheme. When we gazetted the 
Peel and Bunbury region schemes, we set aside an amount of money that was made available by application to 
Treasury to cover compulsory land acquisitions. It is not clear to us how those provisions work under the new 
arrangements and whether the substance of the claim that the obligation to provide compensation is the same is 
actually played out in practice. If the minister is able to shed some light on that, perhaps after hearing the 
contribution from Hon Ken Travers, that might be of assistance to us. That issue related to the improvement 
schemes and the extension of the strategic instruments to provide better outcomes.  

I wonder whether the minister would also be prepared to talk about the designation of a planning control area. In 
response to some questions that we raised in the briefings, the Department of Planning has given us a list of 
purposes to which a planning control area might be put. The briefing note states — 

Section 112 allows a planning control area to be made where the WAPC considers that any land 
situated in a region may be required for one of the purposes specified in Schedule 6.  

I will read out the list.  

Hon Robyn McSweeney: Car parks et cetera.  

Hon SALLY TALBOT: I can give the minister a copy of this.  

Hon Robyn McSweeney: I have it.  

Hon SALLY TALBOT: There are car parks; civic and cultural amenity; commonwealth government—I am not 
sure why there is a dot point that leads to commonwealth government. It might be commonwealth government 
cultural heritage conservation. There are highways and important regional roads; hospitals; parks and recreation 
areas; port installations; power services, including electricity and gas supply; prisons; public purpose of the state; 
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railways; schools; special uses; state forests; universities; water catchments; water services, including sewerage 
and drainage; and waterways. The Public Works Act clearly covers a number of those items.  

If I have understood it correctly, the minister’s argument will be that not all instances of all those cases are 
covered by the Public Works Act. A concern about planning control areas is that if something is seen to diminish 
the power of the local community, the controls around that measure need to be articulated very carefully. The 
minister will notice I am choosing my words quite carefully here. I am not opposing the clause, but I am saying 
that it is obvious to me that the way it has been expressed so far has not allayed some of the concerns expressed 
by other stakeholders. The same is probably true of the section 76 changes. There is a residual concern that 
giving the minister the power to direct local government to prepare and/or adopt amendments to a planning 
scheme takes the power away from local government. We made several attempts in the briefing to flesh out some 
concrete examples of circumstances in which this power might be used. Everybody in this house would be aware 
of the controversy that was caused, for example, by community opposition to high-rise developments on the 
coast. If there is a sense here that a minister will be able to turn to a local government authority that is probably 
doing its best—whether it is doing it effectively or not I do not know, but it is trying to reflect community 
concern about certain developments—there is clearly a concern that needs to be addressed about whether this is 
effectively a removal of power. If the minister can order the local government to submit the local planning 
scheme amendment to the minister for assessment—consultation might be undertaken as part of the minister’s 
consideration, but my understanding is that when it goes back to local council it is then not subject to advertising 
and consultation—it is incumbent on the minister to explain why that is a better system. The notes in the 
legislation itself specifically refer to “any representation”. The minister can take up a referral on the section 76 
matters “on any representation”, which presumably means that an interest group could come along and say, “We 
haven’t been able to persuade the people with the authority to do certain things; therefore we want the minister to 
have a look at it.” Clearly, there is potentially an erosion of local authority power in that regard.  

In relation to state planning policies, I do not want to give the impression that we do not think that SPPs are a 
good thing—we think they are a good thing. Anybody who has been involved in the conservation movement will 
know that SPPs are often used to very significant and good effect. This is one of the main consistency measures 
in this bill. At the moment, the legislation only says that councils have to indicate that they have given an SPP 
“due regard”. We all know that the notion of due regard can be a slippery thing when it comes to formulating 
policy at the local level. The Approvals and Related Reforms (No. 4) (Planning) Bill 2009 will require them to 
amend their planning schemes in accordance with SPPs. That is a sensible measure that we support, but we need 
to be able to reassure local authorities that they will be given assistance to do this and that they will not be 
subject to extra costs and unreasonable time line expectations. I referred to the problem of increased pressure on 
local governments, and that brings me to the biggest question of all. The most substantive change is the 
introduction of development assessment panels. The concern of councils from the beginning, the motif that has 
run through their commentary on the government’s proposal, is the business of cost shifting, either apparent 
upfront explicit cost shifting or cost shifting that is hidden in fine print. Only as recently as last Friday afternoon, 
the Western Australian Local Government Association told me that it was concerned that that matter had not 
been adequately addressed. This is probably the point at which I need to refer to the resolution that was passed 
by WALGA on 3 June. I am sure that the ministers with carriage of this bill have seen the resolution, but I think 
it is worth bringing it to the attention of other honourable members and putting it into Hansard. It is five-part 
resolution, resolution 57.3/2010. According to an email I received from WALGA, the resolution reads — 

That: 

1. the provisions in the Approvals and Related Reforms (Planning) No.4) Bill 2009 for 
Improvement Schemes are supported on condition that specific regulations for Improvement 
Schemes are made, clarifying:  

• that the circumstances and processes for establishing Improvement Schemes is set out 
in detail;  

• that improvement schemes are established by agreement with the Local Governments 
concerned;  

• that the Minister for Planning must table the government’s intention to establish an 
Improvement Scheme and the reasons for it, in Parliament, together with the relevant 
Local Government’s response to the proposed scheme;  

• that the requirements for local input on the amenity of local communities is 
preserved; and  

• that the ‘normalisation’ process to occur at the end of the Improvement Scheme.  

2. the amendments to the Development Assessment Panel (DAP) system are accepted on the 
basis that the State Government works with local government on the development of the DAPs 
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regulations to ensure that any outstanding details related to the operation of DAPs (eg criteria 
for referral, operation, fees, administration and appeals) are addressed in the regulations and 
associated policy, and that there is no cost shift to Local Governments’. 

3. the provisions contained in the Approvals and Related Reforms (Planning) Bill 2009 relating 
to State Planning Policy (SPP) amendment of local planning schemes are accepted, on 
condition that: 

• the procedures, requirements and format etc. of such State Planning Policies are set 
out in regulations.  

4. the amendments to s76 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 are accepted subject to: 

• regulations being made outlining that the Minister for Planning is to report any orders 
given by the Minister to a local government, under s76 of the Planning and 
Development Act 2005, to be reported in Parliament.  

• the report should include details of the particular scheme or amendment, the affected 
area, the parties involved and the reasons for the Minister’s order. 

5. reporting on planning matters by Local Government is supported, subject to:  

• the reporting system ensuring transparency and accountability of all parties involved 
in the Development Assessment Process; and 

• including data capture on the performance and response times of applicants, referral 
agencies and any other external party involved in a Development Assessment.  

I note that WALGA has said that if timely agreement is not reached on the regulations, it will advocate that the 
bill be considered by a committee of the upper house. I know that the government is not deaf to the points raised 
by WALGA, because I understand that there are two working groups, one of which is specifically working on 
the regulations. WALGA will be represented on that working group. The opposition is worried that the working 
groups have been cobbled together to hose down the sector. If the government is genuinely doing this with an 
eye on improving the process, it would have had community representation or representation from people other 
than local government and industry on the consultation groups. I understand that one working group is looking at 
the regulations and that the other is looking at the criteria for selection of the membership of DAPs. There are 
two working groups, neither of which has any genuine community representation. Again, that might be 
something that the minister can look at.  

In case anybody has been living in a cocoon for the past few months and is not aware how DAPs will work, I 
will quickly run through it. DAPs involves bringing independent technical experts into the planning process. The 
government’s rhetoric is all about the need for balance between experts and local representatives who are, of 
course, local government authorities. There is an interesting move to limit the requirement for a two-staged 
approval process. At the moment we tend to do approvals under local schemes and regional schemes; we do not 
do them concurrently, which clearly adds to the time lines. DAPs is supposed to be a way of overcoming that. 
We also come across the magic key words “transparency”, “consistency” and “reliability”. We are told that the 
details will be in the regulations. Hon Simon O’Brien asked me what type of issues the committee might be able 
to consider in a spectacularly short period. By way of answering that question, I refer to some of the changes that 
have already been made which, I suspect, did not take much time to make once the government decided that it 
was of the mind to improve the bill. When the bill initially came to Parliament, there was a project cost ceiling at 
which the DAP process would kick in. It was $2 million for developments within the City of Perth and 
$1 million for the rest of Perth and the regions. Labor in consultation with many of the industry stakeholders 
began to canvass higher levels and, indeed, I think an amendment was made in the other place to significantly 
raise the levels. In a paper released by the Minister for Planning in April 2010, the government significantly 
upped the costings on those applications to a new level of $15 million for the City of Perth and $7 million for 
everywhere else. Significantly, along with that went a provision for opting into the DAPs system. If a project 
came in below those two ceilings, a developer could opt in to the provision. The opt-in provision is between 
$3 million and $7 million for everywhere other than the City of Perth where the opt-in provision is available for 
projects costing between $10 million and $15 million. I will give honourable members the flavour of how 
significant that change is. I asked the department to prepare me some statistics. I accept its very significant 
qualification of these stats in that it was unable, for obvious reasons, to extract single-dwelling applications 
because it used Australian Bureau of Statistics data. Given that these are probably overstated because they 
include single dwellings, on the original threshold of $2 million for the City of Perth there would have been 32 
applications in the past year. The minister might be able to help me there, but I think that is over the past 
12 months. For the remaining metropolitan area for which the threshold is $2 million, there would have been 256 
applications. If every development in the regions worth over $1 million had been referred to a development 
assessment panel, there would have been 199. It means that during the course of that year there would have been 
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487 referrals to development assessment panels. By changing the threshold to $15 million and $7 million, that 
number has reduced enormously from close to 500 applications a year to 92. In the City of Perth there would 
have been only five applications, in the metropolitan area about 59 and in the regions about 28.  

The number of opt-in applications is minuscule. It is very hard to calculate this because we cannot predict how 
many proponents will choose to opt-in to the DAP system. If, for example, 10 per cent chose to opt-in to the 
DAP system, there would be about another dozen applications statewide. That small change, which became 
obvious to the opposition within a few weeks of the proposal being out and about and beginning to gather some 
comment, has made an absolutely momentous change to the sort of entity that a development assessment panel 
becomes.  

I will refer to one thing in the statistics that really intrigued me. If the government’s rhetoric about cutting red 
tape—I will use that as shorthand—for basically the nine criteria against which good planning measures can be 
assessed, I would have expected there to be many more applications potentially being considered in the Peel 
region. Given that the Peel region is one of the fastest growing areas in the Southern Hemisphere, the opposition 
would expect any measure that is aimed at cutting red tape to be significant in that region.  

I note in one of the tables that the Department of Planning provided information to me that the number of 
applications above the current threshold of $7 million in the Peel region would be zero. I went back to the very 
impressive charts, which I will show the minister, that the department provided to me, but I am not actually sure 
that that is correct. From my reading of the chart there would have been three applications in the Peel region and 
they would have been in the City of Mandurah area. Nevertheless, when one bores down through that level of 
detail, it appears as though only a small number of projects are involved. The minister’s comments on that would 
be appreciated. I point out to Hon Simon O’Brien that that is a relatively simple change and it did not seem to be 
contentious. It was done only because somebody was able to spot that there was a problem and then take it up 
with the minister, who I gather needed very little arm twisting to put that into effect.  

I will give members a couple of other flavours of how significant the changes in this bill are. First, I refer to the 
ministerial call-in provisions. It rang very loud alarm bells for the opposition when it saw the provisions for 
ministerial call-ins, because it saw it as a reinstatement of the system that we abolished when we were in 
government. I understand that due to the eloquence of the case put by my colleague in the lower house, Hon 
Alannah MacTiernan, who, of course, speaks on those subjects with a fair amount of authority, the minister 
agreed to remove those provisions altogether. When I reached the point of asking the advisers how we would get 
around this contentious issue, I was told that they actually dropped out of the legislation in the other place and no 
longer exist.  

I give one more example, and I wear this badge with a certain amount of pride because I am not experienced in 
this area of government. The other day I asked the advisers what would happen if a DAP decision was appealed. 
I was told that the DAP would act as the respondent and the local council in whose area the development was 
would still be required to do the paperwork to make the submission to the State Administrative Tribunal and then 
go to SAT as the secretarial support for the DAP. My next question was: what happens when the local council is 
the appellant? I asked that question for a very specific reason. As I have moved around the state in the past few 
months in my meetings with local government, I always raise the issue of DAPs to get their reaction to what is, 
after all, a major concern. As government members know, it is a change that has not been welcome and, in fact, 
was vehemently opposed when it was first mooted. What has happened too many times for it to be just a 
coincidence is that when I ask a local authority how it feels about having its own projects captured by a DAP, the 
shire president or mayor will say to me, “That’s not going to happen. It doesn’t involve those.” The chief 
executive officer will tap him or her gently on the arm and say, “Actually it does”, and then he or she is very 
shocked to find out that the council’s applications for projects such as recreation centres will be taken away from 
its planning processes and put into a DAP. It was very shocking to at least the elected representatives. Many of 
the people who made personal representations to me were the shire planners rather than the elected 
representatives. That is why I raised with the department the question about what would happen at the SAT level 
if local councils were the proponent. It was able to come back to me a few days later and say that the minister 
had agreed to totally remove local government applications from the DAP process. It is a very welcome move 
and if it had been done months ago it would have removed a very significant level of angst from the discussion.  

I give members three examples of changes that obviously the government was very happy and willing to 
accommodate. It only reached the point that we could stop talking about these changes because of the scrutiny 
the opposition has been able to give the bill thus far.  

Neither I nor anybody else on this side of the house is confident that there are provisions still in the bill that we 
should be looking at. Local government has confirmed for us that it still holds serious fears about some of the 
cost-shifting implications. A short, sharp inquiry by the Joint Standing Committee on Legislation would iron out 
a number of those things. I genuinely believe that if that occurred, the committee would come back to this house 
with a better bill.  
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I want to raise a couple of other small points before I move the motion. As I said, it looks at the moment as 
though, on the new dollar values at which DAPs kick in, we will be looking at fewer than 150 applications a 
year. I understand, again thanks to the concerns that have been raised by opposition members who are often 
acting after advice from stakeholders, that we now have an agreement that the expenses incurred by local 
government representatives will be met. We will train them and pay them for the training. Again, the dollar 
figures are not set yet. It is also a very welcome move.  

One point of extreme concern to the opposition is the conflict of interest provisions. I know that the general 
intent of the bill is to base the conflict of interest measures on the Western Australian Planning Commission 
standing orders 2009. Part 6 of those standing orders relates to disclosure of interests. Members on this side of 
the house might want to go into more detail on that issue. I will leave the minister with a very significant 
question. That is the question of whom a council member of a development assessment panel is representing. I 
think this is a very serious question. I have not been able to get an answer to it yet. I would suggest that unless 
we can furnish an answer, we are going straight down the road to a whole series of Corruption and Crime 
Commission interventions in the process. It is stating the bleeding obvious that if that is the result of not tying up 
a few more loose ends, this whole measure will have been extremely counter-productive. My question is: can 
local councillors be bound by a motion from their council before they attend a DAP hearing? My understanding 
is that they could indeed be bound. Will that act as a binding motion once they get into a DAP hearing? 
Logically, it cannot because, as a member of a DAP, they are actually appointed by cabinet, so they are not 
appointed to represent a local council’s views. I put it to the minister that if local councillors represent the 
community’s view, and if the DAP councillors are there representing the community, there may be a sense in 
which they are indeed bound. What are we going to do then? Are we just going to rely on the fact that if it is a 
bad decision, they can be overruled by the technical experts on the DAP? That is so far from satisfactory that I 
put it to the minister through you, Mr Deputy President, that we do deserve some consideration of that point. 

There are one or two other questions. It is still not clear to me why we are not simply empowering local councils 
to do their work better. I understand that it might have been one of the either/or considerations that the 
government entered into at the very beginning of this process, but after five and a half hours of briefing and after 
many, many more hours than that of reading and talking to stakeholders, I was still left with a residual concern 
that if we had turned our collective minds to empowering local governments to do the work, they could do it 
better than they do it now. 

My final point is that I understand the minister will be prepared to consider a statutory review amendment if I 
were to move it. I have a draft of it here. My intention would be to do that in committee. Again, a fourth 
example, for the benefit of Hon Simon O’Brien, of the sort of thing that a committee would be able to do in a 
very short time is that it could make sure that the i’s are dotted and the t’s are crossed and bring back to this 
house what will be, without any undue delay, a bill that is generally better than the one that we are looking at 
here tonight.  

Discharge of Order and Referral to Standing Committee on Legislation — Motion 

Hon SALLY TALBOT: Therefore, I move without notice — 

That the Approvals and Related Reforms (No. 4) (Planning) Bill 2009 be discharged and referred to the 
Standing Committee on Legislation for consideration and report not later than Tuesday, 29 June 2010. 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral — Leader of the House) [8.32 pm]: The government does 
not support this motion. It is the government’s desire for this bill to be passed this session as there are 
amendments that the house will contemplate during however long it takes for this bill to be dealt with. We would 
hope that the Assembly will consider them before it rises on Thursday. The notion of having a one-week 
committee referral is something that does not meet the government’s requirements, so we will be opposing the 
motion. 

HON LYNN MacLAREN (South Metropolitan) [8.34 pm]: I would like to speak in favour of the motion, if I 
may, even though the Leader of the House has already spoken. Hon Sally Talbot made a really good point. I was 
delighted to hear this evening that here we have an opportunity to send this bill to committee. In addition, Hon 
Sally Talbot raised points on the threshold change, which occurred in consultation with local governments, I 
believe, but really was done on the fly, and we did not get an opportunity to assess whether that threshold change 
was accepted by local governments. The opt-in for developers was suggested during the consultation phase, after 
local governments had commented. Developers can now opt-in to submit their proposals for a development of 
$3 million or more to a DAP instead of the local government. I would really like to test that a bit more. As Hon 
Sally Talbot has mentioned, the fees are a moveable feast. We still anticipate that there may be some changes at 
this late stage to the fees. There is the question about whether developments in regional Western Australia will 
be subject to fees different from those being suggested. I understand that Ernst and Young is looking at a new 
formula for that, but we still do not know what that is. The consultation occurred during local government 
elections. It was exactly the wrong time to do that. Local councillors were wrong-footed and found it very 
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difficult to respond to the quite significant changes that the government proposed. Although they did their best, 
and we have all heard from many of them about this, I believe it was not a very kind consultation process, to say 
the least, for such wide-ranging and significant changes to our planning system. Referring this bill to committee 
will give an opportunity to allow greater consultation on that detail.  

There are two other points. As Hon Sally Talbot has mentioned, the detail is in the regulations. As we know, the 
devil is always in the detail. I would like to see more of that detail hard-coded in this legislation so that we do 
not have to wait until regulations are submitted to us. Finally, one of the outcomes I would dearly love to see in 
this planning reform is greater planning powers for sustainability outcomes. I have heard rhetoric to the effect 
that it is in the bill, but there is nothing in this bill to guarantee any outcomes that would improve sustainability. I 
would like to see that they are there. As we know, ours is the least sustainable city in Australia. I heartily support 
this motion that the member has moved. In fact, I find it hard to conceive that the Standing Committee on 
Legislation could do the very serious work that it needs to do in that very short time frame that has been 
suggested. I therefore will move an amendment to the motion to extend the time frame to 10 August, which is 
actually the first week back after the break. That would enable us to seriously consider this bill in committee. I 
do not believe that it would unduly delay it because, as we know, it will take a year to get the development 
assessment panels in place. I believe that this would significantly improve the legislation and deliver what 
members are attempting to deliver. If I may, I will move an amendment to the motion, Mr Deputy President? 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: You may, member, but I do require it in writing. 

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: I will provide it now. 

Amendment to Motion 

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: I move — 

To delete “29 June” and insert — 

10 August 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [8.39 pm]: I will speak to both the amendment and the 
substantive motion, and I do so to put the position of the opposition. While I have some sympathy with the 
intention of the amendment, the opposition is keen to try to assist the government with the passage of this 
legislation, which is why Hon Sally Talbot’s motion recommended a reporting date of 29 June to enable a very 
quick inquiry. In a perfect world we would probably like to refer it off to the Standing Committee on Legislation 
for a bit longer, but we are an opposition that tries to cooperate with the government and we do not want to 
frustrate passage of the legislation just for the sake of it. 

Hon Norman Moore: Do you think the Legislative Assembly might like to come back next week? Perhaps you 
might like to suggest that. I’m sure your colleagues would love that. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If that is Hon Norman Moore’s only reason, it is a very poor explanation. 

Hon Norman Moore: That’s the only reason you’re moving this motion, and you know it. It’s just to frustrate 
the passage of the legislation. You’ve been no help from the start; you couldn’t debate last week. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Max Trenorden): Order, members. This is a fairly simple process. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The claim by the Leader of the House that the opposition has been no help on this 
legislation is just nonsense. If he actually went and spoke to — 

Hon Norman Moore: If this is being helpful, I’d like to see you being unhelpful. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: If Hon Ken Travers wants to follow that track, he will get interjections from the 
other side. He should address his remarks to the Chair and progress his contribution to the debate. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am keen to speak to you, Mr Deputy President, but I think there are some interjections 
that one cannot leave unchallenged; I do not want to leave it on the public record that the opposition in any way 
supported the allegation that we have not tried to work with the government on this legislation and be supportive 
in trying to get good legislation. 

If we are to have an upper house, our role must be to have good legislation. Until the last election, a bill of this 
magnitude would always have been referred to a committee to have it reviewed by — 

Hon Norman Moore: Let’s have a vote on it and we can decide whether to do it or not. That’s what used to 
happen in the past. Let’s have a vote and decide. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: That is a trite and arrogant response from the Leader of the House; he has the numbers 
because he is in a coalition. He knows that his coalition party partners will go along with him on this one, so he 
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does not have to worry about it. He has the numbers and to hell with the practices and procedures that this house 
has followed for years. Hon Norman Moore should name one piece of legislation — 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Members, a bit of order. This is degenerating into a cross-chamber debate. Hon 
Ken Travers should address his remarks to me and continue his line of argument. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: In the past when this house has dealt with legislation of this complexity and magnitude, 
it has without fail referred it off to a committee. I accept that the numbers in the house have changed and that if 
the government and its coalition partners do not want to refer this bill to a committee, it is their will and that is 
what will ultimately happen. However, as an opposition, we are entitled to put our arguments for referring this 
bill to a committee. It has been pointed out by Hon Sally Talbot and other members who have spoken that this is 
very complex legislation for which amendments are being drafted as we speak. They will be brought back into 
this house at some point and we will debate them. The danger is that we will end up with bad legislation that 
contains mistakes. 

If this house fulfils one role, it is to act as a house of review—not to just meet the requirements of the 
government. If this place is only about meeting the requirements of the government, let the decisions be made in 
the lower house and let us leave them in the lower house. Why even have an upper house if we are not going to 
act as a house of review, as we have in the past, and use our committee processes as part of the process of 
reviewing legislation to ensure that at the end of the process we end up with good legislation? I have always 
noticed that when amendments are brought to this house late in the piece, mistakes are often made. That is where 
the assistance of a committee and its advisory staff is essential; namely, to go through the legislation and 
amendments to assist this house to determine whether the legislation is good and whether its intentions are being 
met. That is what we have always done in this place. Tonight we will see whether the government intends to 
continue with those principles or whether it will use the principle of numbers. 

This house reviews legislation to ensure that it is good and that it meets the intentions of government policy, and 
using our committee system is one of the best ways of doing so. Referring legislation to a committee avails us of 
the benefit of the expertise of the committee staff to advise members of the committee, which means that we end 
up with better legislation. By referring legislation to a committee, we can do a second thing, which I think is very 
important for this house; that is, to protect people’s property rights. 

A previous committee of this house spent five years examining private property rights to see how they operate in 
Western Australia. Two committees of this house examined private property rights between 1999 and 2004. Hon 
Sue Ellery is smiling because she remembers writing “the Bible”! Hon Ed Dermer will also remember, as I am 
sure will Mr President, who was chair of the committee at the time, the work that a committee of this house did 
in looking at the erosion of private property rights and the impact of state government actions on the use and 
enjoyment of freehold and leasehold land in this state. That committee was driven by a number of Liberal Party 
members—people such as the current President and former members of this house who were very keen to 
ensure, through the committee system, that we protected the property rights of individuals in Western Australia. 

One of the options we have over the next couple of days is to refer the bill as it stands to a committee, and ask 
the committee to make sure that these amendments will not result in erosion of property rights in any way, shape 
or form. If this matter were to be referred to a committee of this house, I would hope that it would look at that 
issue. Another alternative is for the bill to not be referred to a committee and for this house to try to work out the 
issues. I know what will be the most efficient and productive use of members’ time and I know what will make 
the passage of this legislation easier—the referring of this legislation to a committee. Hon Murray Nixon was 
one of the original members of the committee to which I referred, and it is a shame he is not in the house today, 
because he was a great defender of private property rights, and he continued in that work after leaving this house. 
If he were here and realised the potential implications of this legislation for private property rights, he would 
recommend that it be sent to a committee to have it scrutinised by the experts available to the committee staff 
and to ensure that there is no diminution of people’s property rights. There is no way that the opportunities for 
compensation that are available to people will still be there after the passage of this legislation. The government 
will not allow that to happen. We will try to work that out as we go through the committee stage. If the 
government uses its weight of numbers and forces this matter to stay in this house and does not use the benefit of 
the committee process to provide that check and balance, we will have to work it out as we work through this 
house. I am concerned that we might not do the bill justice and I hope that we do not let it slip through. If we do 
and people come back to us later and ask us how we let it through, I will point to members on the other side and 
say that they were the ones who allowed it. Even though they regularly whinge and complain about the erosion 
of property rights, they are allowing legislation to go through this house and are refusing even to send it to a 
committee for one week to put the ruler over the legislation to make sure that there is nothing — 

Hon Simon O’Brien: Why did you not get it referred last week then? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If it had been before the chamber and had been brought on for debate to be referred last 
week — 
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Hon Simon O’Brien: It was, but you were not prepared to deal with it. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: We were not prepared to deal with it because the government was still briefing our 
members and providing them with information to try to address their concerns. The government introduced very 
complex legislation at a very late stage of the session. Members on this side were still trying to get a complete 
understanding of the legislation last week. 

Hon Sally Talbot interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Is that right? I am told that this legislation was actually drafted sometime last year and 
was not brought into the house. Is that right, Hon Robyn McSweeney? Is one of the reasons the government does 
not want to send this bill to a committee that this process has been orchestrated by the government to use time 
constraints to ram the bill through the chamber? 

Hon Norman Moore: If this is ramming legislation through the chamber, I would hate to see us taking our time. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It is. 

Hon Norman Moore: You are wasting our time, and you know it. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I challenge Hon Norman Moore to go through the history of the chamber over the past 
12 years and find legislation of such complexity for which the government was making amendments on the run, 
as we are today, when the legislation was not referred to a committee. Prior to the change of government — 

Hon Norman Moore: What absolute rubbish. Dozens of bills went through this house when you had the 
numbers. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: With this level of complexity? 

Several members interjected. 

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Michael Mischin): Order, members! 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am not sure what I am supposed to have said, but I know that when we have dealt with 
legislation of this complexity and of this nature, it would have been referred to a committee. 

Hon Kate Doust: We would have had an extended debate. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It would have been an extended debate and it would not have been referred to a 
committee for just one week; it would have been referred to a committee and stayed with that committee for 
months and months. 

Hon Norman Moore: We actually have a bill in this committee that you want to send this bill to that the 
committee has had over a year to deal with. As if we are not allowing the committees to do their work. Come off 
it. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Another thing that I want to put on the record is that the committee that the opposition is 
asking for this bill to be referred to is dominated by government members. 

Hon Sue Ellery: None that he trusts, it would appear. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Clearly he does not have any faith in the members of that committee. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! Perhaps if the honourable member addressed his remarks to the 
chair and refrained from being diverted by interjections from members on his side of the house he might get 
through his speech. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The committee that we are asking to refer this legislation to—the legislation 
committee—was regularly handling more than one piece of legislation. The fact that that committee has had one 
piece of legislation and the Leader of the House has now complained that it has taken so long to get it back, 
when never before has the — 

Several members interjected. 

Point of Order 

Hon ED DERMER: I am having difficulty hearing Hon Ken Travers. I understand the role of an interjection. 
Usually it is a short, sharp point, but I am hearing a continuous stream from members on the other side of the 
chamber. That is not an interjection; it is a disorderly fashion in which the member on his feet is being harassed. 
I for one want to hear what he has to say. I am having difficulty understanding what he is saying because there is 
no break in the stream of interjections from across the chamber from more than one member at a time. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Michael Mischin): Hon Ken Travers will proceed with his address. He has 
the call. A number of conversations have been breaking out on both sides of the chamber. 
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Debate Resumed 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I thank the Deputy President. I thank Hon Ed Dermer, but I can assure him that I am not 
feeling harassed at this point. The only person who is probably feeling harassed is the poor old Hansard reporter. 
For the benefit of Hansard, the member’s point of order was probably warranted. As far as I am concerned, I do 
not feel harassed. I have no intention of taking my full 45 minutes. If government members want to interject on 
me, all that will do is extend the debate. The government is in a hurry to complete this debate by Thursday 
because it wants to allow the other house to complete its work. I find that extraordinary because in the past the 
lower house would have come back after the upper house had finished its business. The lower house would 
normally make itself available to come back for one day at the conclusion of the session of the upper house. That 
has commonly been the case when a government has wanted its legislation passed. There has been no ability for 
us to put up an alternative argument because the coalition government’s immediate response has been that it will 
not accept the motion to refer this bill to the legislation committee. I can inform the new members who were not 
members of a previous Parliament that it is quite extraordinary to argue that the lower house will not come back 
to deal with the legislation. In the past, the upper house regularly dealt with matters and if the government 
required those matters to be passed urgently, it would bring back the lower house to sit for an extra day at the 
conclusion of the debate in the upper house. 

The purpose of this motion is to refer this bill to a committee to conduct a very quick, sharp inquiry and to report 
the committee’s findings to this house. I suspect that that would speed up the process because we could then deal 
with some of the other legislation. In theory, we cannot deal with some of the other legislation until Thursday. If 
the Leader of the House wanted to bring on the legislation for which I have responsibility on behalf of the 
opposition, I would be prepared to deal with it now. We would get those bills dealt with because I am ready to 
deal with them. They are fairly straightforward and simple. We could deal with that legislation and refer this 
legislation to a committee to do the good work that committees do. If I wanted to filibuster and use up my full 45 
minutes, I could have got the reams of examples in Hansard of members opposite who, when they sat on this 
side of the chamber, extolled the virtues of the committee process. 

Hon Norman Moore: I could get some of the speeches that Hon Ken Travers made opposing that. Let us not be 
silly about this. I have told you why the government wants to get it passed tonight or this week. That is the 
simple reason. If you don’t like it, vote against it. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Go and find one of those speeches that I gave, Mr Moore, and quote it to me. 

Hon Norman Moore: I could find thousands of them from you and your colleagues, including the former 
Minister for Education. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Go and find them. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! 

Hon Norman Moore: The discredited former Minister for Education. 

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: Who’s that? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The last discredited Minister for Education I recall was “Stormin’ Norman”. I recall that 
that was a short-lived career, but that is going back into very ancient history.  

Should we refer this matter to a committee? Yes, we should refer it to a committee because that is how a house 
of review should act. We should ensure that the legislation we pass is good legislation and that there are no 
mistakes in the legislation. There would be reams of Hansard containing speeches of members gloating about 
how we have made amendments to legislation to correct the mistakes of the lower house. Members say what a 
good thing it is for the processes of the Parliament and the government and the administration of the state of 
Western Australia that we have an upper house because its members referred this legislation to a committee, and 
the upper house has done its job as a house of review and corrected the errors of the legislation sent to it by the 
lower house. That is the first reason we should refer this legislation to a committee.  

The second reason is that this is a clearly a case in which the government is preparing amendments on the run. 
Again—this relates to the first argument—we need to be careful about doing it. In that race we need to ensure 
that we do not suddenly make an amendment that has an impact that was not intended.  

The third thing that we as an opposition want is for this legislation to be referred to a committee and reported 
back in a quick time frame. I have great sympathy with the Greens in that in a perfect world it would be better to 
have a longer time in which to consider the legislation but again, as an indication of the good faith of the 
opposition, we are happy to have it referred to a committee and for it to come back within a very short space of 
time so that we can at least get some of the benefits that can be gained by referring it to a committee.  

I urge people to look at the impacts of private property rights and state government actions and processes on the 
use and enjoyment of freehold and leasehold land in Western Australia and the role that planning legislation 
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plays in those matters. If we pass legislation that in any way denudes the rights of private property holders in 
Western Australia, it will not just be the people of Western Australia that we upset; I know that many of the 
constituents of members on the other side of the house, many of their own party members — 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: Do you remember the land-clearing legislation that you decided to put through? You 
could not even remove a dead branch off a dead tree. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I also remember the then Minister for the Environment referring that matter to a 
committee to try to find resolution with people. I remember that process. I also remember that it involved 
members on the other side. I wonder whether Hon Murray Nixon has read this legislation, because I suspect he 
may want to make a submission to a committee if we refer it to a committee. If I remember correctly, one of the 
people who led the charge against the legislation that Hon Robyn McSweeney is talking about is Hon Murray 
Nixon. I do not know whether he got to keep the title of “honourable” but he was an honourable man. I have a lot 
of time and respect for Murray Nixon. I will keep referring to him as Hon Murray Nixon because that is what he 
was to me in this chamber. I think people like that would have an expectation that this legislation is referred to a 
committee to double-check that there are no adverse impacts on and diminution of people’s rights. The 
alternative is a very long and complex debate. I hope the minister is ready for it and I hope she understands the 
complexities of the issues we will be going into. If that is what we are left with as an opposition — 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: You don’t scare me, Mr Travers.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am not trying to scare Hon Robyn McSweeney. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: That’s good. I am pleased. I thought there was a bit of a threat there. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If Hon Robyn McSweeney took that as a threat in any way, I humbly apologise. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: I thought you were bullying me and you were not.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I was just making the comment that I think the minister will find that when we get into 
that debate, it is very complex, and I hope she is prepared for it because of the level of complexity that is 
involved. If the minister does not understand the level of complexity, she needs to go away and get re-briefed on 
that particular aspect of this legislation. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney: You’ve had five and a half hours. Do you want another briefing?  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I do not need another briefing. I will test the issues in the chamber to ensure that there is 
not that diminution of people’s private property rights. 

Hon Norman Moore: Let’s just get on with it. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am trying to but I keep getting interjections. One of the things that I learnt very well 
from Hon George Cash in this chamber when I sat on the government side is that when members of the 
government interject on members of the opposition, members of the opposition will respond to those 
interjections. Members can look through the history of the house and read the comments that Hon George Cash 
made to many of us when we were in government, probably to me and Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich more than most. 
He said that an interjection will prolong the debate. I am trying to wind up my remarks. I was making the 
comment, until I kept getting interjections from the minister handling this bill, that when we go through the 
committee stage in this house on this piece of legislation, we will ensure that there is no diminution of people’s 
private property rights. I will personally make sure it is one of my jobs. As I stated earlier, an easier and quicker 
way of doing that is to refer it to a committee to test it. If the committee came back and said that it had looked at 
the legislation and that it can assure the house that there is no diminution, I would not feel the same need to get 
up in this place and ask the questions that will otherwise need to be asked to test all those points as we go 
through the committee stage. 

They are the reasons why this matter needs to be referred to a committee. The opposition is trying to be 
cooperative with the government in the way we are dealing with this legislation. We are not asking for what 
would have been asked for by previous oppositions and would have been achieved by them, whether the 
government liked it or not, through the sheer force of numbers. Based on the Leader of the House’s confident 
comments that the government would be rejecting the legislation, it would be forced through by the sheer force 
of numbers. I do not know whether that will speed up the processes or whether the total legislative package of 
this house will be completed any quicker than the alternatives that are available to the government. As I have 
said, I am happy to get on with the other pieces of legislation. I do not know about the Greens, but the 
conventions of the house are that the legislation sits on the table for a week. I would be happy to move on to 
some other pieces of legislation straightaway if we referred this legislation to a committee, even though it has 
been in the house only since last Thursday. I am happy to do that to assist in the management of the house. What 
would we then have? We would end up with the same amount of legislation being passed by the time this house 
rises at the end of the year as was intended but we would end up with better legislation because the more 
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complex pieces, like this bill, would have been referred to a committee. If that is not the role of an upper house, I 
do not understand the purpose of having an upper house. When there is a Labor government, do we become a 
house of review and when there is a Liberal or coalition government, do we become a rubber stamp? That is 
what we are becoming. We are becoming that rubber stamp. We get amendments accepted only when there are 
glaring errors that will cause embarrassment to the government. Otherwise we operate in the same way the house 
used to operate when there was a conservative bastion with malapportionment and a gerrymander—a rubber 
stamp for a conservative government and a house of review when Labor is in power. This is another example of 
where we will be able to test those issues in this house—that is, on the way the vote is taken.  

I think there are very good grounds to refer this legislation to a committee. There are sound grounds for the role 
of a house of review and a role for protecting people’s private property rights. If this house does not do it in 
Western Australia, nobody will.  

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [9.09 pm]: I rise to speak in support of the amendment 
moved by my colleague Hon Lynn MacLaren. In doing so, I would like to remind the Leader of the House of 
statements he made in this place on 1 December 2004 when he said — 

The Legislative Assembly does not spend a lot of time on the detail of Bills and leaves it to the 
Legislative Council to fix things after the crash. Therefore, that is our job, but it is not exciting and it is 
not riveting for the media, which is really only interested in arguments and members’ outrageous 
comments. The media is not much interested in the committee work that goes on in this Chamber or that 
a Bill goes out of this place better than when it arrived. It is not exciting stuff. I wish the media would 
acknowledge occasionally that this Chamber has been doing an enormous amount of work over a long 
period to produce better law, which is what we do for a living. I leave that as a comment about where 
we are going as a Chamber. I do not think we will go back to the old days. I think that increasingly this 
Chamber will have more and more responsibility foisted upon it as more and more complicated 
legislation comes through this place and as the role of this Chamber as a House of Review becomes 
more firmly entrenched in the political world of Western Australia. 

Having repeated the statement that the Leader of the House made on 1 December 2004, I commend the 
amendment moved by my colleague.  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Michael Mischin): Could the member identify the page of Hansard from 
which that is taken? 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: It is pages 8864b–8899a of Wednesday, 1 December 2004. It was said as the house 
rose at the end of 2004.  

HON WENDY DUNCAN (Mining and Pastoral — Parliamentary Secretary) [9.11 pm]: The National Party 
will not support this amendment or the motion to refer this bill to the Standing Committee on Legislation. 
Hon Sally Talbot, in her opening remarks, alluded to the fact that a lot of consultation has occurred on this bill. 
In fact, I think she commented that it was a model that perhaps we should use in the future. The state government 
indicated its intention to progress this legislation back in September. It called for submissions—177 submissions 
were received. I am sure that members opposite have been in discussions with the minister. He has been very 
receptive to the requirements of various stakeholders. My belief is that following consideration of the 
submissions and the proposed amendments subsequently, the legislation is now in a form in which it responds to 
the concerns raised by stakeholders.  

Hon Ken Travers: Are you confident it does not erode private property rights?  

Hon WENDY DUNCAN: Yes, I am. The bill deals with development progress in both the city and the regions. 
It will assist in many ways to ensure that the right level of professional attention is given to matters that come 
before government. I will conclude by saying that we will not support this amendment, and nor will we support 
the motion.  

Amendment put and negatived. 

Motion Resumed 

Question put and a division taken, the Deputy President (Hon Michael Mischin) casting his vote with the noes, 
with the following result — 

Ayes (14) 

Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm Hon Sue Ellery Hon Linda Savage Hon Alison Xamon 
Hon Helen Bullock Hon Adele Farina Hon Sally Talbot Hon Ed Dermer (Teller) 
Hon Robin Chapple Hon Lynn MacLaren Hon Ken Travers  
Hon Kate Doust Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich Hon Giz Watson  
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Noes (19) 

Hon Liz Behjat Hon Phil Edman Hon Alyssa Hayden Hon Helen Morton 
Hon Jim Chown Hon Brian Ellis Hon Col Holt Hon Simon O’Brien 
Hon Peter Collier Hon Philip Gardiner Hon Robyn McSweeney Hon Max Trenorden 
Hon Mia Davies Hon Nick Goiran Hon Michael Mischin Hon Ken Baston (Teller) 
Hon Wendy Duncan Hon Nigel Hallett Hon Norman Moore  

            

Pair 

 Hon Jon Ford Hon Donna Faragher 
 

Question thus negatived.   

Second Reading Resumed 

HON WENDY DUNCAN (Mining and Pastoral — Parliamentary Secretary) [9.20 pm]: As I have 
indicated, the Nationals support the Approvals and Related Reforms (No. 4) (Planning) Bill 2009. We believe 
that quite a lot of work has gone into ensuring that the legislation deals with some of the issues that were raised 
by stakeholders and those who made submissions. In particular some of the concerns of regional local 
governments have been considered through the submissions process and through our discussions with the 
minister. The Nationals are satisfied that those matters have been successfully dealt with. There is no doubt that, 
coming into this government, one of our mandates was to improve our approvals system.  

Hon Kate Doust: You didn’t have a mandate. You had no mandate to govern.  

Hon WENDY DUNCAN: I said “this government”. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Michael Mischin): Order, members!  

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That includes all members. Hon Wendy Duncan has the call.  

Hon WENDY DUNCAN: Having been involved in local government in my previous life, I know that the 
approvals and planning system is in need of reform and refinement. Many processes take a considerable amount 
of time and cause uncertainty and delays, particularly when it comes to larger developments that require more 
detailed and technical assessment. This bill will assist in those areas in which there is exponential growth and in 
which expertise is not readily available. It will also assist small local governments in regional areas that cannot 
attract the planning staff they require. Of course, the bill is part of a national reform and a Council of Australian 
Governments planning process. There is no doubt that there must be a more consistent application of local 
government legislation across Australia, particularly as our world becomes smaller and our activities cross 
borders.  

The bill will extend the use of existing strategic instruments for state and regional planning; enable more 
transparent and consistent decision making; allow the minister to direct local governments to amend local 
planning schemes so that they are consistent with the state planning policy; improve consistency in procedural 
requirements; and, enable the state to collect data on local development decisions. The Nationals received many 
representations from local governments about this legislation. In response to those, we made a submission to the 
Minister for Planning. In September 2009 the minister indicated that he would introduce development 
assessment panels and called for submissions. In November 2009 he read this bill into the other house. From 
then until March 2010, 177 submissions were made. The Nationals took the opportunity to make their views 
known to the minister. In particular, we highlighted some of the matters that had been raised with us by local 
governments and other stakeholders. Those matters particularly related to the monetary threshold, which, in the 
beginning, was quite low for developments. It was $1 million for a development in the regions. Many local 
governments felt that the threshold should be raised. Local governments were concerned about who would make 
up the development assessment panels and how the expert members of those panels would be appointed. In 
particular there was concern about the proposed call-in powers that the minister suggested in his original 
proposal. Local government also expressed concern about costs and the duplication of costs, particularly in 
situations in which local governments would be administering the development assessment panel process 
because the professional members on the panel would receive sitting fees and the local government members 
would not.  

As was mentioned by Hon Sally Talbot, there was concern about what would happen should there be an appeal 
to the State Administrative Tribunal and who would be responsible for the costs of those appeals. We put those 
concerns to the minister and indicated the areas we felt needed some modification. In April this year the minister 
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released his policy statement in response to the submissions and made some substantial changes. It has been a 
very good process. He put the proposal on the table and gave everyone six months to work through the 
implications of the legislation and to respond. The government then responded to the submissions with 
amendments. It has been quite a useful process. We certainly found that the briefing by the minister’s officers 
and their response to matters that we felt needed adjustment were very good. We greatly appreciated their 
openness in considering what was suggested. 

Hon Sally Talbot: Have your concerns about the cost-recovery model been addressed? 

Hon WENDY DUNCAN: Yes, they have. I will address that a bit later in my comments.  

Working through some of the changes that have been made, the original model proposed that the development 
applications to be reviewed by DAPs would be $2 million in the metropolitan area and $1 million in regional 
areas. Under the revised model, it is $15 million in the metropolitan area and $7 million in regional areas. That 
lifts the threshold and ensures that development assessment panels do not encroach on the normal core business 
of local government because, in the main, they have the capability to carry out those assessments. However, the 
change also included an opt-in provision whereby development applicants can opt in to the DAP for projects 
between $10 million and $15 million in the metropolitan area and between $3 million and $7 million in regional 
areas. As I alluded to earlier, it may not be only developers who decide to make use of this provision. Some local 
governments are inundated with development in their area and some may not be able to attract the expertise they 
need for specialised development. Such local governments may avail themselves of that opportunity.  

The other matter that was raised with the National Party was the issue of class categories. In the original model, 
that list included 11 categories that would attract the development assessment panel process and three categories 
that would be exempted from it. To reduce the complexity, the new model refers to only exempted 
developments. All other projects could attract the DAP process. The exempted categories are one or more single 
houses; 10 or fewer grouped or multiple dwellings, including aged and dependent persons dwellings; and minor 
applications, such as carports, sheds, house extensions and outbuildings.  

The panel composition created considerable debate among stakeholders. A panel comprises three specialist 
members and two local government representatives. That has caused some debate in the community. A change 
has not been proposed to the composition of panels, and we can see the reason for that. The chairman will be an 
independent specialist, the two local government representatives will have local experience and the remaining 
two members will bring in the specialist expertise.  

The question of proxies has been raised. In the original model, two options for proxies were outlined. First was 
the appointment of specialist and local government proxies to individual panels and the second was the creation 
of a centralised pool of proxies for different panels to draw from. Under the revised model one local government 
proxy from each local government is to be appointed to each development assessment panel. In the metropolitan 
area three specialist proxies will be appointed by the minister to a centralised pool from which all metropolitan 
DAPs can draw. From the regions, one specialist proxy will be appointed by the minister to each non-
metropolitan DAP.  

The issue of sitting fees was raised. We are grateful to the minister that even though the argument originally was 
that local government representatives would not be eligible for a sitting fee because it is their core business, he 
was convinced that the detailed examination of development applications is not really what local government 
councillors do. Their officers do that and then present the recommendation to the councillors to make the final 
decision. For local government to appoint representatives to sit in on hearings and incur accommodation costs is 
asking a bit more of local government councillors than if the application was being assessed through the normal 
local government processes. On that basis the minister has agreed that a sitting fee of $400 will be paid to all 
representatives and that all representatives will receive travel expenses.  

The issue of the DAP application fee is one on which we have had considerable debate and consultation with the 
minister and his officers. We certainly were concerned that in the original proposal the cost of the development 
assessment panels would be paid by local government. The way in which the fees were costed meant that 
development applications that were assessed in places like the Kimberley and Pilbara would attract a much 
higher fee than those in the metropolitan area. The fees were calculated on the basis that one application would 
be considered at a time. The unknown in there was that if an application was assessed in the regions, the fee 
charged by the local government would have to cover that hearing and any subsequent hearings in a complex 
matter. On the one hand the risk was that regional local governments may be out of pocket through this process, 
whereas, on the other hand, with metropolitan applications and the consideration of perhaps more than one 
application in one hearing there was the potential for metropolitan local governments to generate a surplus 
through the process. We had many consultations with and briefings from the minister’s staff and eventually we 
had discussions with the minister. It was agreed that a standard level of fees would be applied across the state 
and that this would enable, I guess, a pool of fees to be established and applied to where the costs are incurred.  

Hon Ken Travers: Is there a taxing act that goes with this bill?  
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Hon WENDY DUNCAN: I am glad Hon Ken Travers asked that question. There has been some comment that 
this could be a cross-subsidisation and therefore have a taxing aspect to it. In fact, the use of this argument is 
actually not valid when it is applied to state legislation. The High Court has given some consideration of this 
issue. A precedent has been set by Airservices Australia and also Epic Energy. It was determined in those 
instances that there is a constitutional prohibition on the federal government applying a fee on cross-
subsidisation and it can be called a tax, but under the state legislation there is no such prohibition. As long as the 
fee raised is not a duty of excise and is allowable under the primary legislation and the proceeds from those fees 
are not transferred into general revenue but are used for the purpose of raising that fee, cross-subsidisation can 
occur. We pointed that out to the minister and in view of that he agreed that the standardisation of fees could be 
achieved.  

Hon Adele Farina: Can you provide the full details of those cases?  

Hon WENDY DUNCAN: I will, but not at this point because I do not have them with me. That precedent is 
certainly one that as long as the underlying legislation allows for the raising of revenue and the revenue is not for 
the purpose of going into consolidated revenue but for the purpose of being applied to that activity, cross-
subsidisation can occur.  

The whole debate about cross-subsidisation is of great interest to the Nationals because it is the application of 
cost-reflective pricing that causes the greatest damage to regional development. The issue of cost-reflective 
pricing always raises the question of degree. We could say that we want to apply cost-reflective pricing to, for 
example, the delivery of power. If that were done to the nth degree, it could be said that the house nearest the 
substation actually gets cheaper electricity than the house at the end of the street. We are now looking at water 
prices and there is some conjecture about how we arrive at the price of water in Kalgoorlie. The water that 
arrives in Kalgoorlie is, somehow, separated off and it is only desalinated water that we are paying for in 
Kalgoorlie and others are getting the cheaper product. I thought it was actually mixed in together. 

Hon Ken Travers: Can I make it clear that I do not have a problem with the cross-subsidy issue? It is more the 
process by which it is done. 

Hon WENDY DUNCAN: We do not have any argument with cost recovery, but when cost-reflective pricing is 
applied, there are different ways of doing it. There are ways that are more equitable than others. That was an 
argument that we prosecuted. We are very grateful to the minister for giving us his assurance that the fees will be 
applied evenly across the state. 

There are other modifications. The call-in power caused a bit of consternation amongst stakeholders, and that has 
been removed from the bill. Since the amendments and the response to these submissions, the Mayor of 
Joondalup and new President of the Western Australian Local Government Association, Troy Pickard, has 
publicly stated that the amendments are welcome and that he is looking forward to continuing consultation on 
the regulations, as we are. 

The final matter that I would like to draw to the house’s attention is also one on which we have been talking to 
the minister’s advisers and the minister, and the matter that Hon Ken Travers raised. It is the issue of cost 
shifting and the cost to local governments. Members will note that in the supplementary notice paper one of the 
amendments that has been brought forward today is in fact an amendment to clause 43, on page 34 of the bill. 
The amendment is to delete proposed section 171E(2)(c), which requires local governments to pay the 
remuneration and allowances of DAP and any costs and expenses incurred by a DAP in the exercise of its 
functions. That amendment really goes to the heart of local governments’ concerns about the cost. We are very 
pleased to support the amendment to this legislation. 

With those comments, we look forward to the third reading of the bill. National Party members will support this 
legislation. We believe that it will certainly assist in streamlining the planning and approvals process in our state. 
The final issue that has been the subject of a lot of debate, and perhaps a little emotion, is that of pecuniary 
interest and perhaps the panels being open to undue influence. That could also be said about local government 
councillors. This matter needs to be managed with good governance, a good range of people available to the 
assessment panels and a regular turnover of those doing the job. No matter what we do, if human beings are 
involved in assessment processes, inevitably there are always issues and temptations to do the wrong thing or 
apply undue influence. It happens in local government and in all areas of government. We hope that it does not 
happen in a widespread manner, but it has the potential to happen and it is something we must all just keep an 
eye on. We must make sure that the governance is there to ensure that it does not become an issue. I believe that 
it will make a big difference to our processes. Hopefully, we will see planned and, taking up Hon Lynn 
MacLaren’s point, sustainable development in our state. 

The PRESIDENT: Hon Lynn MacLaren, I will give you the call but, noting the time, it will have to be taken up 
at a later date. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to temporary orders. 
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PARTY ROUND PERTH CELEBRATION 
MISS AFRICA PERTH CONTEST 

Statement 

HON LIZ BEHJAT (North Metropolitan) [9.45 pm]: Today I want to share with the house a couple of events 
that I have attended in my electorate that celebrate women in a couple of different ways, and to share the way in 
which women are participating in events around Perth. The first is that on the Sunday that has just passed I 
represented the Minister for Youth, Hon Donna Faragher, at the Party Round Perth celebration, which was put 
on by the WA Girl Guides. It was put together to celebrate 100 years of Girl Guides in Australia and given the 
title “Party Round Perth”, because that is exactly what the nearly 400 participants did for the weekend. 

Hon Adele Farina: And you, too. 

Hon LIZ BEHJAT: And me, too! On the Sunday I partied. I became one of the party princesses, complete with 
flashing tiara. I digress. The girls got together at the Ern Halliday Recreation Camp at Hillarys on the Friday 
night. As I said, there were nearly 400 girls from all over the state, who travelled from as far away as Albany, Mt 
Barker, Busselton, Rockingham and Mandurah to attend the event. They put themselves into 56 teams. On the 
Friday night they had their planning session for what they would do on Saturday to do their Party Round Perth. 
One of the things that the girls had to do was not only put themselves into teams, but also have a theme for the 
day, which included a costume. I had great delight with State Commissioner of WA Girl Guides, Liz Butson—
another Liz. She and I had the task of judging the best costume for the weekend. I am happy to say that the team 
known as the Starlight Warriors was the one we judged to have the best costume. Saturday morning came. The 
idea was that the girls would go out in teams around Perth. The joint sponsor for this event was Transperth, 
which not only gave the girls free travel for the day on any form of public transport in Perth, but also assisted 
them in some of the tasks that they had to perform. 

The girls were given a booklet and they went off in different directions. They could have ended up in Midland, 
Rockingham, Mandurah, Fremantle or Joondalup. Some went on a ferry to South Perth—I think it was the Zebra 
Team. They were given tasks to do along the way, such as to visit some iconic locations around Perth and collect 
novelty items, such as party items, hats and all sorts of things from different areas around Perth. They had to 
collect a 1997 5c piece and a 2000 10c piece. Some of the anecdotes they came back with included that on a 
ferry to South Perth, the very accommodating Transperth ferry skipper announced to everybody on the ferry 
what the girls were after, so everybody on the ferry looked in their purses. Some passengers actually came up 
with the required coins. In a supermarket, one lady checked about three or four cash registers. The girls 
obviously had a lot of fun doing that. 

The aim of the exercise, apart from the girls having a great time and visiting iconic locations around Perth, was 
to give them the confidence to navigate places they were unfamiliar with, bearing in mind that some of these 
girls were from the country and not used to being in Perth. They had to navigate and use teamwork to achieve 
that end. There was also a treasure hunt and a scavenger hunt and all sorts of other things. They also had to take 
with them an egg that they had to look after during the day and bring home in one piece. Unfortunately, some of 
them did not actually quite make it back in one piece! The eggs were also decorated. I am happy to report that 
the girls eventually found their way home after their fantastic day out, and returned on the Saturday night to 
continue the celebrations with a chain of campfires, to celebrate 100 years of Girl Guides in Australia. The 
names of the winning teams included the Olave Girls, the South Perth Birds, Team Awesome and the Kool 
Kookaburras. Tammy Ryan did an amazing job putting the entire weekend together. They are talking about 
doing it again, so they obviously were not put off! I also compliment them on a fantastic Sunday, when we 
gathered to give out prizes, and they made me an honorary princess for the day; some people probably already 
think I am anyway! 

I also recently attended the Miss Africa Perth contest. I am very happy to say that again the event involved 
crowns! I got to crown the winner, Lucette Barbier from the Democratic Republic of the Congo. She was one of 
16 girls who participated in this year’s Miss Africa contest. Some people may have a view about so-called 
beauty contests, but this contest is anything but that. It is a great contest that has been running in Perth since 
2006 and is celebrated annually on 25 May, which is the official day of the African Union. For a period of about 
eight to 10 weeks prior to the actual night, the girls meet and learn about grooming and deportment, 
empowerment within our society, and the Australian way of life. They also have to take on a project. Last year’s 
winner was Elizabeth Maker. Her project was the African girl-mothers support group, which is a really important 
support group in Perth for teenagers who find themselves with unwanted pregnancies. Elizabeth and her cousin 
Sarah Chuot did a fabulous job in putting that together. I am not sure what Lucette Barbier’s project will be in 
2010, but the 2008 winner, Fadzai Matambanazo from Zimbabwe, started the African Dream Benefit charity. 
There is an annual ball for the charity, which comes up again in September. The idea behind Miss Africa is to 
showcase African beauty and to assist the contestants to overcome lack of confidence and self-esteem brought 
about by war trauma and the anxieties of navigating the intersection of race and gender in a new environment. 
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These are just two examples of the ways in which young women around Perth are learning new skills and 
learning to empower themselves. On both these occasions I encouraged the girls to try to become involved and 
engaged in the political process. These are perhaps future members of our house. 

The PRESIDENT: I was wondering whether that 5c coin search would work with $100 notes! 

PRODUCTIVITY PLACES PROGRAM 

Statement 

HON LJILJANNA RAVLICH (East Metropolitan) [9.53 pm]: I rise tonight because I am pretty fed up — 

Several members interjected. 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH: I am! Members know who! He who shall not be named yet!  

On 30 March I asked a number of questions about what has been happening with productivity places program 
funding. I made a member’s statement on 30 March in which I expressed my concern about registered training 
organisations and the fact that, at that time, those organisations had been notified that their funding had ceased. 
They had been in communication with a Department of Training and Workforce Development officer about the 
possibility of accessing additional funding from March until the end of the financial year. They were certainly 
led to believe that they could make an application to receive more funding so that they could continue to train 
their clientele. In many instances, their clients were people from disadvantaged backgrounds, and all of a sudden 
their training under this program came to a halt because the organisations had run out of money. 

I brought this to the attention of the Minister for Training and Workforce Development on 30 March 2010 and I 
said that I wanted to put on the public record the concerns that had been expressed to me by registered training 
organisations about funding having been ceased. The minister responded that that should not have been. I said 
that it was all well and good for the minister to give me assurances in that respect, and the minister once again 
put on the public record that his advice was that this was not the case; in other words, he gave me an assurance 
that the funding had not been ceased and that these organisations could, in fact, apply for some readjustment to 
their funding so they could continue to provide training services. 

What is really disappointing is that I have found out through people from registered training organisations that 
they have gone without any funding at all since March; they have no money to deliver programs. I must say that 
I am disappointed that, since 30 March, when the minister gave me that assurance, he has never taken the 
opportunity to come to this place to correct the record. He has not acknowledged that on 30 March he said in this 
place that the funding should not have been stopped and that he advised me incorrectly that his department had 
advised him that the funding had not been stopped. Neither has he said that, now he is aware that it has been 
stopped for three months, he will correct the record. Instead, he gave me that answer nearly three months ago 
and has never since taken the opportunity to correct the record. It is very difficult to deal with a minister who is 
so tricky; it leaves me absolutely breathless. 

Today I asked three follow-up questions. The first was: why had there been no variation to the productivity 
places program since March? In other words, why could the organisations not reapply? The second question was: 
why was the Western Australian PPP open to all RTOs across Australia, when the PPPs in other jurisdictions 
were not open to our RTOs? The third question was: why is the funding for a certificate IV in training and 
assessment different in some jurisdictions compared with Western Australia? 

His response to the first question really amazed me. He said that no further variations had been granted through 
the PPP since March 2010, as demand for training had exceeded available resources at that time. Clearly there 
were a lot of people who wanted training and who simply could not get it. They could not get it because the 
minister and his department had not advanced the money. The minister went on to say that subsequently the 
Department of Training and Workforce Development had been provided with an additional $19.4 million in the 
May budget to support an additional 7 600 training places. That is all well and dandy, but in an answer he gave 
on 15 June 2010 in response to this same issue, he referred to the same amount of money—$19.4 million—and 
stated — 

The funding referred to in the department’s email — 

The email from “Chook” Henson to the registered training organisations — 

was a submission to the state government for additional funding to support the increased demand. The 
state government announced an additional $19.4 million over 2009–10 and 2010–11 to purchase the 
7 600 training places. 

The simple fact is that $19.4 million was to be provided over two financial years. This is the second time that 
this issue has arisen in the training area with funding that had been allocated over two financial years. The 
minister was incapable of providing an explanation about why, when $19.4 million had been allocated over the 
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2009–10 and the 2010–11 budgets, insufficient funding was in place as a result of which the people who 
deserved and wanted the training so desperately were denied access to that training. They were denied that 
training because the department and the minister refused to advance that money. The minister needs to provide 
an explanation to this place about why this has occurred and why many registered training organisations have 
had to say to prospective clients, or even those who are part-way through their training, that they cannot 
complete the training that they have started or, alternatively, that their training program cannot be commenced 
because this government has failed to advance moneys which it has received from the commonwealth and which 
should have been advanced during the 2009–10 financial year and yet again in the 2010–11 financial year. 

The information that I have provided the chamber with comes from a parliamentary question that I asked on 15 
June 2010. I put that on the public record because if people in the training industry want to access this sort of 
information, they must know where to find it. This is very concerning. It seems that perhaps moneys are not 
being appropriated for the purpose for which they have been given to the state government by the 
commonwealth government. If that is the case, it is a very serious matter. I would be absolutely amazed if the 
commonwealth government was not shocked by the fact that it has been advancing moneys under this program 
and that those moneys are not finding their way to train people. Rather, we are finding that people are being 
turned away from publicly funded training institutions because either the minister or his department has refused 
to advance those moneys appropriately within the right time frame and within the right financial year. 

GRAIN MARKETING REPEAL BILL 2010 

Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Robyn McSweeney (Minister for Child Protection), 
read a first time. 

Second Reading 

HON ROBYN McSWEENEY (South West — Minister for Child Protection) [10.04 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

In March 2009, the Minister for Agriculture and Food announced the government’s intention to repeal the Grain 
Marketing Act 2002 following a review of the act by the Economic Regulation Authority and extensive industry 
consultation. This bill fulfils this intention. The Grain Marketing Act 2002 established the Grain Licensing 
Authority to administer a licensing system for the export of the prescribed grains, barley, lupins and canola. 
During the life of the act, the Grain Licensing Authority considered 166 licence applications to export 
10.1 million tonnes of barley, lupins or canola and issued 127 licences for 6.2 million tonnes of those grains. In 
line with the recommendation of the Economic Regulation Authority, the bulk export of grain was effectively 
deregulated prior to harvest in October 2009 by amendment of the Grain Marketing Regulations 2002 to “de-
prescribe” the grains. The regulations also dealt with the calculation of rebates due on licence applications.  

The Grain Marketing Act 2002 has served Western Australia well, providing the state with a system of grain 
licensing for the transition from the era of strict single-desk marketing to full deregulation. The operations of the 
Grain Licensing Authority have been wound up by the Department of Agriculture and Food, which provided 
executive support to the authority. All that remains to complete the deregulation is the formal removal of the act 
from the statute book.  

I commend the bill to the house. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

STANDARDISATION OF FORMATTING BILL 2009 

Returned 

Bill returned from the Assembly without amendment. 

LAND TAX ASSESSMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2010 

Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Norman Moore (Leader of the House), read a first 
time. 

Second Reading 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral — Leader of the House) [10.08 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 
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This bill seeks to amend the Land Tax Assessment Act 2002 to put in place a 100 per cent exemption from land 
tax for caravan parks from 1 July 2010, and increase the clawback period for reassessment of land tax from five 
years to 10 years from 1 July 2010, in the event of a subdivision of caravan park land.  

These measures were announced as part of the 2010–11 budget. Currently, the Land Tax Assessment Act 
provides a 50 per cent land tax concession for caravan parks. This concession was introduced on 1 July 2005 and 
applies to land used as sites for caravans, park homes and camping grounds. It does not apply to caravan park 
land used for chalets, cabins, motels, hostels, boarding houses or restaurants. The purpose of this concession was 
to assist the long-term viability of caravan park businesses, following recognition that land values had risen 
rapidly. The rapid rise in land values led to large increases in land tax bills for caravan park business operators, 
which had an impact on the retention of low-cost, affordable holiday accommodation in the state’s favoured 
tourism destinations. The concession was accompanied by a clawback provision that required a reassessment of 
land tax in the event of a subdivision of caravan park land for a period of up to five years prior to subdivision.  

The proposed amendments, which are anticipated to further enhance the viability of caravan parks, flow from 
recommendations made in the Economics and Industry Standing Committee’s 2009 report into the “Provision, 
Use and Regulation of Caravan Parks (and Camping Grounds) in Western Australia”. The standing committee 
found that rising land values had effectively negated the value of the 50 per cent land tax concession to caravan 
park operators. It recommended that the land tax concession for caravan parks that predominantly provide tourist 
caravan sites and campsites be increased to 100 per cent, and that the clawback provision for a 100 per cent land 
tax concession be increased to 10 years. The estimated additional cost to revenue is around $1 million per year, 
thereby taking the total cost of the exemption to approximately $2 million per year. I commend the bill to the 
house. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

House adjourned at 10.09 pm 

__________ 
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 

Questions and answers are as supplied to Hansard. 

 

CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY — IMPROVEMENT NOTICES 

2372. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

(1) How many Improvement Notices were issued at the Central Institute of Technology, during a site 
inspection by a Worksafe Inspector in late 2009, and what were each of the notices issued for? 

(2) Were either students or lecturers exposed to any hazards prior to the issuing of the notices? 

(3) What procedures did the Central Institute of Technology have in place to identify, and fix any 
workplace hazards prior to the issue of these notices? 

(4) How many registered safety and health representatives were there at the Central Institute of Technology 
prior to the visit? 

(5) What recommendations has Worksafe made to the Central Institute of Technology as a result of the 
improvement notices being issued? 

(6) Have these recommendations been implemented? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) There were no improvement notices issued at Central Institute of Technology during a site inspection 
by a WorkSafe Inspector in late 2009. 

(2)-(6) Not applicable. 

CHALLENGER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY — IMPROVEMENT NOTICES 

2373. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

(1) How many Improvement Notices were issued at the Challenger Institute of Technology, during a site 
inspection by a Worksafe Inspector in late 2009, and what were each of the notices issued for? 

(2) Were either students or lecturers exposed to any hazards prior to the issuing of the notices? 

(3) What procedures did the Challenger Institute of Technology have in place to identify, and fix any 
workplace hazards prior to the issue of these notices? 

(4) How many registered safety and health representatives were there at the Challenger Institute of 
Technology prior to the visit? 

(5) What recommendations has Worksafe made to the Challenger Institute of Technology as a result of the 
improvement notices being issued? 

(6) Have these recommendations been implemented? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) 1 Provisional Improvement Notice was issued to Challenger Institute in 2009. It was issued in February 
and referred to inadequate edge protection on a landing at the Henderson campus. The landing had a 
hand rail and a mid-rail but did not have a toe board. 

(2) No.  

(3) Safety audits and inspections are carried out at Challenger Institute campuses, including Henderson, on 
a regular basis. A proactive approach is undertaken by both management and staff to rectify any issues 
identified in the campus safety audits. Prior to the Provisional Improvement Notice issued in 
February 2009, Challenger Institute had in place: 

• Regular safety audits and housekeeping inspections. 

• Trained safety representatives across all sites and campuses. 

• A Safety Leadership Committee on each campus. 

• A Safety Leadership Steering Committee to oversee safety across all campuses.  

• Two dedicated safety practitioners (principal OSH advisor and OSH advisor).  

• An incident/accident and hazard reporting system with both manual and on-line forms, OSH roles 
and responsibilities.  
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• Regular OSH training for Institute staff.  

• A dedicated safety budget. 

• A safety issue resolution policy. 

(4) 41. 

(5) The WorkSafe recommendation was to ensure the landing has a toe board, in accordance with 
Occupational Safety and Health Regulation 3.55 (5) 1996. 

(6) The Safety Leadership Steering Committee was notified immediately via email when the Provisional 
Improvement Notice was issued. The WorkSafe recommendation was actioned within seven days and 
completed on 27 February 2009. The corrective action was communicated to all campus Safety 
Leadership Committees and the Safety Leadership Steering Committee. 

POLYTECHNIC WEST — IMPROVEMENT NOTICES 

2374. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

(1) How many Improvement Notices were issued at Polytechnic West, during a site inspection by a 
Worksafe Inspector in late 2009, and what were each of the notices issued for? 

(2) Were either students or lecturers exposed to any hazards prior to the issuing of the notices? 

(3) What procedures did Polytechnic West have in place to identify, and fix any workplace hazards prior to 
the issue of these notices? 

(4) How many registered safety and health representatives were there at Polytechnic West prior to the visit? 

(5) What recommendations has Worksafe made to Polytechnic West as a result of the improvement notices 
being issued? 

(6) Have these recommendations been implemented? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) 78. [See paper 2167.] 

(2) No. 

(3) Polytechnic West has a dedicated Occupational Safety and Health Consultant who in conjunction with 
agency management and workplace safety representatives ensure workplace hazards when identified are 
notified to relevant parties and rectified in an expedient manner. 

(4) 61. 

(5) No recommendations were offered by Work safe. However, as a result of the Provisional Improvement 
Notices (PINs) the agency has introduced compulsory annual OSH awareness sessions for all staff and 
strengthened the campus-based OSH committees. 

All PINS have been addressed.  

(6) Not applicable. As per (5) above. 

WEST COAST INSTITUTE OF TRAINING — IMPROVEMENT NOTICES 

2375. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

(1) How many Improvement Notices were issued at West Coast Institute of Training, during a site 
inspection by a Worksafe Inspector in late 2009, and what were each of the notices issued for? 

(2) Were either students or lecturers exposed to any hazards prior to the issuing of the notices? 

(3) What procedures did West Coast Institute of Training have in place to identify, and fix any workplace 
hazards prior to the issue of these notices? 

(4) How many registered safety and health representatives were there at West Coast Institute of Training 
prior to the visit? 

(5) What recommendations has Worksafe made to West Coast Institute of Training as a result of the 
improvement notices being issued? 

(6) Have these recommendations been implemented? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) West Coast Institute of Training did not have any Improvement Notices issued to it in late 2009. 

(2)-(6) Not applicable. 
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DURACK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY — IMPROVEMENT NOTICES 

2376. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

(1) How many Improvement Notices were issued at Durack Institute of Technology, during a site 
inspection by a Worksafe Inspector in late 2009, and what were each of the notices issued for? 

(2) Were either students or lecturers exposed to any hazards prior to the issuing of the notices? 

(3) What procedures did Durack Institute of Technology have in place to identify, and fix any workplace 
hazards prior to the issue of these notices? 

(4) How many registered safety and health representatives were there at Durack Institute of Technology 
prior to the visit? 

(5) What recommendations has Worksafe made to Durack Institute of Technology as a result of the 
improvement notices being issued? 

(6) Have these recommendations been implemented? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) Durack Institute of Technology did not have a site inspection by a WorkSafe Inspector in 2009. 

(2)-(6) Not applicable.  

C.Y. O'CONNOR COLLEGE OF TAFE — IMPROVEMENT NOTICES 

2377. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

(1) How many Improvement Notices were issued at C.Y. O’Connor College of TAFE, during a site 
inspection by a Worksafe Inspector in late 2009, and what were each of the notices issued for? 

(2) Were either students or lecturers exposed to any hazards prior to the issuing of the notices? 

(3) What procedures did C.Y. O’Connor College of TAFE have in place to identify, and fix any workplace 
hazards prior to the issue of these notices? 

(4) How many registered safety and health representatives were there at C.Y. O’Connor College of TAFE 
prior to the visit? 

(5) What recommendations has Worksafe made to C.Y. O’Connor College of TAFE as a result of the 
improvement notices being issued? 

(6) Have these recommendations been implemented? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) CY O'Connor College of TAFE did not receive any improvement notices in 2009. 

(2)-(6) Not applicable. 

KIMBERLEY TAFE — IMPROVEMENT NOTICES 

2378. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

(1) How many Improvement Notices were issued at Kimberley TAFE, during a site inspection by a 
Worksafe Inspector in late 2009, and what were each of the notices issued for? 

(2) Were either students or lecturers exposed to any hazards prior to the issuing of the notices? 

(3) What procedures did Kimberley TAFE have in place to identify, and fix any workplace hazards prior to 
the issue of these notices? 

(4) How many registered safety and health representatives were there at Kimberley TAFE prior to the visit? 

(5) What recommendations has Worksafe made to Kimberley TAFE as a result of the improvement notices 
being issued? 

(6) Have these recommendations been implemented? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) Kimberley TAFE did not have a site inspection by a WorkSafe Inspector in late 2009. 

(2)-(6) Not applicable. 

SOUTH WEST REGIONAL COLLEGE OF TAFE — IMPROVEMENT NOTICES 

2379. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

(1) How many Improvement Notices were issued at South West Regional College of TAFE, during a site 
inspection by a Worksafe Inspector in late 2009, and what were each of the notices issued for? 
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(2) Were either students or lecturers exposed to any hazards prior to the issuing of the notices? 

(3) What procedures did South West Regional College of TAFE have in place to identify, and fix any 
workplace hazards prior to the issue of these notices? 

(4) How many registered safety and health representatives were there at South West Regional College of 
TAFE prior to the visit? 

(5) What recommendations has Worksafe made to South West Regional College of TAFE as a result of the 
improvement notices being issued? 

(6) Have these recommendations been implemented? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) South West Regional College of TAFE did not have a site inspection by a WorkSafe Inspector in 2009. 

(2)-(6) Not applicable. 

DEPARTMENT OF TRAINING AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT — REFORM AGENDA 

2380. Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development 

I refer to the Department of Training and Workforce Development Reform Agenda, January 2010 — July 2010, 
and in reference to Reform Priority 1, Workforce Development Measures, and I ask — 

(1) What are the internal and external resources that were identified? 

(2) What internal and external resources were put in place by the end of March 2010? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) The internal and external resources identified to meet the immediate needs of the Department new 
workforce development function were: 

Internal resources: the establishment of a Workforce Development Unit comprising six staff to support 
the Department in workforce planning and migration.  

External resources: access to modelling and strategic capability, and advice relating to employment 
forecasts and major resources and infrastructure projects. 

(2) Internal resources: the Workforce Development Unit was established and the staff recruited by the end 
of March 2010 

External resources: the modelling capability was procured by the end of March 2010 

TEACHERS — MISCONDUCT ALLEGATIONS 

2382. Hon Alison Xamon to the Minister for Energy representing the Minister for Education 

I refer to the article in the West Australian on 4 May 2010 on page 14 entitled, ‘Strike off child porn teachers’, 
which describes a rise in misconduct complaints against State school staff, and ask — 

(1) Could you please provide detail of the number and types of misconduct complaints against public 
school staff in — 

(a) financial year 2007-2008; 

(b) financial year 2008-2009; and 

(c) the current financial year to date? 

(2) How many of the complaints in (1), have been resolved? 

(3) How long, on average, has it taken for these complaints to be resolved? 

(4) Please provide details of the finding and end result of each misconduct complaint? 

(5) How many staff are currently employed in Professional Standards and Conduct, in the Department of 
Education? 

(6) How many staff were employed Professional Standards and Conduct in — 

(a) May 2008; and 

(b) May 2009? 

(7) Is there an intended increase in FTE staffing planned over the next financial year to take account of the 
increase in misconduct complaints? 
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(8) If yes to (7), how many FTE staff does the Minister expect will be employed in Professional Standards 
and Conduct in 2011? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) (a)   343. Of which 263 were centrally managed and 80 were managed locally with central 
oversight. Of the 263 centrally managed matters, 139 were child protection matters and 124 
were non-child protection matters. 

(b)   305. Of which 157 were centrally managed and 148 were managed locally with central 
oversight. Of the 157 centrally managed matters,104 were child protection matters and 53 were 
non-child protection matters. 

(c)   359. Of which 191 were centrally managed and 168 were locally managed with central 
oversight. Of the 191 matters centrally managed, 107 were child protection matters and 84 
were non-child protection matters. 

(2) (a)  202 

(b)   281 

(c)  115. 

(3) The average time taken to conclude matters is not recorded. The time taken to conclude a matter is 
influenced by its complexity and the number of allegations and witnesses involved. 

(4) The Department is unable to provide this information for 2007-2008 financial year and 2008-2009 
financial year as this level of analysis is not available for those data sets. There were 359 misconduct 
matters recorded for school staff in the 2009-10 financial year as at 31 March 2010. Of this, 115 have a 
recorded resolution. Of the 115 resolved matters, 40 were managed centrally and 75 were locally 
managed with oversight. The resolution breakdowns are as follows: 

 

Central Qty Per cent Local w/oversight Qty Per cent 
Minor breach  1 2.5 Complaint finalised 65 87 
No breach 9 22.5 Complaint 

withdrawn 
2 3 

Not to be 
reemployed 

8 20 Counselling given 4 5 

Serious breach 2 5 Mediated 3 4 
Complaint finalised 9 22.5 Resolved 1 1 
Complaint 
withdrawn 

1 2.5    

Conciliated 0 0    
Counselling given 10 25    
TOTAL 40 100 TOTAL 75 100 

(5) 56 

(6) (a)  54 

(b)  60 

(7) No. 

(8) Not applicable. 

SCHOOLS — FEDERAL FUNDING 

2383. Hon Alison Xamon to the Minister for Energy representing the Minister for Education 

I refer to the review of the Federal system of funding Government and non-Government schools, as reported on 
page six of the Weekend Australian on 1 May 2010, and ask — 

(1) Will the Minister or the Department of Education be making a submission regarding the terms of 
reference of the review? 

(2) Does the Minister intend to make a submission to the review following finalisation of the terms of 
reference? 

(3) If yes to (2), does the State Government have a preferred funding model? 

(4) If yes to (3), will the Minister please provide detail of how she would like federal funding to be 
allocated to Government and non-Government schools in Western Australia? 
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Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) The Department of Education will be making a submission regarding the draft terms of reference. The 
Department of Education Services submitted its comments on the draft term of reference on 12 May 
2010. 

(2) State and Territory Education Ministers, under the auspices of MCEECDYA, recently agreed to a 
process that will facilitate the sharing of information on the progress of the review, provide feedback to 
the review panel and provide input at key stages. 

(3) The terms of reference review are wide ranging and comprehensive, so it is the intention of this 
Government to consider views from a range of stakeholders and proposals that may emerge through the 
national conversation to inform our position. The Government will be looking for an outcome that is 
fair for Western Australian schools. 

(4) Not applicable. 

LIMESTONE BATCHING PLANT, NOWERGUP — DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION 

2387. Hon Giz Watson to the Minister for Child Protection representing the Minister for Planning 

Regarding the development application DA08/1082 for limestone and sand quarry and limestone/concrete 
batching plant at Lot 1 (2350) Wanneroo Road Nowergup, I ask — 

(1) Is the Minister aware of a development application for a limestone quarry and concrete batching Plant, 
at Lot 1 Nowergup Rd Nowergup? 

(2) If no to (1), why not? 

(3) Is the Minister aware that — 

(a) the City of Wanneroo received over 250 submissions opposing the proposal to establish this 
new quarry; and 

(b) that the City of Wanneroo has rejected this development application and recommended that the 
Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) does so as well? 

(4) If no to (3)(a) and (3)(b), why not? 

(5) Is the Minister aware that in ‘The Future of East Wanneroo Strategy,’ released by the WAPC in 
August 2007, recommendation 6.4 was made that, the City of Wanneroo initiate further detailed local 
planning for a special use/small lot rural subdivision area along Wanneroo Road, and a small lot rural 
subdivision/landscape protection area in the north-west of east Wanneroo (Nowergup and Carabooda 
areas)? 

(6) If no to (5), why not? 

(7) Is the Minister aware that the City of Wanneroo is currently actioning the recommendation of a 
Landscape Enhancement Zone in Carabooda and Nowergup as voted for unanimously at the Council 
Meeting of 6 April 2010? 

(8) If no to (7), why not? 

(9) Is the Minister aware that the City of Wanneroo has forwarded the amendment to the District Planning 
Scheme No. 2 to — 

(a) the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) for formal comment; and 

(b) the Western Australian Planning Commission for consent to advertise the amendment for 
public comment? 

(10) If no to (9)(a) and/or (9)(b), why not? 

(11) Is the Minister aware that — 

(a) this development application lies within the area identified above; 

(b) the proposal for a quarry is adjacent to Neerabup National Park, and the Nowergup Lake and 
Fauna Sanctuary; and 

(c) that the Parks and Reserves of Yanchep and Neerabup Draft Management Plan 2010 includes a 
proposal for Nowergup Lake and Fauna Sanctuary, to be included as part of the Neerabup 
National Park? 

(12) If no to (11)(a), (11)(b) and/or (11)(c), why not? 
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(13) Has the Minister dismissed any appeals against the decision by the EPA not to formally assess the 
proposal? 

(14) If yes to (13), why? 

(15) Will the Minister explain if the City of Wanneroo has rejected the proposal, due to the environmental 
impact, and is now seeking to protect this area from quarrying by creating a Landscape Enhancement 
Zone, why the EPA may not do the same as initially recommended by the WAPC? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

(1) Yes, I have been advised that a development application extraction of limestone from Lot 1, Wanneroo 
Road, Nowergup was referred by the City of Wanneroo to the Western Australian Planning 
Commission on 3 December 2008. 

(2) Not applicable 

(3) (a)-(b) Yes, I have been made aware of details concerning the proposal, including the number of 
submissions and the City of Wanneroo's recommendation by the Department of Planning. 

(4)  Not applicable 

(5) I am familiar with 'The Future of East Wanneroo Strategy', published by the WAPC in 2007, and that it 
identifies a range of possible future uses within the Nowergup area, including rural small lots, 
agriculture and the extraction of basic raw materials.  

(6) Not applicable 

(7) I am aware that Amendment 108 to rezone land within Carabooda and Nowergup from 'Rural Resource' 
to 'Landscape Enhancement' was referred to the Western Australian Planning Commission on 29 April 
2010 for consent to advertise, as it is inconsistent with State Planning Policy 2.4 'Basic Raw Materials'. 

(8) Not applicable 

(9) (a)-(b)  am aware that referral to the Environmental Protection Authority for comment is standard 
procedure in relation to Scheme Amendments, and that proposed Amendments which are 
inconsistent with State Planning Policies are referred to the WA Planning Commission for 
consent to advertise. 

(10)  Not applicable 

(11) (a) Yes 

(b) I am aware that Lot 1 Nowergup Road lies to the west of Neerabup National Park, and to the 
south of Nowergup Lake. 

(c) I am aware that the 'Parks and Reserves of Yanchep and Neerabup Draft Management Plan' 
was released by the Conservation Commission for public comment in March 2010. Also, that 
the submission period closed on 14 May 2010 and submissions are currently being reviewed. I 
am not aware of specific proposals contained within the draft Plan. 

(12) Not applicable 

(13)  I have been advised that appeals against the Environmental Protection Authority's decision not to assess 
the proposal were dismissed by the Minister for Environment on 30 March 2010. 

(14) Not applicable 

(15) The EPA is responsible for providing advice to the Western Australian Planning Commission in 
relation to planning proposals. The determination of development applications and town planning 
scheme amendments rests with the Western Australian Planning Commission. 

PROSTITUTION — WORKING GROUP ESTABLISHMENT 

2388. Hon Giz Watson to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Attorney General 

(1) Has the Minister established a working group or committee on sex work/prostitution? 

(2) If yes to (1) — 

(a) when was this group established; 

(b) who is on the group;  

(c) what are their experiences, knowledge or qualifications in the area of sex work; 

(d) how often does this group meet; 
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(e) what are the terms of reference of this group; 

(f) when is the group expected to report; 

(g) who does the group report to; 

(h) who has the group met with; 

(i) has the group consulted Magenta and/or SWOPWA; and 

(j) if the group has not consulted Magenta and/or SWOPWA, why not? 

(3) Has legislation been drafted? 

(4) If no to (9), when is it expected legislation will be drafted? 

(5) When is it expected that legislation will be introduced into the Parliament? 

Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN replied: 

(1) No. However, the Attorney General has established a Senior Officers Group. 

(2) (a)  February 2009.  

(b) Representatives from the Department of the Attorney General, WA Police, Department of 
Health, Department of Planning, Department of Racing, Gaming and Liquor, Department of 
Local Government and the Western Australian Local Government Association.  

(c) Each of these agencies has a role in regulating the sex industry and/or ensuring the safety of 
sex workers and their clients. 

(d) Meetings of the working group as a whole occurred every 1 — 3 months, smaller sub-group 
meetings occurred on an as needed basis.  

(d) The terms of reference provide detailed instructions on the content of the legislation. As the 
draft legislation is still to be considered by Cabinet the terms of reference are not provided in 
this response.  

(f) Mid 2010.  

(g) The Attorney General.  

(h) The Worksafe Division of the Department of Commerce; and in 2009 members of the working 
group met with visiting academics who were investigating models of regulating the sex 
industry, these were Professor Basil Donovan (School of Public Health, University of Sydney), 
Dr Christine Harcourt (Sydney Sexual Health Centre, Sydney Hospital) and Dr Sandra Egger 
(School of Law, University of New South Wales).  

(i) No.  

(j) The community and external stakeholders will have the opportunity to comment after the 
Government has considered the proposed model.  

(3) No. 

(4) By the end of 2010.  

(5) In the first half of 2011. 

KCGM KALTAILS OPERATIONS — NATIVE VEGETATION CLEARING 

2393. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Environment 

I refer to question on notice No. 2007 of 23 March 2010, photographs taken on 21 January 2010, depicting 
clearing of vegetation and construction of bores undertaken with exploration equipment available for viewing at 
www.mp.wa.gov.au/rchapple/Kaltails, a document dated 3 December 2009 entitled, ‘KCGM Mining Proposal 
and Works Approval Application’, a media statement dated 1 May 2005 entitled, ‘Unauthorised native 
vegetation clearing conviction’, and another dated 30 November 2009 entitled ‘illegal land clearers fined $10000 
each’, and I ask — 

(1) In relation to the answer for question on notice No. 2007, part four, on what date did the investigation 
commence, and why was investigation not completed on 21 April 2010? 

(2) Did the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) provide written permission to clear and 
damage vegetation in the vicinity of the monitoring bores, as shown on page 44 of the document dated 
3 December 2009 referred to above? 

(3) If no to (2), why not? 
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(4) If yes to (2), will the Minister state the date it was given table a copy of the letter or permit of 
authorisation from the DEC?  

(5) Have KCGM employees/contractors breached sections 51 C, 99Q or any other sections of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986 in clearing and damaging vegetation in the vicinity of the 
monitoring bores as shown on page 44 of the document dated 3 December 2009 referred to above?  

(6) If yes to (5), what options are available to the Minister and the Department with regards to KCGM? 

(7) In relation to the answer for question on notice No. 2007, part (12), what impacts might any ‘residual 
cyanide’ cause, with regards to processes at the Fimiston Mill? 

(8) In relation to the answer for question on notice No. 2007, part four on what date did the delegation to 
the Department of Mines and Petroleum of clearing permit applications, including also investigating 
unlawful clearing for mining and petroleum activities, take place? 

(9) In relation to the answer for question on notice No. 2007, part four what triggered the commencement 
of the investigation? 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER replied: 

(1) The investigation commenced on 5 February 2010 and is continuing. Whilst there is no statute of 
limitations to commence prosecution action under section 51C of the Environmental Protection 
Act 1986, I am advised that investigations are completed as expeditiously as possible. 

(2) No. 

(3)-(4)  The Department of Environment and Conservation informs me that it has not received an application to 
clear native vegetation under the Environmental Protection Act 1986 in the vicinity of the monitoring 
bores.  

(5)  The matter is currently under investigation. 

(6) A range of sanctions is available to the Department of Environment and Conservation as detailed in its 
Enforcement and Prosecution Policy (May 2008).  

(7) The impacts of residual cyanide on the processes at the Fimiston Mill relate to ore processing efficiency 
and as such are beyond the scope of the Environmental Protection Act 1986. 

(8) 1 July 2005. 

(9) The Department of Mines and Petroleum advised that the investigation was triggered by two letters sent 
to the Minister for Mines and Petroleum alleging that KCGM had installed a series of monitoring bores 
prior to receiving approval under the Mining Act 1978. The Department of Mines and Petroleum is 
investigating the allegation.  

DEPARTMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT — ANIMAL WELFARE BRANCH 

2397. Hon Lynn MacLaren to the Minister for Energy representing the Minister for Local Government 

(1) How many full time staff are currently working within the Animal Welfare Branch, within Department 
of Local Government, to enforce the Animal Welfare Act 2002 across Western Australia? 

(2) How many General Inspectors from other Agencies, the police force, and the non-profit sector 
(including the RSPCA) have been appointed under your Department to help enforce the Act? 

(3) Do General Inspectors have enforcement powers? 

(4) How do General Inspectors currently act on complaints received by the public? 

(5) Does the Department provide any external funding to Agencies or Organisations that have appointed 
General Inspectors? 

(6) In relation to the live sheep export trade, could the Minister outline how many inspections have been 
conducted at feedlots, sale yards and the Port of Fremantle to ensure that the animal welfare standards 
are achieved, by both the Animal Welfare Branch and by General Inspectors, during the following 
years — 

(a) 2000; 

(b) 2001; 

(c) 2002; 

(d) 2003; 

(e) 2004; 
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(f) 2005; 

(g) 2006; 

(h) 2007; 

(i) 2008; 

(j) 2009 and 

(k) 2010? 

(7) How are these inspections recorded? 

(8) How many complaints of animal cruelty relating to the welfare of livestock at these aggregation points 
has the Animal Welfare Branch received, years — 

(a) 2000; 

(b) 2001; 

(c) 2002; 

(d) 2003; 

(e) 2004; 

(f) 2005; 

(g) 2006; 

(h) 2007; 

(i) 2008; 

(j) 2009; and 

(k) 2010? 

(9) How many is it currently investigating? 

(10) How many to date have resulted in prosecution or fines? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

(1) Four. 

The Animal Welfare Branch has an establishment of four FTE that includes provision appointment of 
three General Inspectors. Currently, three officers are appointed as General Inspectors; however one is 
on extended leave. The person acting in this position is not an appointed General Inspector.  

(2) There are 210 general inspectors with various agencies in WA: 

- eight with the Department of Agriculture and Food; 

- 22 with the Department of Environment and Conservation; 

- three with the Department of Local Government; 

- two with KB Paws (Kalgoorlie); 

- 157 with local governments; and 

- 18 with the RSPCA. 

In addition to this, all WA Police are "automatically" empowered as General Inspectors and do not need 
to be appointed.  

(3) Yes, General Inspectors have enforcement powers. 

(4) Complaints by the public are referred to the appropriate agency for handling via the Department of 
Local Government's Animal Welfare Branch, in accordance with the Animal Welfare Incident Action 
Plan, developed in 2007. The General Inspector responds according to protocols established by their 
employing body, and in accordance with the provisions of the Animal Welfare Act 2002.  

(5) The Government provides $250,000 to the RSPCA annually. 

(6) (a)-(h)  The Liberal National Government came to office on 23 September 2008 and, as such, cannot 
provide answers for previous Government administrations. 

(i)-(k)  The Department of Local Government is compiling a history of inspections at feedlots, 
saleyards and the Port of Fremantle. That information is presently not available 
years 2008, 2009 and 2010. 
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(7) When attending a place of interest to conduct an inspection, General Inspectors are encouraged to use a 
template of a "Running Sheet". This allows for information to be recorded in a consistent 
manner. Details include the names of feedlots or ships being inspected, start and finish times for each 
event occurring during an inspection, observations made by the inspector and what actions were taken. 

(8) (a)-(h)   The Liberal National Government came to office on 23 September 2008 and, as such, cannot 
provide answers for previous Government administrations. 

(i)-(k)  The Department of Local Government is compiling a history of complaints received, details of 
investigations conducted, and their outcomes. That information is presently not available 
years 2008, 2009 and 2010. 

(9) There are currently four investigations being undertaken into the welfare of livestock at places such as 
feedlots, saleyards and the Port of Fremantle. 

(10) See 8 (i)-(k). 

ANIMAL WELFARE — DOMESTIC POULTRY CODE 

2399. Hon Lynn MacLaren to the Minister for Energy representing the Minister for Local Government 

In relation to the Department currently being responsible for administering and enforcing the Animal Welfare 
Act 2002, I ask — 

(1) Can the Minister confirm in the introduction of the current Model Code of Practice Welfare of Animals 
— Domestic Poultry (fourth edition 2002) states, ‘This Code of Practice will be further reviewed 
in 2010 although an earlier review will be implemented if technologies offering significant welfare 
benefits are available’? 

(2) Will the Government keep its stated commitment made in the current Domestic Poultry Code of 
Practice to further review this code in 2010? 

(3) When will the Code of Practice be reviewed? 

(4) Is the Minister aware Australia is already considerably behind welfare developments in the European 
Union where the battery cage will be banned from 1 January 2012? 

(5) How do the stocking densities of meat chicken compare between Western Australia and the European 
Union? 

(6) How do the housing standards of meat chickens compare between Western Australia and the European 
Union? 

(7) Can the Department summarise the scientific evidence which the European Union decisions were based 
on, which led to the significant changes in stocking densities, and housing standards? 

(8) How many letters has the Department received in relation to community concern in Western Australia 
relating to the welfare of intensively farmed animals since the Code was introduced in 2002? 

(9) How many birds does the Domestic Poultry Code of Practice impact on in Western Australia per year? 

(10) Given that the Domestic Poultry Code impacts on such high numbers, (the largest animal production 
area), is the welfare of poultry one that the Minister will undertake to prioritise? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

The order of priority for review of existing Australian codes of practice welfare of animals, including poultry, is 
decided at a national level by the Commonwealth Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry in 
conjunction with Animal Health Australia and the national Animal Welfare Committee.  The State has input to 
the process via the Department of Agriculture and FoodWA and the Department of Local Government, which 
administers the Animal Welfare Act 2002. 

There is no set date for review of the current Model Code of Practice Welfare of Animals — Domestic Poultry 
(fourth edition 2002); however, given the current national work priorities, it is unlikely the Poultry Code will be 
reviewed before 2013.  When "Codes" are reviewed, there is wide consultation including with welfare groups, 
industry and the public.  The States and Territories then "adopt" these Codes into their relevant animal welfare 
laws. 

Australia is generally seen as a world leader in animal welfare. 

The Animal Welfare Act 2002 provides protection from cruelty to poultry in Western Australia and has high 
penalties, as do the Regulations.  The Minister and the Government will continue to give animal welfare a high 
priority. 
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CANE TOADS — FENCING CONTROL STRATEGY 

2405. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Environment 

(1) Has the Minister been approached in regards to the use of fencing as a possible strategy to control Cane 
toads in Western Australia? 

(2) If yes to (1), how many times? 

(3) Does the Minister consider fencing to be a viable interim strategy to control toads? 

(4) If no to (3), why not? 

(5) If yes to (3), what action will the Minister take to facilitate such projects? 

Hon DONNA FARAGHER replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2) The issue has been raised through correspondence and in submissions in relation to the preparation of 
the 'Cane Toad Strategy for Western Australia: 2009-2019'. 

(3) I am advised that strategic fencing has the potential to be of value in the overall fight against cane 
toads. The Cane Toad Strategy that I approved in 2009 includes consideration of fencing under 
action 18 which is "Evaluate the feasibility (which includes cost, potential locations, benefit) of 
protecting critical habitat for geographically restricted or threatened species, while addressing other key 
threatening processes."  

(4) Not applicable. 

(5) I am aware that the Department of Environment and Conservation and Stop the Toad Foundation have 
cooperated in fencing trials, as have other groups and individuals. DEC has the lead responsibility for 
considering cane toad fencing and communicating experiences that have been gained from the various 
trials that have been conducted. I am advised that issues with such fences include their durability and 
the need for regular maintenance and inspection. DEC will continue to provide updated advice to me on 
fencing, in keeping with the actions identified in the Cane Toad Strategy. 

ROYALTIES FOR REGIONS — ELECTORATE FUNDING 

2406. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Regional Development 

(1) Will the Treasurer provide a breakdown of Royalties for Regions (RFR) funding, by all State 
electorates? 

(2) If no to (1), why not? 

(3) Have all allotted RFR funds, itemized 2009-2010 Budget year, been spent? 

(4) If no to (3) — 

(a) what was the total amount not spent, in the 2009-2010 Budget year and on which projects; and 
(b) will these funds be carried forward into the 2010-2011 Budget year? 

(5) If so would these be rolled into the 2010-2011 Budget year or remain as an unspent line item attributed 
to the 2009-2010 Budget year? 

(6) Is RFR funding distributed on the basis of resident population, or on land area? 

(7) If no to (7), by what formula is RFR distribution calculated? 

Hon WENDY DUNCAN replied: 

(1)-(2)  Royalties for Regions funding is not allocated on the basis of electorates. Actual expenditure is tracked 
on the regional boundaries described in the Regional Development Commission Act 1993. 

(3) No. 

(4) (a)  I have been advised by the Department of Regional Development and Lands that final 
acquittals of projects for 2009-2010 Budget year will not happen until 30 June 2010. The 
Department is not in a position to establish the total amount not spent until final audited 
reports are submitted in September 2010. 

(b) Answered by (4) (a) 

(5) Answered by (4) (a) 

(6) No. 

(7) Royalties for Regions is based on regional priorities and objectives in line with the program's principles. 
The Country Local Government Fund is based on a formula for distribution of its funds within local 
governments. 
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JANDAKOT GROUNDWATER MOUND — VOLUMES EXTRACTED 

2409. Hon Alison Xamon to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Water 

I refer to the Jandakot Groundwater Mound, and ask the following - 

(1) How many groundwater bores are extracting water from the mound and what volumes are being 
extracted? 

(2) What proportion of water and what volumes are being extracted for each of the following — 

(a) drinking water; 

(b) commercial horticulture; and 

(c) residential garden watering? 

(3) Which wetlands across the Jandakot groundwater mound, have current water levels that are above, and 
therefore in compliance with, the absolute minimum Environmental Protection Act Ministerial criteria 
water levels? 

(4) What forward planning has the Department of Water engaged to preserve water levels across the mound 
for precious wetlands and banksia bushland across the Jandakot Mound? 

Hon HELEN MORTON replied: 

(1) It is estimated that 6 360 bores abstract around 16.15 gigalitres of groundwater within the Jandakot 
Groundwater Area. 

(2) Of the estimated total use: 

(a) 25 percent at 4.05 gigalitres per year. 

(b) 50 percent at 8.01 gigalitres per year. 

(c) 25 percent at 4.1 gigalitres per year. 

(3) There are 23 sites across the Jandakot Mound for which Ministerial water level criteria are set.  These 
comprise of 10 wetland and nine terrestrial vegetation monitoring sites and four rare flora sites.  

At the end of May 2010, water levels are below criteria at three sites; Bibra Lake, North Lake and 
Shirley Balla Swamp. 

(4) The Department of Water is investigating the dynamics of the Jandakot groundwater system and 
implications for its management. Studies include the interaction and connectivity of surface water and 
groundwater in a period of declining rainfall. 

JANDAKOT AIRPORT HOLDINGS PTY LTD — GROUNDWATER USED 

2410. Hon Alison Xamon to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Water 

(1) How much groundwater is estimated to be used by Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty Ltd, for operations 
and irrigation? 

(2) Are these volumes factored into local and regional groundwater models east and south metropolitan 
region? 

(3) If no to (2), why not? 

(4) What regulatory powers does the Department of Water apply to ensure groundwater extraction by 
Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty Ltd is licensed, monitored and metered? 

(5) Has the Department of Water made any submission to the Commonwealth Department of Environment, 
Water, Heritage and the Arts, to ensure water extraction by Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty Ltd is 
sustainable and transparent? 

(6) If yes to (5), will the Minister now table such submissions made over the past five years? 

(7) If no to (5), why not? 

(8) If no to (6), why not? 

Hon HELEN MORTON replied: 

(1) Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty Ltd is on Commonwealth Government land. As such, the State 
Government does not have jurisdiction of land-use and is not able to provide an estimation of 
groundwater used. Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty Ltd has a Groundwater Licence for 101 250 kilolitres, 
which can be used to irrigate the airfield and surrounds to comply with emergency procedures. 
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(2) As Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty Ltd hold a Groundwater Licence these amounts are factored into 
local and regional groundwater availability. 

(3) Not applicable 

(4) The Department of Water (DoW) has no regulatory powers, however, Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty 
Ltd have chosen to hold a Groundwater Licence for its usage which enables the DoW to include its 
water usage in monitoring.  In addition, the DoW is liaising with Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty Ltd on 
developing an operating strategy which will include details on water efficiency measures. 

(5) No 

(6) Not applicable 

(7) The DoW is not required to make a submission to the Commonwealth Department of Environment, 
Water, Heritage and the Arts regarding the water extraction of Jandakot Airport Holdings Pty Ltd. 

(8) Not applicable 

TAXI INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT FUND 

2412. Hon Ken Travers to the Minister for Transport 

(1) How much is currently held, in the Taxi Industry Development Fund account? 

(2) financial years 2008-2009 and 2009-2010, can the Minister provide — 

(a) an outline of the projects and programs funded through the Taxi Industry Development 
Account; and 

(b) detail of the budgeted and actual expenditure to date for each of those projects? 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN replied: 

(1) As at 30 April 2010 there was $17 083 165.87 in the Taxi Industry Development Fund account.   

(2) (a) The projects and programs currently funded through the Taxi Industry Development Account 
are outlined below — 

1. Multi-Purpose Taxi (MPT) Cadetship program (including MPT mentoring) is 
designed to encourage people into the wheelchair taxi industry by providing 
subsidised entry and training costs for up to 20 MPT Cadets per annum.   

2. MPT Vehicle Modification Grant program provides a $15 000 subsidy towards the 
cost of installing a wheelchair hoist in a MPT (actual cost is approximately $19 000).   

3. MPT Meter Relocation Grant program provides a small subsidy towards the cost of 
providing a taxi meter that is visible to the passenger seated in the rear compartment 
of the MPT.   

4. MPT Lifting Fee Subsidy program provides a subsidy to the MPT driver for picking 
up wheelchair jobs eligible under the Taxi User Subsidy Scheme (TUSS). Subsidy 
levels are $7 for each job undertaken through a private booking, and $10 for each job 
undertaken through an MPT coordinator / taxi dispatch service provider.   

5. MPT Stand-by Vehicle Trial program is a further 12 month trial whereby each of the 
two MPT coordinators has a vehicle readily available to service wheelchair taxi jobs 
that would otherwise go unanswered because MPT drivers regard these jobs as 
uneconomic.   

6. Taxi Driver Professional Development program requires all taxi drivers to undertake 
four hours of Professional Development training every two years. The training is 
provided by registered training organisations under contract.   

7. National Minimum English Standard for Taxi Drivers project was undertaken to 
research the English proficiency standards required for taxi drivers to do their job 
effectively. This WA-led initiative resulted in the development of a national standard 
in English proficiency that will be progressively adopted by all States and Territories 
from 01 July 2010.   

8. Taxi Driver Registration Testing program provided funding for Transport staff 
resources to undertake on-road taxi driver competency assessments prior to issue of 
taxi driver licences.   

9. Taxi Industry Board (TIB) was appointed by the Minister for Transport in accordance 
with the Taxi Act 1994. The TIB is primarily tasked with the development of policies 
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and plans improvement of the taxi industry and also advising the Minister on the 
allocation of applications for grants of TIDA funds.   

10. Taxi Industry Performance Monitoring project provides funding for an external 
consultant to supply quarterly and monthly reports on the performance of the Perth 
metropolitan taxi industry. The reports are compiled from the operational systems of 
the two major taxi dispatch service providers in Perth and are made available to the 
public via the Transport website. The contractor also undertakes and supplies reports 
on annual Taxi Driver and Taxi User Surveys.   

11. Metro Taxi Fare Review project provided funding for an external consultant to 
develop an improved methodology for adjusting taxi fares and to subsequently run the 
fare model on behalf of the Department of Transport.   

12. Taxi Rank Security and Taxi Rank Marshals program provides funding for security 
guards and rank marshals at the Northbridge and Milligan Street taxi ranks.   

13. Taxi Fare Evasions program provides funding for Transport staff to investigate taxi 
fare evasion incidents with a view to recovering the fares owing to the affected taxi 
driver(s). This function was transferred to the Department of Transport from Western 
Australia Police due to insufficient resources being available to adequately investigate 
incidents of fare evasion.   

14. Camera Download program provides funding for Transport staff resources to be on 
call 24/7 to download taxi security cameras following an alleged incident. This 
function was transferred to the Department of Transport from WAPOL due to 
insufficient resources that left taxi drivers waiting long periods of time before 
WAPOL were able to download camera images.   

15. Interstate and Student Taxi Driver Grant program was developed in response to a 
shortage of taxi drivers in 2008 that resulted from strong economic growth and 
abundant employment opportunities. Grants to cover metropolitan taxi driver 
accreditation requirements were offered to experienced interstate taxi drivers to 
encourage them to move to WA. Grants were also offered to eligible WA tertiary 
students.   

16. Taxi Driver Counselling program provides funding for taxi drivers in need of special 
counselling following a traumatic on-road experience.   

17. Festive Season Media Campaign is a public awareness campaign advising of the 
availability of taxis over the festive season, and encouraging people to plan their 
transport needs ahead of time.   

18. 'Hands-Off' the Driver Media Campaign is a public awareness campaign highlighting 
the presence of taxi security cameras in all taxis, and that any passenger found 
assaulting a taxi driver may go to jail.   

19. Taxi Driver of the Year Awards is a contribution towards the cost of the Taxi 
industry's annual awards.   

20. Green Hybrid Taxi Trial program provided a $15 000 grant to assist taxi operators 
with purchasing a Toyota Prius for use as a 'green' taxi. Fifteen 'green' taxis have been 
introduced into the taxi fleet.   

21. Toyota Tarago Trial program provided funding towards the cost of a trial in which a 
standard Toyota Tarago was modified for use as an MPT.   

22. Joondalup Taxi Shelter project provided funding towards the construction of a taxi 
shelter at the Joondalup Health Care Campus.   

23. Taxi Rank Infrastructure Audit project provides for an external consultant to audit all 
existing taxi rank facilities in the Perth metropolitan area and to consult with local 
governments, the taxi industry and other stakeholders about current and future taxi 
rank needs. This project is being conducted in conjunction with local government 
bodies.   

24. Mounts Bay Road Slipway project provided funding towards the build of a set-down 
pick-up bay at the Esplanade train station to improve taxi access and availability. 

(b) [See paper 2168.] 
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TRAIN STATIONS — ENTRY BARRIER CRITERIA 

2413. Hon Ken Travers to the Minister for Transport 

(1) For each train station with an entry barrier, can the Minister advise the average daily number of 
passenger boardings? 

(2) What is the minimum average passenger boardings, before the Public Transport Authority, will consider 
installing entry barriers at a train station? 

(3) What criteria needs to be met to have entry barriers installed at a train station? 

(4) What criteria are used to determine the number of ‘tag-off’ locations provided at each train station? 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN replied: 

(1) Yes. The following information is based on average weekday boardings for March 2010.  This data 
provides a good representation as all schools and universities are in operation. 

Station Total Boardings Weekday Average 

Armadale 1 632 
Bassendean 2 046 
Bull Creek 4 095 
Clarkson 3 786 
Cockburn Central 3 812 
Esplanade 11 157 
Fremantle 4 496 
Joondalup 5 410 
Mandurah 3 594 
Midland 3 771 
Murdoch 6 733 
Perth & Underground  41 347 
Rockingham 2 961 
Stirling 4 361 
Thornlie 2 060 
Warnbro 2 464 
Warwick 5 089 
Whitfords 4 054 

(2)-(4)  Typically 2 500 boardings per day are required before the installation of entry barriers at a train station 
are considered, however, this is not the only criteria used.  

Other factors used to determine the installation of entry barriers and tag off locations at a station include 
operational risk issues, the number of boardings during any specific period, the design of the station, the 
number of entry and exit points, and end of line stations.  

CONTAMINATED SITES — IDENTIFICATION 

2422. Hon Alison Xamon to the Minister for Child Protection representing the Minister for Planning 

I refer to potentially contaminated sites that have been identified by various stakeholders under the 
Contaminated Sites Act 2003, and ask — 

(1) If a site under consideration for rezoning, subdivision or development has been reported as a potentially 
contaminated site, but not yet assessed by the Department of Environment and Conservation — 

(a) how is this information made known to the Minister; 

(b) what consideration does the Minister give to this information; and 

(c) what actions can the Minister take to prioritise assessment of the site? 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY replied: 

(1a)  (a) The Minister for Planning assesses the appropriateness of each rezoning proposal on its merits, 
having regard to comments received during consultation (including from the EPA and DEC) 
and the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) report and recommendation, 
including any issues raised in respect of site contamination.  

The determination of subdivision applications rests with the WAPC and development 
applications primarily with local government 
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(b)  The Minister for Planning will consider the advice of the DEC and the EPA on rezoning 
proposals, including matters relating to contamination, in the context of the individual 
proposal. 

(c) The Minister for Planning cannot prioritise the assessment of contaminated sites as this is 
undertaken by the DEC, which falls outside his portfolio. Notwithstanding, depending on the 
particular circumstance, the Minister may liaise with his colleague, the Minister for 
Environment, the Hon Donna Faragher MLC, to request that she ask the DEC to give 
consideration to prioritising an assessment. 

HALLS CREEK — WATER SUPPLY MONITORING PROGRAM 

2428. Hon Jon Ford to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Water 

I refer to question without notice No. 235, in which the Minister stated that, ‘an ongoing monitoring program 
will be undertaken to ensure the water supply at Halls Creek, continues to be safe to drink’, and ask — 

(1) What is the nature and construct of the ongoing monitoring program? 

(2) What frequency will the testing be carried out? 

Hon HELEN MORTON replied: 

(1) Testing for Industrial Hydrocarbons C are being carried out.  There are four bores being tested. To date, 
all results are clear. 

(2) Testing will be weekly. 

WAGERUP ALUMINA REFINERY — EXTENSION 

2430. Hon Giz Watson to the Leader of the House representing the State Development 

In relation to the license L6217/1983/13 granted Wagerup Alumina Refinery extension, by the Department for 
Environment and Conservation (DEC) to Alcoa of Australia Ltd, I ask — 

(1) Can you outline how the DEC supervises, the auxiliary plans to the license, such as the Supplementary 
Property Purchase Program and the Land Management Strategy? 

(2) If no to (1), why not? 

(3) Can you outline how it will be ensured that all residents in the Shire of Harvey have equal access to the 
scheme once the refinery extension goes ahead? 

(4) If no to (3), why not? 

(5) Can you outline how the scheme is managed according to Government policy? 

(6) If no to (5), why not? 

(7) Can you provide the name of the independent body that manages the scheme on behalf of the State 
Government? 

(8) If no to (7), why not? 

(9) Can you outline what accountability mechanisms are in place independent body that manages the 
scheme? 

(10) If no to (9), why not? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE replied: 

Department of State Development advises: 

(1) Licence L6217/1983/13 issued to Alcoa by the Department of Environment and Conservation does not 
deal with the Supplementary Property Purchase Program (SPPP), or with Alcoa's Land Management 
Strategy. 

(2) The SPPP is one of a number of commitments made by Alcoa in a Deed of Undertaking (Deed) with the 
Government, signed on 28 March 2007. Alcoa's Land Management Strategy, which pre-dated the Deed, 
is referred to in the Deed as the "Area A and Area B Purchase Program". In the Deed, the company 
committed to maintain its existing Area A and Area B Purchase Program and to apply the Harvey 
Waroona Index in its valuation of any properties purchased pursuant to this program during the life of 
the Wagerup alumina refinery operation. Area A and Area B are defined by map in the Deed, and 
include an area surrounding the refinery, as well as the townsites of Hamel and Yarloop. 

(3)-(4) The SPPP operated for a defined period of time outside Area A and Area B in the localities of Hamel, 
Wagerup, Yarloop and Cookernup, defined by a map in the Deed. The SPPP finished in late 
2008. Alcoa's Land Management Strategy continues to apply in Area A and Area B. 
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(5)-(10) The SPPP was managed by the SPPP Administrator, who was appointed by the State under the Deed. 
The administrator is Hendy Cowan. Alcoa's Land Management Strategy has been, and will continue to 
be, overseen by the company. 

TRANSPORT — FEES AND CHARGES INCREASE 

2464. Hon Ken Travers to the Minister for Transport 

I refer to the 2010/11 State Budget, and ask — 

(1) Can the Minister please provide a list of all fees and charges in his portfolio that have increased by 
more than the inflation rate detailed in today’s Budget? 

(2) For each fee or charge listed in (1), what is the percentage of the increase? 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN replied: 

Public Transport Authority 

(1) Yes 

(2) Transperth fares which have increased at a rate higher than the rate of increase in CPI of 2.75 per cent 
detailed in today's Budget are shown below - 

Increase % increase 
Standard   
1 Zone 10 cents 4.2% 
2 Zones 10 cents 2.8% 
   
Concession  
2 sections 10 cents 16.7% 
1 Zone 10 cents 11.1% 
2 Zones 10 cents 7.1% 
4 Zones 10 cents 4.8% 
5 Zones 20 cents 8.3% 
6 Zones 30 cents 11.1% 
7 Zones 40 cents 12.9% 
8 Zones 30 cents 8.6% 
9 Zones 20 cents 5.1% 
DayRider 30 cents 9.1% 

Note that Transperth fares are rounded to 10 cents which results in the percentage increase in some 
fares exceeding the rate of increase in CPI. Despite the significant percentage increases for some fares, 
the increase is only 10 cents for travel over two sections, one zone, two zones, and four zones. 

It should be noted, that with respect to concession fares, there has been limited fare increases over the 
previous decade resulting in Transperth concession fees remaining below 40 per cent of standard 
fares. Most cities across Australia set concession fares at 50 per cent of standard fees. Concession fare 
increases have occurred at a rate higher than inflation in order to set concession fares at 40 per cent of 
standard fares. It is important to note that 80.2 per cent of all public transport trips made by seniors and 
pensioners are now taken in off peak periods where no fee is applied. Also, school aged children retain 
entitlements to 50 cent fares to and from school. 

Main Roads 

(1) There have been no fees or charges increased by more than the inflation rate. 

(2) Not applicable. 

Department of Transport 

(1) A listing of all fees and charges identifying the level of increase for each fee and charge is attached. 
[See paper 2169.]  

(2) The listing referred to in part (1) above identifies the actual percentage increase for each fee and charge. 

RESOURCES SAFETY DIVISION — ATTRACTION AND RETENTION BENEFITS 

2470. Hon Alison Xamon to the Leader of the House representing the Premier 

I refer to the payment of attraction and retention benefits to staff in the Resources Safety Division during 2008 
and 2009, and ask — 
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(1) Did the Office of the Public Sector Standards Commissioner receive any complaints, that employees in 
the Resources Safety Division had been paid attraction and retention benefits to which they were not 
entitled? 

(2) If yes to (1) — 

(a) what was the specific nature of these complaints; 

(b) were the complaints investigated; 

(c) what was the finding; and 

(d) what was the outcome? 

(3) Has any disciplinary action been taken as a result of the complaint? 

(4) If yes to (3), what action was taken? 

(5) If no to (3), why not? 

(6) Has action been taken to cease and recover any payments found to be inappropriate? 

(7) What controls are in place in the Resources Safety Division to ensure the appropriate expenditure of 
public monies? 

(8) Have any of the controls been implemented as a result of the complaints? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE replied: 

Acting Commissioner of the Public Sector Standards advises: 

(1) Yes. OPSSC received two (2) anonymous complaints in June 2009. 

(2) (a) The allegations were that proper process was no followed in relation to the payment of an 
attraction and retention benefit to two (2) employees. 

(b) Yes. 

(c) The allegations could not be substantiated. 

(d) OPSSC took no further action in relation to the allegations. 

(3) Disciplinary action is a matter for employing authorities and cannot be instigated by OPSSC. 

(4) Not applicable 

(5) Disciplinary action can only be taken by an employing authority. 

(6) Not applicable 

(7) This is a matter Director General of the Department. 

(8) Not applicable 

CLASSIFICATION (PUBLICATIONS, FILMS AND COMPUTER GAMES)  
ENFORCEMENT ACT 1996 — PROSECUTIONS 

2476. Hon Nick Goiran to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Attorney General 

For each of the past calendar or financial years since the adoption of the current section 78 of the Classification 
(Publications, Films and Computer Games) Enforcement Act 1996, what were the number of — 

(a) people fined under the above-mentioned section; and 

(b) compliance audits/checks or similar proactive enforcement actions undertaken with regard to 
section 78? 

Hon HELEN MORTON replied: 

(a) The courts data base only refers as far back as the year 2000. There have been no prosecutions for a 
breach of s78 offences since this time. 

(b) WA in conjunction with the Commonwealth, States and Territories is a full participant in the National 
Cooperative Classification Scheme. Under that scheme, Classification Liaison Officers (jointly funded 
by the Commonwealth, States and Territories) visit adults only outlets and film and computer games 
outlets in each jurisdiction to assess the level of compliance with and to educate the industry and 
consumers about classification laws. 

A Classification Liaison Officer was in WA in January 2010. 

__________ 


